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Introdution
In the reent past of teleommuniation systems, two historial events
are worth noting: the rst ourred in 1979, when a rst generation (1G)
mobile network was deployed for the rst time by NTT (Nippon Tele-
graph and Telephone) in Japan; the seond ourred in 1995, the year
in whih the Internet was fully ommerialized in the United States of
Ameria. Sine those years, teleommuniation tehnologies have been
haraterized by an unpreedented pae of evolution driven by the soi-
etal development. This phenomenon, resulting in a orresponding evo-
lution of both our habits and our lifestyle has, onsequently, aeted all
the aspets of the human beings' daily life. As a matter of fat, from
those years, both xed and mobile ommuniations allowed us to get,
if properly utilized, improvements suh as (between others) a better ef-
ieny in the work environments, a greater level of personal seurity,
and wider soial networks. Anyway if, from a tehnologial point of
view, we ould say that the Internet we have nowadays is essentially
unhanged with respet to what it was at the start of its life, the same
annot be stated for the mobile networks. In fat, from the roll out of
the 1G mobile networks, two other tehnologies have been standardized
before the introdution of the fourth generation (4G) system we have
urrently. Unlike the evolutionary proesses related to the previous gen-
erations of mobile standards, in whih the aim has been to implement
digital ommuniation systems allowing the transmission of multimedia
data, the most important leap ahead to deal with now is mainly related
to the improvement of onnetivity and apaity. As happened for all
the previous major phases of the mobile teleommuniation standards,
even in this phase, ompanies and governments have planned to em-
ploy a onsiderable amount of nanial and human resoures in researh
ativities related to the next generation mobile network. With regard
to the government of the old ontinent only, the European Commission
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has already funded researh ativities on future networks with hundreds
of million euro, while other governments and ompanies in the world
have announed investments from hundreds of millions to more than a
billion dollars. Globally, there is a huge number of researhers that, ur-
rently, are working hard all around the world both to dene use ases
and requirements of the fth generation (5G) mobile network and to
standardize it. A deep understanding of the future senario is partiu-
larly important for suh a kind of ativities. As stated in [1℄, there have
been 110 million new mobile subsriptions globally in Q3 (third quarter)
2014 and a 60% growth in data tra globally between Q3 2013 and Q3
2014
1
. Moreover, in the next few years, the number of onneted devies
(e.g. ommuniating mahines for smart ities, e-health, entertainment,
transportation, et...) will grow up to tens of billions, allowing the so-
alled Internet of Things (IoT) to omplement the atual human-entri
ommuniation senario [2, 3℄ and ontributing to the tra growing.
In this new integrated senario, the servies requested by the onneted
devies will be extremely heterogeneous both in terms of purpose and in
terms of requirements. Therefore, 5G networks will have to ensure on-
netivity anywhere and anytime to a tremendous number of devies, eah
of whih haraterized by a ertain servie level agreement (SLA) that
the networks will have to dynamially manage. In order to deal with the
expeted tra growth, the ever inreasing number of onneted devies
and the related requirements and use ases, the future mobile network
will have to [4℄: (i) be more eient in terms of energy, ost, and
resoure utilization; (ii) be more versatile in terms of availability, mo-
bility, and QoS (Quality of Servie); (iii) provide better salability
in terms of tra and onneted devies. More speially, it is widely
reognized that 5G networks will have to address six hallenges that
the LTE-A (Long Term Evolution - Advaned) is not able to properly
deal with. These hallenges are the following and are briey disussed
in [5℄: (i) higher apaity; (ii) higher data rate; (iii) lower E2E (End
to End) lateny; (iv) massive devie onnetivity; (v) redued CapEx
(Capital Expenditure) and OpEx (Operational Expenditure); (vi) onsis-
tent QoE (Quality of Experiene) provisioning. With the aim to address
these hallenges, the researh ommunity is working to identify the set
of key andidate tehnologies that will enable the future mobile network.
1
It is estimated that approximately 55% of mobile tra will ome from video in
2020.
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Three of these andidate tehnologies are related to the relaying and
multi-hop ommuniations (typial of the ooperative approahes for
wireless networks) and to the reently introdued paradigms of SDN
(Software Dened Networking) [6℄ and NFV (Network Funtion Virtu-
alization) [7℄.
In this thesis work, some original results onerning the above men-
tioned tehnologies (relaying/multi-hop ommuniations/ooperative om-
muniations, SDN, and NFV) will be presented, by reserving greater em-
phasis to the rst one. The following subsetions will represent a short
introdution to the basis of suh tehnologies and the relevane of their
possible use within future mobile network arhitetures, by referring also
to some literature papers related to the overed topis.
Cooperative ommuniations
Cooperation onepts in the ontext of teleommuniation systems have
been introdued for the rst time when Edward C. Van Der Meulen, by
onsidering ommuniation hannels between three dierent terminals,
addressed the problem of how to send information in one speied dire-
tion over a two-way ommuniation hannel [8℄ as eetively as possible,
assuming that all terminals were ooperating so as to optimize the trans-
mission proedure [9,10℄. In his work, Van Der Meulen dened the basis
onept of relay hannel and derived upper and lower bounds on the a-
paity of suh a hannel. As intuition ould suggest, unlike the so alled
diret, single-user or point-to-point ommuniation, in whih the om-
muniation from a single soure (S) to a single destination (D) happens
without the help of any other ommuniating terminal, ooperation is
possible whenever there are at least three terminal nodes in the network:
more generally, a soure, a destination and a set (eventually of unitary
ardinality) of nodes that help the ommuniation from S to D. Cooper-
ative relaying tehniques an be employed with the aim to improve the
overage and/or the data rates and have reently gained inreasing at-
tention within both aademi and industrial researh ativities. Indeed,
in LTE (Long Term Evolution) release 10, i.e. the LTE-A (Long Term
Evolution-Advaned), support for a deode-and-forward (DF) relaying
sheme has been introdued. Speially, in order for release 8/9 termi-
nals to be served by relays (introdued in release 10) and, therefore, to
ensure full ompatibility between LTE (release 8, 9) and LTE-A (release
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10), a fundamental ondition on the transpareny of the relays with re-
spet to the terminals has been imposed. This means that the terminal
is not aware of whether it is onneted to a relay or to a onventional
base station [11℄.
Besides its role in LTE-A standard, ooperative relaying turns out
to be also a potential enabling tehnology for 5G networks. In [4℄, the
authors envision the employment of relay nodes as a mean to imple-
ment multi-hop ommuniations and wireless network oding in order to
extend overage and improve reliability, transfer the proessing/energy
burden from the massive mahine ommuniation (MMC) devies to the
network, and to have an alternative bakhauling solution. In [5℄, in-
stead, it is argued that a possible way to support the hyperonnetiv-
ity, required by the huge number of onneted nodes of a future 5G
network, will be represented by a ombination of advanes in air in-
terfae design, signaling optimization, intelligent lustering and relaying
tehniques. Again in [5℄, joint use of relaying and nesting tehniques
is expeted to ensure 5G features suh as support of multiple devies,
group mobility and nomadi hotspots. The paper [12℄, written by N.
Bhushan et al., is strongly related to network densiation, whih rep-
resents a ombination of spatial densiation and spetral aggregation
and is onsidered a key mehanism to improve the wireless ommunia-
tions and meet the requirements, in terms of apaity and onnetivity,
of the next generation of mobile ommuniations. Moreover, the authors
highlight the Martin Cooper's
2
statement for whih, so far, three main
fators (in dereasing order of impat) have always had a predominant
inuene in the growth of wireless system apaity: inrease in the num-
ber of wireless infrastruture nodes, inreased use of radio spetrum, and
improvement in link eieny. Within the paper other solutions are also
pointed out, suh as the use of relay nodes at loation without wired
bakhaul aess (as a mean to ensure aess to mobile terminals and to
bakhaul tra to a base station with wired bakhaul) and the use ase
of D2D (Devie to Devie) relay for tra ooading.
2
Martin Cooper is a pioneer of wireless ommuniations and is onsidered the
father of the ell phone. Worthy of note is its law of spetral eieny, also known
as Cooper's law, whih states that the maximum number of voie onversations or
equivalent data transations that an be onduted in all of the useful radio spetrum
over a given area doubles every 30 months.
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SDN & NFV
SDN [6℄ is an emerging arhiteture formally introdued by the Open
Networking Foundation (ONF), a not-for-prot organization o-founded
by Nik MKeown and Sott Shenker and dediated to the promotion
and adoption of SDN. Aording to what the ONF has stated, the basi
idea of SDN is represented by the physial separation of the network on-
trol plane from the forwarding plane enabling, in this way, the network
ontrol to beome diretly programmable and the underlying infrastru-
ture to be abstrated for appliations and network servies [6,13℄. One of
the main eets of SDN is that it allows one to modify the network fun-
tionalities by simply installing new software in the network but without
performing any hange at the hardware level. This feature speeds up the
network innovation by making it only dependent on the software design
speed and no more on the overall proess of hardware design, prodution
and installation. A ore tool to implement an SDN arhiteture is Open-
Flow [14℄, the rst standard ommuniations interfae dened between
the ontrol and forwarding layers of an SDN arhiteture and widely sup-
ported by various devie manufaturers, servie providers, and operators.
NFV [7℄ represents an evolved way to apply virtualization's onepts
to the teleommuniation networks. It was introdued at the end of
2012 by some of the world's leading teleoms network operators, whih
seleted ETSI (European Teleommuniations Standards Institute) to
be the home of the Industry Speiation Group for NFV (ISG NFV),
with the aim to provide a mean to speed up the launh of new network
servies while, at the same time, saving nanial resoures. It is a mat-
ter of fat that, urrently, the amount of time neessary to launh a new
network servie depends on many fators suh as, between others: (i)
the presene, within the networks, of proprietary hardware applianes;
(ii) the diulties in designing new and ever more omplex hardware-
based applianes; (iii) the ever shorter hardware lifeyles. The solution
proposed by ISG NFV to address these problems onsists in virtualizing
all the network funtions that ould be virtualized and installing them
on general purpose hardware. In this way NFV, as well as SDN, allows
one to perform faster hanges of the network features by reduing CapEx
and OpEx.
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SDN and NFV, therefore, promise a more exible network deployment
and operation as well as a more eient resoure utilization (that is,
maybe, the basi benet of virtualization).
The key role that SDN and NFV will have in the 5G network arhiteture
is widely reognized. In [5℄ an arhitetural vision whih addresses the
hallenges plaed on 5G mobile networks with its key arhitetural ele-
ments is proposed. The authors indiate SDN and NFV as tehnologies
apable to allow faster deployment, orhestration and on demand saling
of the funtions in the network loud. Also in the RAS (Radio Aess
and Spetrum)
3
white paper on 5G radio network arhiteture [15℄ the
relevane of SDN and NFV as enabling tehnologies is desribed. The
paper onrm the ability to implement (i.e., virtualize and deploy) rit-
ial mobile network funtions (MME, HGW,PGW, et.) on standard
IT (Information Tehnology) platforms by, anyway, highlighting the role
of both the highspeed IP (Internet Protool) networks availability and
the possibility to manage them more exibly through SDN, as neessary
onditions. Finally, papers [16, 17℄ again emphasized the signiant im-
pat that SDN and NFV will have in applying intelligene in future 5G
networks.
Organization of the thesis
By onsidering the ativities arried out during the Ph.D. programme
and the related topis, this work of thesis is organized as follows:
• In Chapter 1, the appliation environment onsidered in the over-
all Ph.D. program as well as both the relevant phenomena govern-
ing it and the main tehnologies employed to mitigate their neg-
ative eet on performane metris are desribed. The hapter,
hene, will start with a short introdution of the wireless han-
nel. Speially, a desription of the multipath propagation will
be given as well as an overview both of its time and frequeny
onsequenes and of the involved attenuation phenomena. Then,
the onept of diversity and its role in ounterating the multi-
path fading will be disussed. In this regard, time, frequeny, and
3
RAS is a luster ativity omprising a portfolio of more than 20 researh projets
partiipating in the European Commission 7
th
Framework Program and investigating
radio aess and spetrum aspets of future wireless networks.
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spae diversity will be desribed. In addition, the basi priniples
of multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) systems will be treated
as well as the performane improvements they provide. At that
point, orthogonal frequeny division multiplexing (OFDM) multi-
arrier modulation will be disussed. Besides introduing the basi
idea of OFDM, both the analog and the digital OFDM implemen-
tations will be desribed with a partiular emphasis, for the ase of
digital implementation, on the relevane of the yli prex (CP)
(similar onsideration an be made, in the ase of analog imple-
mentation, for the time guard) in mitigating the multipath fading
when onsidering wideband systems. Finally, the last setion will
be devoted to introduing the basis of ooperative approahes.
• InChapter 2, some results related to MIMO ooperative multiple-
relay systems will be presented. At rst, the general network model
will be introdued and, then, the hapter will follow by desribing
three dierent original results. The rst presented ontribution
will be mainly related to the performane analysis, in terms of
average bit error rate (ABER), of a MIMO ooperative system
haraterized by non-optimized proessing (both at the soure and
at the relay nodes) and zero-foring (ZF) reeption. Moreover,
the study of the optimal relays' positions will be performed in
the speial ase of relay luster. The seond ontribution will be
related to the performane analysis for a similar system, but in the
ase of minimum mean square error (MMSE) reeiver. The last
ontribution will be aimed at assessing the improvement provided
by the optimization of both the soure and the relay proessing in
an OFDM system, by onsidering two limit ases of the available
hannel state information (CSI).
• In Chapter 3, the design of ooperative multiple-relay ommuni-
ations over frequeny seletive hannels orrupted by non Gaus-
sian noise is arried out. The motivations whih drive the study of
wireless networks in impulsive noise stems from the fat that suh a
noise ategory, along with the multipath fading, may represent the
dominant ause of performane degradation in heavily-ongested
senarios. The ontributions presented in this hapter are related
both to the diret ommuniation and to the ooperative ommu-
niation. At rst, a SISO OFDM system, employing non-linear
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blanking preproessing to mitigate the impulsive noise eets, will
be onsidered and the design of a new equalizer will be presented.
Speially, it will be shown that, by exploiting the presene of vir-
tual arriers (a solution present in several multiarrier standards),
it is possible to design frequeny-domain linear nite impulse re-
sponse (FIR) equalizers for hannels aeted by impulsive noise
(IN), whih are able to ompensate for the inter-arrier interfer-
ene (ICI) introdued by a blanking nonlinearity.
4
In partiular, a
suient ondition ensuring the existene of suh a FIR ICI-free
solution is derived. Moreover, it is shown that, with respet to on-
ventional zero-foring (ZF) reeivers (with or without blanking), a
performane gain an be obtained for signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)
values of pratial interest, with an aordable inrease in omputa-
tional omplexity. Then, a ooperative OFDM system, employing
a distributed spae-time blok oding (STBC) tehnique will be
onsidered to show its beneial eets, with respet to the diret
ommuniation, both in the entralized and deentralized ases.
• In Chapter 4, the potential impat of emerging tehnologies,
like software dened networking (SDN) and network virtualiza-
tion (NV), on future network evolution is addressed. It is argued
that the above mentioned tehnologies ould bring a signiant dis-
ruption at the edge networks, where it will be possible to develop
distributed louds of virtual resoures running on standard hard-
ware. The ontribution of the hapter is related to a key tehnial
hallenge behind this vision: the apability of dynamially moving
virtual mahines (VMs), whih run network servies, funtions, and
users appliations, among edge networks aross wide area interon-
netions. Speially, we fous on the problem of live migrating
the memory state of a single VM between two physial mahines,
whih are loated at the edge and are inter-onneted by a wide
area network (WAN). With referene to a pre-opy mehanism,
aimed at iteratively transferring the memory ontent to the desti-
nation mahine, we will develop a simplied mathematial model
that unveils the dependene of the total migration time and down-
time of the VM memory transfer on the main WAN parameters,
suh as apaity, buering, and propagation delay.
4
The proposed approah an be extended to other memoryless nonlinearities [18℄,
e.g., lipping or ombination of blanking and lipping.
Basi notation
Symbol Meaning
N Field of natural numbers
Z Field of integer numbers
R Field of real numbers
C Field of omplex numbers
R++ {x ∈ R : x > 0}
R
m×n
Field of m× n real matries
R
m
Shorthand for R
m×1
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Chapter 1
Preliminaries: wireless
hannel, MIMO, OFDM,
ooperation
This rst hapter is devoted to introduing preliminary onepts regard-
ing the appliation environment onsidered in the overall Ph.D. program,
as well as the relevant phenomena governing it and the main tehnolo-
gies employed to mitigate their negative eet on performane metris.
The hapter, hene, will start with a short introdution of the wireless
hannel. Speially, a desription of the multipath propagation will be
given, as well as an overview both of its time and frequeny onsequenes
and of the involved attenuation phenomena. Then, the onept of diver-
sity and its role in ounterating the multipath fading will be disussed.
In this regard, time, frequeny, and spae diversity will be desribed. In
addition, the basi priniples of multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO)
systems will be introdued, as well as the performane improvements
they provide. At that point, orthogonal frequeny division multiplexing
(OFDM) multiarrier modulation will be treated. Besides introduing
the basi idea of OFDM, the setion will desribe both analog and digi-
tal OFDM implementations, with a partiular emphasis, for the ase of
digital implementation, on the relevane of the yli prex (CP) (sim-
ilar onsiderations an be made, in the ase of analog implementation,
for the time guard) in mitigating the multipath fading when onsidering
wideband systems. Finally, the last setion will introdue the basis of
ooperative approahes.
1
2 Chapter 1 - The wireless hannel
1.1 The wireless hannel
Unlike wired ommuniations, in whih signal propagation is onstrained
within wires, in wireless ommuniations the propagation medium is
not a wire but, typially, either the troposphere or the water. In this
hapter the rst one will be onsidered. When a signal is transmitted
through the wireless hannel, it experienes both the inherent properties
of the transmitting medium and the environmental harateristis. In
fat, besides the wireless medium properties, the propagation depends
on stati and dynami entities (buildings, monuments, trees, ars, et.)
whih onstitute the propagation environment. Therefore, in general,
propagation ours by means of multiple path (multipath propagation)
and the hannel has time-variant properties, mainly due to the rela-
tive mobility between transmitter and reeiver, as well as the motion
of the surrounding objets. As a result, transmitted power experienes
both time-independent (path-loss) and time-dependent (fading) atten-
uations and, hene, the reeived power utuates. Typially, these re-
eived power variations happen over large, medium and short distane
sales [19, 20℄.
1.1.1 Attenuation phenomena
Large-sale distane (100-1000 m) attenuations are mainly measured by
path loss. This kind of attenuation is due to the dissipation, depending
on the distane d between soure and destination devies, of the power
radiated by the transmitter. Path loss estimations an be taken in the
ase in whih the eletromagneti waves propagate through the wireless
medium when the transmitter and reeiver have an unobstruted line of
sight (LOS) path between them and, typially path loss models assume
that path loss is the same at a given d. In the simplest ase of LOS-only
transmissions, the so-alled free-spae path loss is desribed the Friis
law
P
RX
(d) = P
TX
G
TX
G
RX
(
λ
4π d
)2
(1.1)
whih gives the reeived power P
RX
as a funtion of the distane d (be-
tween transmitter and reeiver) in free spae, where P
TX
is the trans-
mitted power, G
TX
and G
RX
are the antenna gains, respetively, of the
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transmit and reeive antennas, and λ is the wavelength1. This law states
that, given the transmit and reeive antennas, the reeived power de-
ays as the square of the distane d. To estimate the path loss in a
more pratial senario involving, besides the LOS path, also propaga-
tion mehanisms like diration, reetion, transmission and sattering,
many path-loss models an be formulated. However, for general analysis
it is reommended to use a simple model like the simplied path-loss
model one
P
RX
= P
TX
K
(
d
0
d
)η
, (1.2)
whih is valid for d > d
0
, where K is a is a dimensionless onstant that
depends on the antenna harateristis and the average hannel attenu-
ation at d = d
0
, d
0
is a referene distane for the antenna far-eld, and η
is the path-loss exponent (between 2 and 6). In partiular, the free-spae
path-loss model, the two-ray model, the Hata model, and the COST ex-
tension to the Hata model are all of the same form as (1.2) [20℄.
Medium-sale distane (10-100 m outdoor, <10 m indoor) random
utuations of the attenuation, instead, are mainly due to obstrution
by large objets and hanges in reeting surfaes and sattering objets.
This phenomenon is alled shadowing or shadow fading (sometimes re-
ferred to as medium-sale fading). With regards to large objets ob-
strution, it is worth noting that the transition from the non-shadowed
zone to the shadowed one it is not sharp but gradual and, speially,
by supposing a xed transmitter, the reeiver has to move over large dis-
tanes (from a few meters up to several hundreds of meters) in order to
pass from the light zone to the dark zone. This is why shadowing is
assoiated to the so alled medium-sale distane movements. Sine the
properties of the bloking objets and the hanges in reeting surfaes
and sattering objets are generally unknown, statistial models must be
used to haraterize these utuations. The most ommonly employed
model for shadow fading is the log-normal one, whih has been empiri-
ally onrmed for indoor and outdoor environments. In this model, the
transmit-to-reeive power ratio ψ = P
TX
/P
RX
is assumed to be random
with a log-normal distribution given by:
pΨ(ψ) =
ξ√
2πσψ
dB
ψ
exp
[
−(10 log10(ψ)− µψdB)
2
2σ2ψ
dB
]
, ψ > 0, (1.3)
1
The fator
(
λ
4π d
)2
is alled free spae loss fator or geometri attenuation.
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where ξ = 10/ ln(10), µψ
dB
is the mean of ψ
dB
= 10 log10(ψ) in dei-
bels, and σψ
dB
is the standard deviation of ψ
dB
(also in dB). Some ob-
servations are now in order. First, sine ψ is log-normal distributed,
ψ
dB
= 10 log10(ψ) is Gaussian distributed. Seondly, this log-normal
model jointly treats path loss and shadow fading eets. In fat, the
mean µψ
dB
, an be based on an analytial model or empirial measure-
ments: for empirial measurements µψ
dB
equals the empirial path loss,
while for analytial models µψ
dB
must inorporate both the path loss
(e.g., from a free-spae or ray-traing model) as well as average attenua-
tion from blokage [20℄. However, path loss an also be treated separately
from shadowing by onsidering the following model, based on (1.2):
P
RX
P
TX
dB = 10 log10(K)− 10η log10
(
d
d
0
)
− ψ
dB
, (1.4)
where ψ
dB
is a Gaussian random variable with zero mean and variane
σ2ψ
dB
.
Finally, small-sale (at a distane approximately equal to the wave-
length) random utuations of the reeived power are due to onstru-
tive/distrutive interferene between the multipath omponents of the
reeived signal. In fat, eah path involved in the propagation is har-
aterized by its own attenuation delay. Therefore, when the multipath
waves are added up at the reeiver end, they an mutually interfere either
onstrutively or destrutively (depending on their own phases), thus
produing variations in the reeived signal strength. Sine the phases as-
soiated to eah multipath omponent depends on the relative position
of transmitter, reeiver and surrounding objets, the interferene and,
therefore, the amplitude of the total signal, hanges with time when ei-
ther the transmitter, the reeiver or the surrounding objets hange their
position. This eet is alled small-sale fading, beause even a relatively
(with respet to the wavelength) small movement an result in a large
hange in the signal amplitude. As well as for medium-sale distane
utuations, due to the random nature of the phenomena involved, even
small-sale fading requires statistial models for its haraterization. In
this ase, the most onsidered fading models for the statistial distri-
bution of the omplex attenuations are both the Rayleigh and the Rie
models.
Rayleigh model: in urban environments it is likely to have no domi-
nant satterers (there is no LOS between transmitter and reeiver)
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and, hene, it is reasonable to assume that the reeiver observes
reeted waves only. When the number of reeted waves is large,
aording to the entral limit theorem, both the omponents (in-
phase and in-quadrature) of the reeived signal an be expressed as
inorrelated real and jointly Gaussian random proesses with zero
mean and variane σ2. In this ase, the envelope of the reeived sig-
nal is distributed, at eah time instant, aording to the Rayleigh
statistial model, while its phase obeys a uniform distribution in
[−π, π).
Rie model: in some propagation environments, suh the satellite mo-
bile radio hannel or the miroellular one, there are no obstales
along the LOS path between transmitter and reeiver. Hene, one
an onsider to have a dominant satterer (typially related to the
LOS) in addition to many others, whose ontributions are approx-
imately equal. This allows one to express the reeived signal as the
sum of a diret wave (LOS omponent) and a ertain number of re-
eted waves, whose sum represents the so alled sattered ompo-
nent of the reeived signal. The diret wave is a stationary, fading-
free and onstant-amplitude signal, while the reeted waves are
independent random signals. When the number of reeted waves
is large, again, the omponents (in-phase and in-quadrature) of the
sattered signal an be haraterized as real and jointly Gaussian
random proesses with zero mean and variane σ2. The sattered
omponent envelope is distributed aording to the Rayleigh model
while the overall signal
2
has a Rie distributed envelope.
1.1.2 Multipath propagation eets and fading types
Multipath propagation is haraterized by four main phenomena: time
shift, time dispersion, frequeny shift and frequeny dispersion.
Time-domain phenomena are losely related to the dierent lengths
of the paths involved in the propagation and thus to the delays assoiated
to eah multipath omponent. Speially, besides the time shift due to
the propagation delay, when a very short pulse is transmitted over a
multipath hannel, the reeiver observes a train of pulses and, therefore,
a signal whose duration is greater than that of the transmitted signal.
2
The overall signal is the sum of the diret omponent, with onstant smplitude,
and the sattered omponent, whih is Rayleigh distributed.
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With regards to the time dispersion, it is useful to introdue the han-
nel delay spread Tm (or, equivalently, the hannel oherene bandwidth
BC ∼= 1/Tm) whih represents a measure of the time delay between the
arrival of the rst reeived multipath omponent and the last reeived
multipath omponent assoiated with a single transmitted pulse.
Frequeny-domain phenomena, instead, are mainly due to the time
variations in the struture of the medium. Speially, they are assoi-
ated to the possible motion either of transmitter, reeiver or surrounding
objets. This movements produe a frequeny shift equals to the Doppler
frequeny fD and a frequeny dispersion due to a Doppler spread aused
by amplitude modulation. With regards to the frequeny dispersion, it
is useful to introdue the hannel oherene time TC (or, equivalently,
the Doppler spread BD ∼= 1/TC), whih represents a statistial measure
of the time in whih the fading is orrelated.
Given the hannel delay spread, the hannel oherene time, and the sig-
nalling interval Tu (or, equivalently, the bandwidth Bu) of the transmit-
ted signal, two distintions between fading types an be made. Speif-
ially, with regards to the hannel oherene time, the fading is said
to be at (or, equivalently, frequeny-nonseletive) when Tm < Tu;
otherwise, the fading is frequeny seletive. On the other hand, with
regards to the hannel delay spread, the fading is said to be slow if
TC > Tu; otherwise, the fading is fast.
1.1.3 Narrowband and wideband systems
The signal observed by a reeiver in the ase of transmission over a
multipath hannel turns out to be, in general, a distorted version of the
transmitted signal. In the ase of disrete multipath delays, the general
expression of the equivalent low-pass response of the multipath hannel
at time t due to an impulse at t− τ an be expressed as
h(τ, t) =
L(t)∑
l=0
αl(t) e
−j φl(t)δ[τ − τl(t)]; φl(t) = 2π fc τl(t). (1.5)
Therefore, if a bandpass signal
s(t) = Re
{
u(t) ej2πfct
}
, (1.6)
where u(t) is the equivalent low pass signal for s(t) (with bandwidth Bu)
and fc is its arrier frequeny, is transmitted, the general expression for
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the reeived signal is the following one:
r(t) = Re

L(t)∑
l=0
αl(t)e
−jφl(t)u[t− τl(t)]
 ej2πfct
 . (1.7)
The impat of multipath on the reeived signal depends on the produt
between the multipath delay spread Tm and the bandwidth of the trans-
mitted signal Bu. Depending on this produt, it is possible to dene two
dierent lasses of fading models.
The rst lass is that of the narrowband fading models and is
haraterized by the relation Tu ≫ Tm,i.e., Bu Tm ≪ 1. In this ase,
u[t−τl(t)] ≈ u(t), for all l, the multipath omponents are not resolvable,
and the temporal dispersion is negligible. Thus, the hannel impulse
response turns out to be
h(τ, t) =
L(t)∑
l=0
αl(t) e
−j φl(t)
 δ(τ) (1.8)
and the reeived signal an be expressed as
r(t) = Re
u(t)ej2πfct
L(t)∑
l=0
αl(t)e
−jφl(t)

 . (1.9)
whih diers from the transmitted one by the omplex sale fator in
the round brakets. Therefore, the resulting onstrutive and destru-
tive interferene auses narrowband fading of the signal and a negligible
time dispersion, whih does not introdue intersymbol interferene (ISI)
in digital ommuniations.
The seond lass, instead, is that of the wideband fading mod-
els and is haraterized by the relation Tu ≪ Tm, i.e., Bu Tm ≫ 1. In
this ase the approximation u[t − τl(t)] ≈ u(t), for all l, is no longer
valid, the multipath omponents are all resolvable and interfere with the
subsequently transmitted signals produing ISI. In this ase, the general
expressions both for the hannel impulse response and for the reeived
signal reported, respetively, in (1.5) and (1.7), have to be onsidered.
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1.2 Diversity
One of the best solutions to ounterat the eets of fading is represented
by diversity tehniques. When burst of errors our at the reeiver, it
means that the hannel is in a deep fade and, then, one of the possi-
ble solution to improve the performane is to give at the reeiver the
possibility to have independent replias of the transmitted signal. A di-
versity tehnique, indeed, is any tehnique by means of whih the same
signal is allowed to experiene statistially independent fading hannels.
Speially, if any signal has a probability p to be faded below a ritial
threshold, then L independently fading replias of the same signal have a
probability pL to be all faded below that threshold [21℄. Therefore, diver-
sity allows one to inrease the probability to have at least one replia of
the transmitted signal that is above the ritial threshold at the reeiver
end. Some of the ways onsidered to implement diversity are based on
introduing redundany in time, frequeny and spae.
Time diversity: Time diversity onsists in transmitting the same sig-
nal, a ertain number of times, over suessive time slots. To en-
sure the independene between the hannels, time slots have to be
spaed at least of a period equal to the hannel oherene time TC .
Indeed, the hannel oherene time represents a statistial measure
of the time interval in whih the fading is orrelated. In order to
ahieve pratial time diversity in mobile ommuniation systems,
error deteting odes are ombined with interleaving tehniques. In
this ase, the time redundany is introdued by the error detetion
oding, while the time spaing between the replias is provided by
the interleaving depth. Anyway, sine exessive interleaving depth
leads to deoding delays, this tehnique is not eetive in the ase
of very slow fading (when TC ≫ T ) when interleaving ould in-
trodue to signiant delays that are not aeptable for real-time
appliations. Although time diversity does not require inreased
transmit power, it has the drawbak of a spetral eieny wors-
ening, due to the redundany introdued in the time domain.
Frequeny diversity: Frequeny diversity is ahieved by sending the
same message over dierent arrier frequenies. In order to ob-
tain independent fading hannels, an appropriate spaing between
the arriers has to be designed. Speially, the adjaent ar-
rier frequenies have to be separated, at least, by the oherene
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bandwidth BC of the hannel in order to ensure inorrelation be-
tween the fading statistis assoiated to dierent frequenies. Un-
like time diversity, frequeny diversity requires additional power
at the transmitter. One of the way to ahieve frequeny diversity
is to employ spread-spetrum tehniques. Indeed, although this
is not equivalent to send the same message over independent fad-
ing paths, suh tehniques provide a kind of frequeny diversity
by leading to a hannel gain that is variable aross the bandwidth
of the transmitted signal. Spread-spetrum tehniques represent
modulation methods that are appliable to digitally modulated sig-
nals. They have been applied to antijam
3
systems, ode-division
multiple-aess systems and systems designed to ounterat the
multipath.
Spae diversity: A notable way to ahieve independent fading paths
is spae diversity. Suh a tehnique is implemented by employ-
ing multiple antennas (antenna array) either at the transmitter
or at the reeiver (or at both sides). The antenna elements on-
stituting the array have to be spatially arranged and physially
spaed by a distane neessary to allow the signals to experiment
independent fading paths. In general, antenna spaing depends on
both the onsidered frequeny range and the propagation environ-
ment: typially, a spaing of some wavelengths is suient for the
sope. Spae diversity provides the reeiver with signal replias
that represent a spae-domain redundany and, unlike both time
and frequeny diversity, it does not lead to spetral eieny losses.
Suh a harateristi is very attrative for high data-rate wireless
systems. Two similar tehniques are polarization diversity and an-
gular diversity, whih employ, respetively, antenna polarization
and angular orientation to generate independent fading paths.
3
Jamming indiates any narrowband interferene disturbane
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1.3 MIMO systems
A wireless system an be labeled as a MIMO system if both the trans-
mitter and the reeiver nodes are equipped with multiple antennas.
MIMO systems represent a standard method to ounterat fading by
means of spatial diversity without inur in spetral eieny losses.
Therefore, they are, by onstrution, inherently robust with respet to
fading phenomena. Besides the spae diversity, MIMO systems an also
implement time, frequeny or mixed diversity tehniques, with the aim
to obtain either diversity or apaity gains. A generi MIMO system in
whih the transmitter and the reeiver are equipped, respetively, with
M
T
and M
R
antennas is reported in Figure 1.1. Suh a system an be
1
2
MT
1
2
MR
SPACE-TIME 
MODEM
Rx
Input bit 
stream SPACE-TIME 
MODEM
Tx
Transmit antenna array Receive antenna array
Output bit 
stream
... ...
Figure 1.1: MIMO system.
deomposed in a ertain number of independent parallel hannels (SISO
links). To show this, let us onsider a MIMO hannel haraterized by
the hannel matrix H ∈ CMR×MT , having rank R
H
. From the matrix
theory, every matrix H an be deomposed, aording to the singular
value deomposition (SVD), as
H = UΣVH (1.10)
where U ∈ CMR×MR and V ∈ CMT×MT are unitary matries, while
Σ ∈ CMR×MT is a (pseudo) diagonal matrix whose main diagonal en-
tries orrespond to the singular values of the hannel H. Sine the rank
of a matrix annot exeed the number of rows and olumns, than it
straightforward to observe that R
H
≤ min(M
T
,M
R
). In the ase of rih
sattering environment H is of full rank and, hene, R
H
= min(M
T
,M
R
).
Parallel deomposition of the hannel is obtained by dening a transfor-
mation on the hannel input and output by means of transmit preoding
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and reeiver shaping operations. Speially, as shown in Fig. 1.2 [20℄,
with transmit preoding the input x of the antennas is generated by
means of a linear transformation of the input vetor x˜ as x = VHx˜,
while reeiver shaping performs a similar operation by elaborating the
antenna output as y˜ = UHy. In general, multiple antennas an be used
... x = Vx
~ y = Hx+n y = UHy~
x~ x y y~
... ... ...
Figure 1.2: Transmit preoding and reeiver shaping.
to inrease the data rates through multiplexing or to improve perfor-
mane through diversity [20℄. One of the main MIMO tehniques aims
at improving power eieny by maximizing spae diversity, and inludes
delay diversity, spae-time blok odes (STBCs) and spae-time trellis
odes (STTCs). Another approah is represented by layered spae-time
arhitetures, suh as the vertial Bell Laboratories layered spae-time
(V-BLAST) [22, 23℄ employed to inrease apaity. Performane im-
provements ahieved by using MIMO systems are due to four dierent
leverages, whih are array gain, diversity gain, spatial multiplexing and
interferene redution [24, 25℄.
1.3.1 Array gain
Fig. 1.3 shows a single-input multiple-output (SIMO) system with one
transmit antenna and two reeive antennas. The reeive antennas ob-
serve dierent versions, s1 and s2, of the transmitted signal s. The signal
Scatterers
SNRout = SNR1 + SNR2
sout
s1
s2
Rx
Tx
s
2
1
Figure 1.3: Array gain.
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version s1 and s2 have dierent amplitudes and phases, both depending
on the propagation onditions. If the CSI is known at the reeiver, it is
possible to apply suitable proessing tehniques in order to oherently
ombine s1 and s2 to improve the power of the reeived signal omponent
and, therefore, the signal quality. In this ase, the SNR at the output
of the ombiner equals the sum of the SNRs related to the single links.
Obviously, this result an be extended to SIMO systems with more than
two reeive antennas. In suh systems, the average inrease of the signal
power at the reeiver is referred to as array gain and is proportional to
the number of reeive antennas. If the CSI is known at the transmitter,
an array gain an also be ahieved in systems with multiple transmit an-
tennas (multiple-input single-output - MISO systems) while, if the CSI is
known at both the ends of the link, it an also be ahieved with multiple
antennas at both ends.
1.3.2 Diversity gain
In wireless hannel the power of the signals hanges in the time, fre-
queny and spae domains. When the power level goes below a ertain
threshold, the hannel is said to be in fade and, as already seen in the pre-
vious setion, suitable diversity tehniques an be employed to mitigate
fading and, therefore, to stabilize the wireless links. In the following,
reeive and transmit diversity will be briey desribed by onsidering
spae diversity as a referene diversity system.
Reeive diversity is ahieved by systems with multiple antennas only
at the reeiver (SIMO systems). Fig. 1.4 shows a system employing re-
eive diversity. When the signal s is transmitted, the reeive antennas
Scattererssout
s2
s
s1
Rx
Tx
Figure 1.4: Reeive diversity.
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observe, independently, the fading-orrupted signal transmit versions, s1
and s2. The reeiver, then, ombine s1 and s2, by means of suitable
proessing tehniques, in order to mitigate the fading eets
4
. The sys-
tem in Fig. 1.4 has a diversity order of 2: in general, the diversity order
equals the number of reeive antennas, M
R
, of the SIMO system.
Transmit diversity an be applied to systems with multiple transmit
antennas. To ahieve diversity with suh a system, CSI at the trans-
mitter is not neessarily required, but a suitable shaping of the transmit
signal is needed, whih an be designed by means, e.g., of spae-time
oding tehniques. A lassial example of transmit diversity sheme is
represented by the Alamouti's sheme. Fig. 1.5 shows a generi transmit
diversity sheme with two transmit antennas and one reeive antenna.
At the transmitter, s is subjet to a oding sheme whose output is repre-
Rx
Scatterers
s
sout
s1
s21
s11
s2
Tx
Figure 1.5: Transmit diversity.
sented by the signals s1 and s2 to be transmitted over dierent antennas.
At the reeiver end, then, suitable proessing tehniques are employed
in order to reover the soure signal while mitigating the fading eets.
The system in Fig. 1.5 has a diversity order of 2: in general, the diversity
order depends on the number of the transmit antennas, M
T
, of the MISO
system.
Finally, diversity gain in MIMO systems an be obtained by suit-
ably ombining transmit and reeive diversity shemes: in general, the
diversity order depends on the produt M
R
M
T
between the number of
transmit and reeive antennas of the MIMO system.
4
A better degree of fading mitigation an be obtained by onsidering a larger
number of reeive antennas.
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1.3.3 Multiplexing gain
Unlike SIMO and MISO, MIMO systems provide an additional perfor-
mane gain, alled multiplexing gain. Suh a apaity (in terms of data
rates) enhaning leverage results from the fat that a MIMO hannel
an be deomposed into R
H
parallel independent hannels [20℄ and an
be ahieved by means of a tehnique that is alled spatial multiplexing.
Fig. 1.6 shows the basi priniple of spatial multiplexing in the ase of
two transmit antennas and two reeive antennas. In this ase, the soure
Rx
s1
s1
s11 s21
s22
s1,out
s2,out
s12
s2
s2
Tx
Scatterers
Figure 1.6: Spatial multiplexing.
symbol stream s is splitted into two substreams (serial-to-parallel onver-
sion) eah having half data rate with respet to the soure stream. The
obtained substreams are, then, modulated to obtain the signals s1 ed s2
to be transmitted simultaneously by means of two dierent antennas. In
the ase of good hannel onditions, the spatial representations of these
signals, [s11 s12℄
T
e [s21 s22℄
T
, are well separated (ideally orthogonals)
at the reeive antennas. The reeiver an, then, extrat the substreams,
s1 ed s2, to ombine them in order to reover the soure symbol stream
s.
1.3.4 Interferene redution
Co-hannel interferene is due to the frequeny reuse in wireless net-
works and adds to the noise leading to a serious performane degrada-
tion. Fig. 1.7 shows the general onept of interferene redution for
a reeiver with two antennas. Typially, the desired signal s and the
interferene signal i are haraterized by well-separated spatial represen-
tations, [s1 s2℄
T
and [i1 i2℄
T
, at the reeiver that, in its turn, an exploit
the dierene between the representations with the aim to redue the in-
terferene and, therefore, improve the signal to interferene ratio (SIR).
Interferene redution requires the knowledge of the hannel related to
the desired signal, while the knowledge of the hannel related to the in-
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Figure 1.7: Interferene redution.
terfering omponent is not required. Moreover, interferene redution
an also be implemented at the transmitter side and, in general, enables
the use of high reuse fators by improving, in this way, network apaity.
1.4 OFDM
The idea of multiarrier modulation has been introdued in the late
1950s [26℄, with the Kineplex system, and used for military sopes. At
that time it was not feasible to have orthogonal frequeny division multi-
plexing (OFDM) ommerial produts beause of both the osts and the
dimensions of the system
5
. When digital operations, like disrete Fourier
transform (DFT), for frequeny multiplexing mapping were onsidered
[27, 28℄, pratial implementations beame feasible and were, then, in-
trodued in the early 1990s [29℄. Multiarrier modulation is employed
in many wired and wireless appliations, some of whih are: digital au-
dio broadasting (DAB), digital video broadasting (DVB), asymmetri
digital subsriber line (ADSL), wireless loal area network (WLAN),
Worldwide Interoperability for Mirowave Aess (WiMAX), and LTE-
A. OFDM turns out to be also a good andidate for the 5G radio inter-
fae. With regards to the wireless ommuniations, the widespread use of
OFDM is mainly due to its apaity in mitigating the fading eets when
onsidering wideband systems. Indeed, beause of the ever inreasing re-
quest of wideband servies, the ratio between the signal bandwidths and
the hannel oherene bandwidth has led to an inreasing onern about
ISI problems. The basi idea of OFDM is to provide a kind of frequeny
diversity by splitting the information stream, whose bandwidth is likely
5
Kineplex multiplexers were totally implemented with analogi tehnologies.
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to exeed the hannel oherene bandwidth BC , into a ertain number
of substreams, eah of whih having a bandwidth smaller than BC and
modulating arriers at dierent frequenies. The idea is, therefore, to
break a wideband hannel into multiple parallel narrowband hannels
by means of an orthogonal hannel partition [20℄. The spetrum of the
OFDM signal is similar to that obtained with frequeny division mul-
tiplexing (FDM) but, as shown in Fig. 1.8, the OFDM substreams are
allowed to be partially overlapped in frequeny (of about 50%). OFDM
8 10 12 14 16 18 20
−0.5
0
0.5
1
1.5
Frequency (Hz)
Figure 1.8: OFDM subarriers overlapping for retangular pulses.
spetrum is given by the envelope of the ardinal sine (sin) funtions
shown in gure, eah of whih representing a subarrier at a speied
frequeny. This partial overlapping ensure a better spetral eieny at
the prie of time and frequeny orthogonality onstraints. The number
of subarriers is related to the need to allow eah subhannel to have a
bandwidth ontained in BC , in suh a way to have near-at fading and
mitigated ISI. Moreover, it an be shown that subarrier spaing ∆f has
to be hosen as ∆f = k/T , with k ∈ N, where T represents the symbol
period.
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1.4.1 OFDM analog implementation
A generi analog OFDM implementation sheme is shown in Fig. 1.9 and
Fig. 1.10 [30℄, whih report, respetively, the multiarrier transmitter and
the multiarrier reeiver blok diagrams. With regard to the transmitter
side, the rst operation to perform is a serial-to-parallel (S/P) onver-
sion of the input binary symbols d(n) with bit rate Rb. By denoting
with T (T ≫ Tb) the symbol period, the S/P onversion an be per-
formed by means of a buer whih stores B = RbT bit during the n-th
symbol interval [nT, (n + 1)T ℄, n ∈ Z. At the buer output, therefore,
there is a vetor d(n) , [d0(n), d1(n), . . . , dB−1(n)]T, whose generi en-
try is di(n) , d(nB + i), i = 0, 1, . . . , B − 1. It is worth noting that
the buer output rate turns out to be R = Rb/B. By indiating with
M the number of subarriers, the B-dimensional vetor d(n) is, then
proessed by an enoder whose output is an M -dimensional (M 6 B)
vetor a(n) = [a0(n), a1(n), . . . , aM−1(n)]
T
. Finally, the entries of a(n)
are transmitted over dierent subarriers. In the ase of linear modula-
tion, the multihannel frame related to the onsidered symbol interval,
[nT, (n+ 1)T ℄, an be written as:
fn(t) =
M−1∑
i=0
ai(n) pi(t− nT ) (1.11)
where {pi(t)}M−1i=0 , represents a lass of funtions satisfying the following
time and frequeny biorthogonality (in time and frequeny domains)
ondition:
〈pk(t−mT ), pi(t− nT )〉 = δk−iδm−n, (1.12)
where i, k ∈ {0, 1, . . . ,M − 1} and n,m ∈ Z are, respetively, subarrier
and temporal indexes. A possible hoie for a lass of funtions satis-
fying biorthogonality and, onsequently, unitary norm onditions, is the
following:
pi(t) = T
− 1
2
ret
[
t− (n+ 0.5)T
T
]
e
j2πit
T ; i ∈ {0, 1, . . . ,M − 1}, n ∈ Z.
(1.13)
The transmitted signal, denoted by x(t), an be expressed as
x(t) =
∞∑
n=−∞
fn(t) =
∞∑
n=−∞
M−1∑
i=0
ai(n)pi(t− nT ). (1.14)
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Figure 1.9: OFDM analog implementation - transmitter side.
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Figure 1.10: OFDM analog implementation - reeiver side.
By assuming propagation over a linear time-invariant hannel h(t) or-
rupted by additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN), the reeived signal
is
r(t) = y(t) + n(t), (1.15)
where y(t) is the hannel output [onvolution between x(t) and the han-
nel impulse response h(t)℄ and n(t) is an AWGN random proess.
At the reeiver end, r(t) is projeted over the M basis funtions and,
thus, demodulation is arried out by means of orrelators. At this point,
the demodulator outputs are subjet to detetion. Finally, the trans-
mit symbol estimates aˆi(n),∀i ∈ {0, 1, . . . ,M − 1}, are proessed by the
deoder and the parallel-to-serial (P/S) onverter in order to obtain an
estimate dˆ(n) of the soure bit stream d(n).
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1.4.2 OFDM digital implementation
The generi OFDM digital implementation with DFT is shown in Fig. 1.11
and Fig. 1.12 [20℄, from whih it is worth observing the duality between
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Figure 1.11: Digital OFDM implementation - transmitter side.
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Figure 1.12: Digital OFDM implementation - reeiver side.
transmitter and reeiver proessings [20℄.
Transmitter proessing
Hereinafter, the disussion will be related to a single, i.e., the n-th,
OFDM symbol. The soure data stream is digitally modulated, aord-
ing to either a quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM) or a phase shift
keying (PSK) format, to obtain the modulated symbol stream X[m],
0 ≤ m ≤M − 1, whih feeds an S/P onverter. The S/P onverter out-
put symbols represent the disrete frequeny omponents of the OFDM
modulator output, s(t). Therefore, the rst operation needed to gen-
erate s(t) is to onvert the frequeny omponents in time omponents
by means of an M -point inverse disrete Fourier transform (IDFT) per-
formed with inverse fast Fourier transform (IFFT) algorithms. At the
output of the IFFT, the time-domain OFDM symbol is represented by
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x[m], 0 ≤ m ≤M − 1, where
x[m] =
1√
M
M−1∑
i=0
s(i)e
j2πim
M ; m = 0, 1, . . . ,M − 1 (1.16)
At this point the yli prex is added to the OFDM symbol in order to
obtain the new length-(M+µ) sequene x˜[m], 0 ≤ m ≤M+µ−1. After
CP insertion, the samples of the sequene x˜[m], 0 ≤ m ≤ M + µ − 1
are, then, serialized by means of a P/S onverter and proessed by a
digital-to-analog (D/A) onverter, whose output represents the base-
band OFDM signal x˜(t). Finally, this OFDM signal will modulate a
arrier at a frequeny fc in order to generate the signal s(t) to be trans-
mitted.
Cyli prex
To understand what the yli prex is and why it is employed in OFDM
modulation, some onsiderations on the input-output relationship of the
hannel are useful. It is well known that, in the ase of disrete-time
systems, the output of a hannel is obtained as the disrete-time linear
onvolution between the hannel input and the hannel impulse response.
If, however, one onsiders the irular onvolution, then the hannel
input ould be reovered at the reeiver by performing the IDFT of
the ratio between the DFT of the hannel output and the DFT of the
hannel impulse response. Anyway sine, as already said, the input-
output relationship of the hannel is given by the linear onvolution, it
is useful to nd a way to make sure that the reeiver see the onvolution
as irular. The way to do this is to introdue the yli prex.
Let us onsider anM -sequene x[m], 0 ≤ m ≤M−1, and a disrete-
time hannel with nite impulse response (FIR) h[m], 0 ≤ m ≤ µ − 1,
where µ + 1 = ⌈Tm/Ts⌉ = Lh6. The yli prex (CP) for the M -
sequene x[m], 0 ≤ m ≤ M − 1, is dened as {x[M − µ], x[M − (µ −
1)], . . . , x[M − 1]} and, therefore, as the last µ entries of the sequene
x[m], 0 ≤ m ≤ M − 1. For eah input M -sequene, the related yli
prex is appended at the beginning of the sequene in order to obtain
a new one whih is denoted by x˜[m], −µ ≤ m ≤ M − 1, and is alled
6Lh represents the hannel memory and is dened as the eiling of the ratio be-
tween the hannel delay spread (FIR hannel duration) and the sampling period of
the disrete time sequene.
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Append last m symbols to beginning
Cyclic pre!x Original length-M sequence
x[0], x[1], ..., x[M-m-1]x[M-m], x[M-m+1], ..., x[M-1] x[M-m], x[M-m+1], ..., x[M-1]
Figure 1.13: Cyli prex of length µ.
extended sequene. This new sequene has size M + µ and is dened as
{x˜[−µ], . . ., x˜[M − 1]}={x[M − µ], . . ., x[M − 1], x[0], . . ., x[M − 1]}.
This CP denition allows to state that, for 0 ≤ k ≤ µ, x˜[m − k] =
x[m− k]
M
,
7
for 0 ≤ m ≤M − 1. Then, if x˜[m], −µ ≤ m ≤M − 1, is the
input of a disrete time hannel with impulse response h[m], 0 ≤ m ≤
µ− 1, the output y[m], −µ ≤ m ≤M − 1, is given by
y[m] = x˜[m] ∗ h[m]
=
µ−1∑
k=0
h[k]x˜[m− k] =
µ−1∑
k=0
h[k]x[m − k]
M
= x[m]⊛ h[m], (1.17)
where ⊛ is the irular onvolution operator and the third equality fol-
lows from x˜[m− k] = x[m− k]
M
.
Therefore, by appending the CP at the beginning of the input se-
quene, linear onvolution beomes irular. Moreover, if the hannel
output DFT is performed, in the free-noise ase, the following relation
is obtained:
DFT{y[m] = x[m]⊛ h[m]} = Y [i] = X[i]H[i] =
= DFT{x[m]}DFT{h[m]};
(1.18)
where 0 ≤ m, i ≤M − 1 and the input sequene x[m], 0 ≤ m ≤M − 1,
an be obtained as
x[m] = IDFT{Y [i]/H[i]} =
= IDFT{DFT{y[m]}/DFT{h[m]}}, (1.19)
7[m−k]
M
means [m−k]moduloM . Therefore, given a sequene x[m−k], x[m−k]
M
turns out to be a periodi version of x[m− k] with period M .
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y[0], ..., y[M-1]
ISI
DATA BLOCKCP
y[0], ..., y[M-1]
ISI
DATA BLOCKCP
y[0], ..., y[M-1]
ISI
DATA BLOCKCP
Figure 1.14: ISI between data blok in hannel output.
if h[m], 0 ≤ m ≤ µ, is known at the reeiver side.
It is worth noting that y[m], −µ ≤ m ≤M − 1, has size M + µ and
that in (1.19) the rst µ samples, {y[−µ], . . ., y[−1]}, are not neessary to
reover x[m], 0 ≤ m ≤M−1, sine they represent redundany assoiated
to the CP. By supposing that the hannel input x[m], 0 ≤ m ≤M−1, is
broken into data bloks of size M , eah having the CP at the beginning
in order to obtain the sequene x˜[m], −µ ≤ m ≤ M − 1, then the rst
µ samples of y[m] = h[m] ∗ x˜[m], in every blok, are orrupted by ISI as
shown in Fig. 1.14 [20℄. CP insertion is ruial to reate a suitable edge
between adjaent data bloks and, hene, provide a way to mitigate ISI
by simply removing it from eah data blok. In ontinuous time, this
is equivalent to insert a guard band of duration Tg (greater or equal to
the hannel delay spread Tm) after eah blok ofM symbols, of duration
MTs, The benets ahieved thanks to the CP insertion omes at a ost
that an be summarized as follows:
1. sine the CP has size µ, it implies an overhead of µ/M whih results
in a data rate redution of M/(µ +M);
2. power ineieny due to the transmission of the neessary over-
head.
In order not to suer for the seond drawbak, it is possible to design
the CP as an all-zero prex (zero-padded OFDM) [20℄.
Reeiver proessing
The signal s(t) will be ltered by the hannel impulse response h(t) and
orrupted by additive noise. The signal at the input of the reeiver is
y(t) = s(t) ∗ h(t) + n(t),
where ∗ is the linear onvolution operator.
The reeived signal is downonverted to baseband and low-pass l-
tered in order to remove the high frequeny omponents (double fre-
queny). Then, the analog-to-digital (A/D) onverter samples its input
to obtain
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y[m] = x˜[m] ∗ h[m] + ν[m]; −µ ≤ m ≤M − 1.
At this point the rst µ samples of y[m], whih represents the CP, are
removed. Thanks to the CP removal, before the S/P onversion there
areM time samples whose DFT, in the noise-free ase, an be written as
Y [i] = H[i]X[i]. These time samples, then, feed the S/P onverter and,
after, the fast Fourier transform (FFT) devie. The output of the FFT
turns out to be a saled version of the original symbols H[i]X[i]8 and
feeds the P/S onverter and the QAM (or PSK) demodulator in order
to reover the information.
OFDM systems deompose the wideband hannel in a set of nar-
rowband subhannels, eah of whih transmitting one of the QAM (or
PSK) symbols. Unlike other tehniques (e.g., vetor oding), suh a de-
omposition does not require the knowledge, at the transmitter, of the
hannel gains H[i], for i = 0, . . . ,M − 1.
1.5 Cooperative approahes
Cooperative approahes represent a relatively new lass of protools in
whih, unlike the diret (single-user or point-to-point) ommuniation,
the transmission from a soure devie S to a destination devie D is
supported at least by another terminal (alled a relay) willing to help the
ommuniation. Cooperative ommuniation shemes an be onsidered
both to improve the data rates and to improve the performane, in terms
of bit error rate (BER), for a given transmission rate. When ooperative
ommuniation is used primarily to leverage the spatial diversity with the
aim to improve the ommuniation reliability, the resulting ooperative
approah is referred to as ooperative diversity.
1.5.1 Relaying models and protools
The basis of ooperative ommuniations date bak to the late 1960s
and early 1970s [9, 10℄, when E.C. Van Der Meulen introdued the so-
alled relay hannel and derived upper and lower bounds on its apa-
ity. The relay hannel is a three single-antenna terminal ommuniation
hannel like the one shown in Fig. 1.15. Based on this simple sheme, in
8H [i] = H(fi) represents the hannel (aeted by at-fading) gain assoiated to
the i-th subarrier.
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S
R
D
Figure 1.15: Three-terminal relay hannel.
general, the information is relayed in two phases (or modes)
9
: the rst
one, when S transmit and (R,D) reeive, is alled broadast phase ;
the seond one, when (S,R) transmit and D reeives is alled multiple
aess (MAC) , or relaying , phase . By starting from this simple and
general sheme, four dierent relaying models an be introdued [31℄:
these models are reported in ompat way in Table 1.1.
Table 1.1: Relaying models
# phase 1 phase 2 short desription
1 S→(R,D) (S,R)→D most general form of relaying
2 S→R (S,R)→D D ignores signal from S in rst mode
3 S→(R,D) R→D S does not transmit in seond mode
4 S→R R→D multi-hop ommuniation
Among these models, the rst one is the most general, while the last
one is the oldest as well as simplest way to implement relaying. Moreover,
unlike the other three, multi-hop ommuniation model does not yield
diversity benets, and it is mainly employed to ounterat power deay
(path-loss) in long-range transmissions and, therefore, to allow ommu-
niation between network nodes that are not in the overage range of
eah other. Besides the distintion made aording to the two relaying
phases, another lassiation an be arried out based on orthogonality
properties of the relaying. Speially, if transmitted and reeived sig-
nals turns out to be orthogonal (in some sense), relaying is said to be
orthogonal ; otherwise, relaying is said to be non-orthogonal
10
. Or-
9
The terms phase and mode do not indiate a temporal sequene of events but
only represent a oneptual way to desribe how, in general, the information sent by
S an reah D with the help of R. Dierent time sheduling of these phases an be,
then, onsidered.
10
Similarly, the onept of orthogonality an be assoiated diretly to the relay
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thogonality properties between transmitted and reeived signals an be
referred either to the time domain, to the frequeny domain, or in the
joint time-frequeny domain (biorthogonality). A further lassiation
about ooperative ommuniation an be made aording to the way in
whih the soure and relay nodes an share their resoures to ahieve the
highest performane improvement. In this sense, ooperation strategies
based on resoure sharing result in dierent relay protools. There exist
dierent strategies that relays an adopt, two of whih are mainly em-
ployed in pratie. The rst strategy is known as deode and forward
(DF) and the seond is alled amplify and forward (AF). As suggested
by its name, in DF protools, the relay deodes the signal transmitted
from the soure before forwarding it towards the destination. On the
other hand, in AF protools, the relays sale up or down (aording to
some power onstraint) the reeived signal before retransmission.
nodes rather than to the relaying mehanism. In this ase, the distintion turns out
to be made between orthogonal and non-orthogonal relays.

Chapter 2
Performane analysis and
optimization of MIMO
ooperative multiple-relay
ommuniations in Gaussian
noise
This hapter deals with analysis and optimization of Multiple-Input
Multiple-Output (MIMO) ooperative networks, employing multiple am-
plify-and-forward (AF) relays. In suh networks, the availability of han-
nel state information (CSI) at the ooperating nodes is ruial to fully
exploit the spatial diversity arising from the presene of the relays. On
the other hand, the use of linear equalization strutures at the destination
is important to avoid unaordable omputational omplexity. When the
soure and the relays have no CSI, hannel-independent preoding strat-
egy an be employed at the soure and at the destination. In this ase,
a performane analysis of the ooperative network has been performed
in order to enlighten potential gains with respet to a diret transmis-
sion (i.e., without reruiting relays), by onsidering at the destination
zero-foring (ZF) and minimum mean square error (MMSE) equaliza-
tion riteria. It has been shown that, when the soure and the relays
have no CSI at all, the diversity order is independent of the number of
ooperating nodes and, ompared to a diret ommuniation, a signi-
27
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ant oding gain an be ahieved only if the positions of the relays are
arefully planned. To ahieve an additional gain in terms of diversity
order, CSI at the soure and at the relays is needed. In this ase, the
main problem is the design of optimal preoding strategies, whih an be
(approximatively) implemented in losed form with a manageable om-
putational omplexity. In this respet, a losed-form optimization design
has been developed in the ase of multiple MIMO orthogonal-frequeny
division multiplexing (OFDM) relays, operating over frequeny seletive
hannels, whih ensures a performane gains in terms of both diversity
order and oding gain.
2.1 Introdution
In fading hannels, the use of MIMO systems is a well-known approah
to ahieve diversity and/or multiplexing gains [32℄. In reent years, a
signiant attention has also been devoted to ooperative diversity teh-
niques [33, 34℄, due to their ability to improve overage and quality of
servie through relaying, both in infrastruture-based [35, 36℄ and ad-
ho [3739℄ wireless networks. Cooperative shemes an be onveniently
adopted in MIMO systems, in order to further improve their diversity
and/or multiplexing gains [40℄. The most onsidered relaying protools
in the literature are deode-and-forward and amplify-and-forward (AF):
in the former one, the relays deode, re-enode, and retransmit the soure
messages; in the letter one, the relays simply sale the reeived signal
aording to a power onstraint and forward it to the destination. How-
ever, among the ooperative tehniques [41℄, the AF relaying protool
allows one to gain most of the benets of ooperation without a signi-
ant inrease in system omplexity [4244℄ and, therefore, this relaying
strategy has gained reently a lot of attention. Aording to a multi-
hop ommuniation model (see model 4 of Table 1.1), the relays reeive
data from the soure during the rst time slot (rst hop), and forward
an amplied version of the reeived signal during the seond time slot
(seond hop), while the soure remains silent. Moreover, albeit subop-
timal, linear designs of ooperative MIMO transeivers have reeived a
great deal of attention [4549℄, sine they oer a good trade-o between
performane and omplexity.
Although the aforementioned designs allow one to keep omputa-
tional requirements low, they require that full CSI about the rst and
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seond hops of the MIMO ooperative transmission are known to all the
ooperating nodes: in pratie, aquisition of suh a large amount of
CSI might lead to an unsustainable waste of ommuniation resoures,
espeially in ooperative networks with multiple MIMO relays. Aord-
ing to these drawbaks, all the works [4549℄ and the related theoretial
performane analyses [5053℄ deal only with the single-relay ase.
With referene to ooperative MIMO systems employing a single AF
relay, performane analysis and optimization of soure preoding and
relaying matries have been takled in several papers (see e.g. [48℄ and
referenes therein), under the assumption that both soure and relay
have omplete CSI, and onsidering dierent design riteria, suh as,
e.g., maximization of the soure-destination mutual information, mini-
mization of the mean-square error (MSE) or maximization of the signal-
to-interferene-plus-noise ratio (SINR) at the destination.
Both performane analysis and optimization are muh more hal-
lenging when the ooperative network enompasses multiple relays. Per-
formane analysis of a MIMO-OFDM network with multiple relays, in
terms of error probability, has been onsidered in [54℄, with referene
to a system employing non-optimized relay matries (so alled non o-
herent or naive AF relaying) and zero-foring (ZF) equalization at the
destination. However, it is known [55℄ that, in order to fully exploit
the benets of distributed MIMO diversity, full CSI at the relays is re-
quired and the relaying matries must be optimized in order to allow for
oherent ombining of the relayed signals at the destination.
Aquisition of omplete and reliable CSI in a multiple-relay network
an represent a hallenging task, espeially in rapidly hanging han-
nels. Several algorithms for hannel estimation in AF relay systems are
available in literature. In [56℄ and [57℄, the estimation of both the soure-
relay and relay-destination hannels is performed resorting to pilot-based
shemes. As regards to CSI aquisition at the transmitter, one viable
solution onsists in exploiting the possible hannel reiproity between
the forward and reverse link; an alternative approah relies on forward-
ing the (possibly quantized [58℄) CSI aquired at the destination to the
soure over a reliable feedbak link.
Reently, the multiple-relay optimization problem has been takled
in [59℄, under the MMSE riterion and assuming either weighted sum
power onstraint or per-relay power onstraint. A similar optimization
senario is onsidered in [60℄, where the power onstraint is enfored at
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the destination rather than at the relays.
2.2 General network model
Throughout this hapter, a MIMO ooperative multiple-relay network
omposed by a soure, a destination and N
C
relay nodes is onsidered,
where it is assumed to be no diret link between soure and destina-
tion, and thus ommuniation takes plae through a set of intermediate
AF relay nodes. In addition, there is no relay-to-relay ommuniation.
Therefore, we onsider a dual-hop ommuniation relaying protool (see
Tab. 1.1 in Subse. 1.5.1 of Ch. 1) in whih the relay nodes, after per-
forming a linear proessing (typial of the AF protools) on the reeived
soure signal, forward it to the destination in the relaying phase. More-
over, non-orthogonal and half-duplex relay nodes are employed so that,
respetively, they operate within the same frequeny band and annot
transmit and reeive simultaneously. The general network topology is
represented in Fig. 2.1, in whih the positions of the N
C
relay nodes are
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Figure 2.1: General topology.
randomly hosen within the irle of radius r whose enter is identied by
the ouple of polar oordinates (d
SC
, θ), taken with respet to the soure
node S whih, in this regard, plays the role of the origin of the polar
oordinate system. All the nodes are equipped with multiple antennas,
with the number of antennas at soure, relays, and destination denoted
by N
S
, N
R
, and N
D
, respetively, and spatial multiplexing transmission
is employed. Communiations supported by the network insist aross
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a frequeny-at quasi-stati Rayleigh fading hannel and the reeived
signals are aeted by a Gaussian distributed thermal noise.
Sine the proessing of the onsidered system is on a symbol-by-
symbol basis, for the sake of notation simpliity, we avoid indiating the
funtional dependene on the k-th symbol interval (k ∈ Z) in all the
following derivations.
Soure proessing
The signal transmitted by S during the rst time slot is denoted by
s ∈ CNB , where N
B
≤ N
S
, whih satises assumption (a1) (see the
assumptions setion). The symbol blok s is proessed by a full-olumn
rank preoding matrix F0 ∈ CNS×NB , thus obtaining s˜ = F0 s ∈ CNS .
i-th relay proessing
The reeived signal at the i-th relay, during the seond time slot, is given
by zi = Hi s˜+wi, where Hi ∈ CNR×NS represents the i-th rst-hop (i.e.,
between the soure and the i-th relay) MIMO hannel,1 and wi ∈ CNR
aounts for noise. At the relay nodes, assumptions (a2) and (a3) hold
(see the assumptions setion). Speially, the variane of the entries
of the matrix Hi,∀i, is dened as σ2
h,i , (dSD/dSRi)
η
, where d
SD
is the
distane between the soure and the destination, d
SRi
is the distane
between the soure and the i-th relay node, and η ≥ 2 represents the
path loss exponent. The vetor zi ∈ CNR is saled by √αi and proessed
by a forwarding matrix Fi ∈ CNR×NR , hene yielding
z˜i ,
√
αiFi zi =
√
αi Fi (Hi s˜+wi)
=
√
αiFiHi F0 s+
√
αi Fiwi ∈ CNR , (2.1)
Destination proessing
At the destination, the reeived signal an be expressed as r = Cs+ v,
with
C ,
[
N
C∑
i=1
√
αiGiFiHi
]
F0 ∈ CND×NB (2.2)
1
This hannel is also referred to as bakward or broadast hannel.
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v ,
N
C∑
i=1
√
αiGiFiwi + d ∈ CND (2.3)
denoting the overall non-Gaussian dual-hop hannel matrix and the ef-
fetive noise at the destination, respetively, where Gi ∈ CND×NR repre-
sents the i-th seond-hop (i.e., between the i-th relay and the destination)
MIMO hannel matrix,
2
whereas d ∈ CND is the thermal noise vetor
at the destination. Assumptions (a4), (a5) and (a6) (see the assump-
tions setion) hold at the reeiver end where, similarly to the bakward
hannels, the variane of the entries of the matrix Gi,∀i, is dened as
σ2
g,i , (dSD/dRiD)
η
, where d
RiD
is the distane between the i-th relay
and the destination.
In the following two setions, a performane analysis of a ooperative
system is arried out under the assumption that no CSI is available at
the ooperative transmitters. On the other hand, in the last setion,
CSI is exploited at the soure and relays to design optimal preoding
strategies.
2
This hannel is also referred to as forward or MAC hannel.
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2.3 Case 1: Naive ooperation with ZF equaliza-
tion
In this rst ase, we onsider the performane analysis, in terms of sym-
bol error probability (SEP), of a ooperative system, where multiple
MIMO AF relays simultaneously transmit in the seond hop, and the
destination adopts linear ZF equalization. To avoid inurring in signi-
ant signaling overhead, a non-oherent [40, 61, 62℄ or blind [63℄ relaying
system is onsidered, where CSI is not available at the soure and relays.
Although nonoherent relaying simplies the analysis, sine preoding
at the soure and relays does not depend on the hannel oeients,
there are two additional problems with respet to single-relay theoreti-
al studies [5053℄: (i) the orrelation between noise samples at the des-
tination, due to the simultaneous relay transmissions; (ii) the dierent
loations of the relays, whih imply dierent varianes of the fading han-
nel oeients. Relying on the strong law of large numbers [64℄ and on
properties of the linear ombination of Wishart matries with unequal
ovarianes [65℄, we develop an approximation of the noise orrelation
matrix that allows us to derive an aurate yet simple approximation of
the SEP in the high-SNR regime, for an arbitrary number and loations
of relays. Aording to [61℄, we show that nonoherent shemes annot
ahieve distributed spatial diversity, but only oding and multiplexing
gain. Additionally, by speializing our results in the ase of a relaying
luster, for whih the distanes between the dierent relays are negligi-
ble with respet to the distane between the soure and the destination,
we disuss the plaement of the luster that maximizes the oding gain
and, moreover, we present a omparison between ooperative and diret
transmissions.
2.3.1 System model and basi assumptions
We onsider the network of Fig. 2.1 in whih soure and destination
annot ommuniate diretly due to large shadowing eets. All nodes
are perfetly synhronized and Hi ∈ CNR×NS and Gi ∈ CND×NR de-
note the rst- and seond-hop MIMO hannels, respetively, for i ∈
{1, 2, . . . ,N
C
}. Instantaneous CSI is known only at the destination via
training, but is unknown at both the soure and relays [40, 6163℄.
The soure symbol blok s, satisfying assumption (a1) (see the as-
sumptions setion), is proessed by a full-olumn rank preoding matrix
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F0 ∈ CNS×NB , thus obtaining s˜ = F0 s ∈ CNS , with tr(FH0 F0) = 1, whih
ensures that E[‖s˜‖2] = 1. At the ith relay, the vetor zi is saled by √αi
and proessed by a nonsingular forwarding matrix Fi ∈ CNR×NR , hene
yielding z˜i ,
√
αi Fi zi ∈ CNR , with tr(FHi Fi) = NR Although the signal
at the destination is given by the general model of Se. 2.2, for the sake
of onveniene, in the following the main equations are reported again:
r = Cs+ v (2.4)
C ,
[
N
C∑
i=1
√
αiGiFiHi
]
F0 ∈ CND×NB (2.5)
v ,
N
C∑
i=1
√
αiGiFiwi + d ∈ CND (2.6)
where, again, r represents the signal reeived by the destination node,
C denotes the dual-hop hannel matrix, and v the overall noise at the
destination, where wi and d fulll, respetively, assumptions (a2) and
(a5) (see the assumptions setion), with σ
w,i = σd , σ2.
When the soure and relays have no CSI, a sensible hoie [66, 67℄
is to assume that F0 and {Fi}NCi=1 are saled semi-unitary matries, i.e.,
FH0 F0 = IN
B
/N
B
and FHi Fi = FiF
H
i = IN
R
: in this ase, F0 is employed
to adjust the multiplexing rate and the set of relaying matries {Fi}NCi=1 is
used to avoid possible rank deieny of C (see (a6) in the assumptions
setion). Therefore, here we onsider the set {Fi}NCi=0 of matries satisfy-
ing both the assumptions (a7) and (a9) (see the assumptions setion).
Eah saling fator αi is hosen so as to satisfy the average power saling
onstraint E[‖z˜i‖2] = NR Pi, where Pi is the power available at the ith
relay for eah antenna, thus obtaining
αi =
γ Pi
1 + γ σ2
h,i
, (2.7)
with γ , σ−2 denoting the average signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) per trans-
mitted symbol blok.
2.3.2 Theoretial performane analysis
Let us introdue
G , [G1,G2, . . . ,GNc ] ∈ CND×(NCNR)
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and
H , [HT1 ,H
T
2 , . . . ,H
T
N
C
]T ∈ C(NCNR)×NS .
By applying the onditional expetation rule, the error probability in
deteting the nth entry of s, P
oop,n(e), an be alulated as
P
oop,n(e) = EH{EG|H[Poop,n(e|G,H)]}, (2.8)
where P
oop,n(e|G,H) represents the SEP onditioned onH andG. The
onditional SEP P
oop,n(e|H) is given [68℄ by
P
oop,n(e |H) , EG|H[P(m)
oop,n(e|G,H)]
=
2 b
π
∫ π/2
0
Φ
SINRn
(
− u
sin2 x
;H
)
dx (2.9)
where b , 2(1−1/√Q) and u , 3/[2(Q − 1)] are modulation-dependent
parameters, whereas
Φ
SINRn(y;H) , EG|H [ exp (y SINRn)] (2.10)
is the moment generating funtion (MGF), onditioned on H, of the
signal-to-interferene-plus-noise ratio
SINRn ,
1{
C†KvvC
†H
}
nn
, (2.11)
with Kvv , E[v vH |G] denoting the orrelation matrix of the noise at
the output of the ZF equalizer.
SINR approximation
It an be shown that Kvv an be deomposed as Kvv = σ
2 (S
N
C
+ I
N
D
),
with S
N
C
,
∑
N
C
i=1 αiGiG
H
i being a sum of omplex entral Wishart
matries [69℄ αiGiG
H
i , eah one having NR degrees of freedom and o-
variane matrix α2i σ
2
g,i IND , respetively. Matrix SNC has mean MNC ,
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E[S
N
C
] = ̺N
R
I
N
D
, with ̺ ,
∑
N
C
i=1 αi σ
2
g,i > 0, and variane given by
VAR(S
N
C
) , E
[
‖S
N
C
−M
N
C
‖2
]
= −2 ̺N
R
N
C∑
i=1
αi E
[
tr
(
GiG
H
i
)]
+ ̺2N2
R
N
D
+
N
C∑
i=1
N
C∑
k = 1
k 6= i
αi αk E
[
tr
(
GiG
H
i GkG
H
k
)]
+
N
C∑
i=1
α2i E
{
tr
[(
GiG
H
i
)2]}
= N
R
N
D
2
N
C∑
i=1
α2i σ
4
g,i (2.12)
where we observed [69℄ that E{tr[(GiGHi )2]} = σ4
g,iNRND (NR + ND).
When the number of relays N
C
is suiently large, matrix S
N
C
onverges
almost surely to the onstant matrix M
N
C
, as stated by the following
Lemma whose proof relies on a generalization of the Kolmogorov's in-
equality [64℄ to the ase of random matries.
Lemma 1. Under the assumption that
+∞∑
i=1
α2i σ
4
g,i
i2
< +∞ (2.13)
the matrix sequene {αiGiGHi }NCi=1 obeys the strong law of large num-
bers, i.e., ∀ǫ > 0 and ∀∆ > 0, there is N > 0 suh that, ∀K >
0, the probability of the simultaneous fullment of the K inequalities
‖S
N
C
−M
N
C
‖/N
C
< ǫ is greater than or equal to 1 − ∆, for N
C
∈
{N,N + 1, . . . , N +K}.
Proof. See App. A.
Fullment of (2.13) depends on the sequene {α2i σ4g,i}+∞i=1 whose gen-
eral term an be upper bounded as
α2i σ
4
g,i = γ
2
P
2
i
[
σ2
g,i
1 + γ σ2
h,i
]2
≤ γ2 P2
max
[
σ2
g,i
1 + γ σ2
h,i
]2
, (2.14)
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where P
max
> 0 is the maximum (nite) power available at eah relay.
Thus, one an argue that (2.13) is trivially satised when the average
path losses do not depend on i, i.e., σ2
h,i = (dSD/dSRi)
η = σ2
h
and σ2
g,i =
(d
SD
/d
RiD
)η = σ2
g
: in this ase, the sum of the series in (2.13) is upper
bounded by (π2 α2
max
σ4
g
)/6, with α
max
, (γ P
max
)/(1 + γ σ2
h
). From a
physial viewpoint, this happens when the relays form a relaying luster,
wherein the distanes between the dierent relays are negligible with
respet to the distane d
SD
between the soure and destination. When
the ooperative relays do not belong to a luster, the general term of
{α2i σ4g,i}+∞i=1 an be further upper bounded as
α2i σ
4
g,i ≤ γ2 P2max
[
σ2
g,max
1 + γ σ2
h,min
]2
< P2
max
(
d
SR
max
d
R
min
D
)2η
, (2.15)
with σ2
h,min , (dSD/dSRmax)
η
and σ2
g,max , (dSD/dR
min
D
)η, where d
SR
max
is the distane of the farthest relay from the soure, while d
R
min
D
is the
distane of the nearest relay to the destination, i.e.,
d
SR
max
, max
i∈{1,2,...,N
C
}
d
SRi
(2.16)
d
R
min
D
, min
i∈{1,2,...,N
C
}
d
RiD
. (2.17)
Hene, for any value of γ, a suient ondition for fullment of (2.13) is
that d
SR
max
/d
R
min
D
≤ χ, for some nite onstant 0 < χ < +∞, whih,
besides requiring that d
SR
max
is nite, imposes that d
R
min
D
must be suf-
iently large, i.e., the relays annot be too lose the destination; in this
ase, the sum of the series in (2.13) is upper bounded by (π2 P2
max
χ2η)/6.
SEP approximation
Roughly speaking, Lemma 1 states that, with high probability, ‖S
N
C
−
M
N
C
‖/N
C
remains small for all N
C
≥ N , provided that (2.13) holds.
Therefore, if N
C
is suiently large, by replaing S
N
C
with M
N
C
, thus
obtaining Kvv ≈ σ2 (̺NR + 1) IN
D
, the SINR is approximated as
SINRn ≈ γ
β
· 1{(CHC)−1}nn
, (2.18)
where β , ̺N
R
+1. At this point, we state the main result of the paper.
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Theorem 1. Let N
R
≥ N
B
, D , N
D
−N
B
+1 and N
C
N
R
> N
D
. In the
high-SNR region, i.e., for γ ≫ 1, one has
P
oop,n(e) ≈ Poop(e) , Υoop

3 γ
N
C∑
i=1
(
αi σ
2
h,i σ
2
g,i
)2
2N
B
(Q− 1)β
N
C∑
i=1
αi σ
2
h,i σ
2
g,i

−D
(2.19)
where
Υ
oop
, 2Θ(D)
(
1− 1√
Q
)
(N
C
N
R
− N
D
− 1)!
(N
C
N
R
− N
B
)!
. (2.20)
with Θ(v) , (2/π)
∫ π/2
0 [sin
2(x)]v dx, v ∈ R.
Proof. See App. B.
As a rst remark, we highlight that P
oop
(e) turns out to be inde-
pendent of the symbol index n. Furthermore, it is worth noting that,
in the high-SNR regime, the saling fator αi ≈ Pi/σ2
h,i beomes inde-
pendent of γ. Consequently, {αi σ2
h,i σ
2
g,i}NCi=1 and β in (2.19) turn out to
be independent of γ and, thus, the SEP an be simply approximated as
P
oop
(e) ≈ (C
oop
γ)−D, where D , N
D
− N
B
+ 1 is the diversity order,
whereas the oding gain C
oop
is given by
C
oop
,
3Υ
−1/D
oop
N
C∑
i=1
P
2
i σ
4
g,i
2N
B
(Q− 1)
(
N
R
N
C∑
i=1
Pi σ
−2
h,i σ
2
g,i + 1
)
N
C∑
i=1
Pi σ
2
g,i
. (2.21)
It is noteworthy that, as stated in [61℄, the diversity order of the system
does not depend on the number of relays N
C
: suh a result stems from
the fat that the forwarding matries are hannel-independent. More-
over, we highlight that the SEP is independent of the preoding and
forwarding matries {Fi}NCi=0, i.e., all AF MIMO ooperative systems
with linear equalization at the destination and (semi-)unitary preoding
and forwarding matries exhibit the same SEP given by (2.19).
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Optimal plaement of the relaying luster
To streamline the subsequent disussions, we assume hereinafter that
the relays use the same maximum transmitting power,
3
i.e., Pi = Pmax,
∀i ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,N
C
}. Furthermore, we fous on the ase when the relays
form a relaying luster (see Fig. 2.1 when the distanes {di,j}NCi,j=1, for
i 6= j, between every pair of relays are all negligible with respet to d
SD
,
i.e., di,j ≪ dSD ∀i, j ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,NC}, i 6= j) and, thus, the average path
losses are approximately independent of i, i.e., σ2
h,i ≈ σ2h , (dSD/dSC)η
and σ2
g,i ≈ σ2g , (dSD/dCD)η, where dSC is the soure-luster distane
and d
CD
is the luster-destination distane.
4
Partiularizing (2.21) to
the ase when Pi = Pmax, σ
2
h,i ≈ σ2h, and σ2g,i ≈ σ2g, ∀i ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,NC},
one has
C
oop
≈ 3PmaxΥ
−1/D
oop
σ2
g
σ2
h
2N
B
(Q− 1) (N
C
N
R
P
max
σ2
g
+ σ2
h
) . (2.22)
We say that the relaying luster is optimally plaed if the oding gain
C
oop
in (2.22) is maximized. Our aim is to alulate the optimal values
of d
SC
and d
CD
that maximize the oding gain (2.22). Assuming d
SD
xed and applying the Carnot's osine law to the triangle in Fig. 2.1,
one obtains that
d
CD
=
√
d2
SC
+ d2
SD
− 2 d
SC
d
SD
cos(θ),
where θ ∈ [0, 2π) is the angle between the soure-luster and soure-
destination diretions. At this point, the problem boils down to om-
puting d
SC
and θ. It is easily shown that C
oop
in (2.22) reahes its
maximum value when dη−1
SC
+ N
C
N
R
P
max
dη−2
CD
[d
SC
− d
SD
cos(θ)] = 0
and sin(θ) = 0: the latter equation imposes that θ = θ
opt
= 0, i.e., the
relaying luster lies on the line joining the soure and destination, and,
thus, d
CD
= |d
SD
− d
SC
|; in this ase, one an infer, from the former
equation, that d
SD
is neessarily greater than d
SC
, i.e., d
SD
> d
SC
, and
thus
d
SC
= (d
SC
)
opt
=
d
SD
1 + η−1
√
N
C
N
R
P
max
(2.23)
3
Joint optimization of the relays' transmitting powers P1, P2 . . . , PN
C
, whih is a
ompliated task in the onsidered deentralized framework, is outside the sope of
this paper.
4
We will show by numerial simulations in Subsetion 3.3.4 that results in this
ase turn out to be valuable design guidelines even when the average path losses are
dierent, provided that the distanes between the dierent relays are suiently small
with respet to the distane between the soure and destination.
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and
d
CD
= (d
CD
)
opt
= d
SD
− (d
SC
)
opt
. (2.24)
It is apparent from (2.23)-(2.24) that 0 < (d
SC
)
opt
< d
SD
. More spei-
ally, in the ase where P
max
N
C
N
R
= 1, whih implies that (d
SC
)
opt
=
d
SD
/2, the oding gain is maximized when the luster is equidistant from
the soure and destination. Moreover, when P
max
N
C
N
R
> 1, it results
that (d
SC
)
opt
< d
SD
/2, i.e., the maximum value of C
oop
in (2.22) is
ahieved if the relaying luster is loser to the soure than the destina-
tion. Finally, if P
max
N
C
N
R
< 1, then (d
SC
)
opt
> d
SD
/2, i.e., the oding
gain reahes its maximum when the luster is loser to the destination
than the soure. In these last two ases, the best loation of the luster
is also ditated by the path-loss exponent η.
Comparison between ooperative and diret transmissions
It is interesting to ompare (2.19) with the SEP of the diret transmis-
sion between the soure and destination, i.e., when there are no relays.
In this ase, it an be veried [68℄ that, for γ ≫ 1, the SEP in deteting
the nth symbol sn, in the ase of diret transmission with ZF equaliza-
tion at the destination, an be approximated as P
dir,n(e) ≈ Pdir(e) ,
(C
dir
γ)−D, where C
dir
, 3Υ−1/D
dir
/[2N
B
(Q− 1)] represents the oding
gain of the diret transmission, with Υ
dir
, 2Θ(D) (1−1/√Q). Compar-
ison with (2.19) reveals that the ooperative sheme and diret transmis-
sion ahieve the same diversity order, but exhibit dierent oding gains.
The ratio between suh oding gains an be expressed as
ξ ,
C
oop
C
dir
=
Ω
N
C∑
i=1
P
2
i σ
4
g,i(
N
R
N
C∑
i=1
Pi σ
−2
h,i σ
2
g,i + 1
)
N
C∑
i=1
Pi σ
2
g,i
(2.25)
where Ω , D
√
(N
C
N
R
−N
B
)!/(N
C
N
R
−N
D
− 1)! ≥ 1. Heneforth, the
ooperative transmission is advantageous with respet to the diret one
if ξ > 1. By substituting in (2.25) the simplied expression of C
oop
given by (2.22), the ratio ξ beomes
ξ ≈ ΩPmax σ
2
g
σ2
h
N
C
N
R
P
max
σ2
g
+ σ2
h
. (2.26)
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If N
C
N
R
P
max
σ2
g
≪ σ2
h
, whih happens when the luster is muh loser
to the soure than the destination, then ξ ≈ ΩP
max
σ2
g
, whih unveils
that the performane omparison between ooperative and diret trans-
missions does not depend on the rst-hop path loss; in this ase, the
ooperative sheme outperforms the diret one if ΩP
max
σ2
g
> 1 and,
thus, realling that Ω ≥ 1, it sues that P
max
≫ 1, i.e., the maximum
transmitting power at the relays has to be suiently large. On the other
hand, if N
C
N
R
P
max
σ2
g
≫ σ2
h
, whih happens when the relaying luster
is muh loser to the destination than the soure, we obtain from (2.26)
that ξ ≈ (Ωσ2
h
)/(N
C
N
R
), whih does not depend on the seond-hop path
loss. We observe that, in the latter ase, the ondition Ωσ2
h
> N
C
N
R
,
whih ensures that the ooperative sheme is advantageous with respet
to the diret one, is independent of P
max
.
2.3.3 Numerial performane analysis
To orroborate and omplete our theoretial results, we ompare the
high-SNR approximations P
oop
(e) and P
dir
(e) with the value of the
probabilities P
oop,n(e) and Pdir,n(e), respetively, alulated by a semi-
analytial approah, where the averages (with respet to all the relevant
fading hannels) are evaluated through 106 independent Monte Carlo
runs, with eah run employing a dierent onguration of relays' posi-
tions, a dierent set of fading hannels, and a dierent set of random
saled unitary matries {Fi}NCi=0. Additionally, we report the ABER per-
formanes of both ooperative and diret transmissions when the MMSE
equalizer is used at the destination, alulated by a semi-analytial ap-
proah similar to that used for the ZF ase. Cooperative and diret
shemes are referred to as Coop and Dir in the plots, respetively.
We onsider the planar network topology depited in Fig. 2.1, with
the soure loated at the origin of the referene system, and the des-
tination positioned at (d
SD
, 0), with d
SD
= 1; moreover, the N
C
relays
are randomly (uniformly) and independently distributed in the irle of
radius r, whose enter is identied by the polar oordinates (d
SC
, θ). A
Gray-labeled QAM modulation with Q = 4 is onsidered, with N
B
=
N
S
. All the hannels are generated aording to assumptions (a3)-(a4)
(see the assumptions setion), with η = 3, and all the relays trans-
mit in the seond hop with the same power level Pi = Pmax = 1,
∀i ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,N
C
}.
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Example 1: ABER performane for dierent values of relaying
luster's geometrial parameters
0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9
10−3
10−2
dSC
AB
ER
 
 
ZF − Coop (approximation)
ZF − Coop (semi − analytical)
MMSE − Coop (semi − analytical)
Figure 2.2: ABER versus the distane d
SC
between the soure and the
luster for θ = 0 (Example 1).
In this example, we onsider the (N
S
,N
R
,N
D
) = (2, 2, 2) antenna
onguration (diversity order D = 1), by setting θ = θ
opt
= 0 and
SNR = 20 dB. Speially, we depit in Fig. 2.2 the ABER performanes
of the onsidered ooperative transmission shemes as a funtion of the
distane d
SC
, with r = 0.1 and N
C
= 4, whereas Fig. 2.3 reports the
ABER performanes of the same shemes as a funtion of luster's radius
r for two values of N
C
∈ {2, 6}, with d
SC
= (d
SC
)
opt
being the optimal
soure-luster distane given by (2.23).
Results of Figs. 2.2 and 2.3 evidene that, as expeted, the MMSE
equalizer slightly outperforms the ZF one, with a performane gain that
does not signiantly depend on the position and radius of the relaying
luster, provided that r ≪ d
SD
. All the urves in Figs. 2.2 and 2.3
show a good agreement between the semi-analytial performane of the
ZF equalizer and its approximation (2.19). With referene to the ZF
ase, the ABER approximation urve in Fig. 2.2 has a minimum point
at d
SC
= 0.25, whih orresponds to a global maximum of the oding
gain. By setting d
SD
= 1, P
max
= 1, N
C
= 4, N
R
= 2, and η = 3 in
(2.23), one obtains (d
SC
)
opt
= 0.2612, thus further onrming that the
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0.1 0.15 0.2 0.25 0.3
10−4
10−3
10−2
r
AB
ER
 
 
ZF − Coop (approximation)
ZF − Coop (semi − analytical)
MMSE − Coop (semi − analytical)
N
c
 = 2
N
c
 = 6
Figure 2.3: ABER versus the luster's radius r for two dierent values
of the number N
C
∈ {2, 6} of relays (Example 1).
results of Subsetion 2.3.2 are valid also for a luster whose radius r is
not innitesimal, provided that r ≪ d
SD
.
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Example 2: ABER performane versus SNR for dierent num-
ber of antennas and relays
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Figure 2.4: ABER vs SNR for (N
C
,N
S
,N
R
,N
D
) = (2, 2, 2, 2) - (Ex. 2).
In this example, we report the ABER performanes of both the on-
sidered diret and ooperative transmission shemes as a funtion of
the SNR for two dierent values of N
C
∈ {2, 6}, with d
SC
= (d
SC
)
opt
,
θ = θ
opt
= 0, and r = 0.1.
Figs. 2.4 and 2.5 refer to the (N
S
,N
R
,N
D
) = (2, 2, 2) antenna ong-
uration, whereas Figs. 2.6 and 2.7 refer to at the (N
S
,N
R
,N
D
) = (2, 2, 3)
antenna onguration. In aordane with the results of Subsetion 2.3.2,
the ABER urves for the ooperative and diret shemes exhibit the
same diversity order (D = 1 in Figs. 2.4 and 2.5, D = 2 in Figs. 2.6
and 2.7), but dierent oding gains. Speially, with referene to ZF
equalization and the (N
S
,N
R
,N
D
) = (2, 2, 2) antenna onguration, let
∆SNR(N
C
) > 0 be the SNR gain (in dB) of the ooperative sheme
over its orresponding diret ounterpart, evaluated for onveniene at
the ABER value of 8 · 10−3, it results from Figs. 2.4 and Figs. 2.5 that
∆SNR(2) = 6 dB and ∆SNR(6) = 12 dB, respetively. Suh gains an
also be reported in terms of the ratio between the oding gain C
oop
of the ooperative sheme and the oding gain C
dir
of the diret trans-
mission as ξ
semi-an
, C
oop
/C
dir
= 10
∆SNR(N
C
)
10
. Interestingly, suh a
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performane gain an be reliably predited by resorting to (2.26), whih
refers to a relaying luster with innitesimal radius, i.e., r → 0: for
instane, in the ase of N
C
= 6, one has that ξ
semi-an
= 15.8489 (12
dB); by setting P
max
= 1, N
C
= 6, N
R
= N
S
= N
D
= 2, η = 3 ⇒
D = 1, (d
SC
)
opt
= 0.2240, σ2
h
= (1/0.2240)3 = 88.9725, and σ2
g
=
[1/(1 − 0.2240)]3 = 2.1400 in (2.25), one gets ξ ≈ 16.6068 (12.2 dB).
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Figure 2.5: ABER vs SNR for (N
C
,N
S
,N
R
,N
D
) = (6, 2, 2, 2) - (Ex. 2).
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Figure 2.6: ABER vs SNR for (N
C
,N
S
,N
R
,N
D
) = (2, 2, 2, 3) - (Ex. 2).
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Figure 2.7: ABER vs SNR for (N
C
,N
S
,N
R
,N
D
) = (6, 2, 2, 3) - (Ex. 2).
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2.4 Case 2: Naive ooperation with MMSE equal-
ization
In this setion, we study the SEP performane of the ooperative network
onsidered in ase 1, with the only dierene that the MMSE riterion is
used to design equalizer at the destination. Dual-hop relaying shemes
are relevant whenever the signal reeived via the diret link is below the
noise level, due to deep fading or large obstrutions. Moreover, it is
widely reognized that omplete and reliable CSI an be aquired at the
relays with a reasonable overhead only in slowly-hanging hannels and
by reruiting only a few losely loated relays.
Performane analysis of dual-hop nonoherent AF relaying MIMO
shemes over fading hannels has been widely arried out in the litera-
ture. To name a few, in [40℄ losed-form expressions and upper/lower
bounds on the ergodi apaity are derived in high SNR onditions,
whereas in [63℄ the outage performane of a dual-hop single-antenna/single-
relay system is assessed in losed form.
To the best of our knowledge, a omplete study of the SEP at the
output of a linear MMSE reeiver, in the ase of an arbitrary (possi-
bly large) number of multiple relays plaed in dierent positions, has
not been onsidered yet. An approximate SEP expression for linear ZF
equalization at the destination has been obtained in [54℄, but the exten-
sion to the MMSE ase is not straightforward. The ontribution onsists
in the derivation of a losed-form approximation of the SEP at the out-
put of the MMSE equalizer, whih proves to be fairly aurate as long
as the number of relays exeeds two.
2.4.1 Signal model
We onsider the network of Fig. 2.1 and assume, again, that there is no
diret link, and thus ommuniation between soure S and destination
D takes plae exlusively through N
C
intermediate relay nodes. More-
over, the wireless hannel is modeled as an independent and identially
distributed (i.i.d.) slow Rayleigh fading hannel [70℄. Relay nodes em-
ploy the AF protool by simply saling their reeived signals, aording
to a power onstraint, and forwarding them to the destination. With
regard to the preoding and relaying matries, in this seond result as-
sumptions (a6), (a7), (a8) and (a9) (see the assumptions setion) hold.
In addition, we assume that soure and relays are not aware of hannel
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onditions, and thus CSI is available at the destination only (e.g., by
training).
Aording to the model of Se. 2.2, the reeived signal at D an be
written (see also [40℄) (we drop the disrete time-index for simpliity) as
r =
N
C∑
i=1
Gi z˜i + d (2.27)
where the signal forwarded by the ith relay towards D is
z˜i ,
√
αi (Hi s+wi) ∈ CNR (2.28)
in whih αi > 0 is the saling fator at the ith relay. In this ase, the
general assumptions from (a1) to (a5) (see the assumptions setion) are
onsidered with σ2
h,i , (dSD/dSRi)
η
, σ2
g,i , (dSD/dRiD)
η
, and σ2
w,i = σ
2
d
,
σ2. In addition, as in the previous setion, the saling fator αi, ∀i ∈
{1, 2, . . . ,N
C
} are hosen so as to satisfy the average power onstraint
E[‖z˜i‖2] = NR Pi, ∀i ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,NC}, where Pi is the power available
at the ith relay for eah antenna, thus obtaining αi = Pi/(σ
2
h,i + σ
2),
∀i ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,N
C
}.
2.4.2 SEP analysis
Let C ,
∑
N
C
i=1
√
αi GiHi ∈ CND×NS denote the equivalent dual-hop
MIMO hannel, and dene G , [G1,G2, . . . ,GNc ] ∈ CND×(NCNR). A-
ording to (a6) (see the assumptions setion), we assume
5
that rank(C) =
N
S
≤ N
D
with probability 1, i.e., C is full-olumn rank. The reeived
signal (2.27) at D is subjet to MMSE equalization, thus yielding
y = CH (CCH +Rvv)
−1 r, (2.29)
where Rvv , E[vvH|G], with v ,
∑
N
C
i=1
√
αi Giwi + d, is the orre-
lation matrix of the overall noise at the destination, onditioned on G,
whih an be expressed as
Rvv = σ
2
(
N
C∑
i=1
αiGiG
H
i + IN
D
)
. (2.30)
5
This assumption is made to avoid that the MMSE equalizer matrix C
H (CCH +
Rvv)
−1
beomes rank-deient in the high-SNR regime.
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Let H , [HT1 ,H
T
2 , . . . ,H
T
N
C
]T ∈ C(NCNR)×NS . By applying the on-
ditional expetation rule, the error probability Pn(e) in deteting the
nth entry of s an be alulated as Pn(e) = EH{EG|H[Pn(e|G,H)]},
where Pn(e|G,H) represents the SEP onditioned on H and G. The
onditional SEP Pn(e|H) , EG|H[Pn(e|G,H)] an be upper-bounded as
(see, e.g., [36℄) Pn(e|H) ≤ bΦ
SINR
mmse
n
(−u), with b , 2 (1 −Q−1/2) and
u , (3/2)(Q − 1)−1, where Φ
SINR
mmse
n
(s) , EG|H[ exp(s SINR
mmse
n )] is
the moment generating funtion (MGF), onditioned on H, of the ran-
dom variable (RV) SINR
mmse
n , representing the SINR at the output of
the MMSE equalizer on the nth spatial stream. For xed values of H
and G, the SINR on the nth spatial stream is given by
SINR
mmse
n =
1
MMSEn
− 1 = 1{(I
N
S
+CHR−1vvC)
−1}nn
− 1 (2.31)
where {A}nn stands for the (n, n) entry of matrix A. Derivation of
the exat distribution of SINR
mmse
n , onditioned on H, is ompliated
by the presene in (2.31) of the noise orrelation matrix Rvv. To ren-
der the problem mathematially tratable, let us rst fous on the term
S
N
C
,
∑
N
C
i=1 αiGiG
H
i in (2.30), whih is the sum of NC omplex en-
tral Wishart matries [71℄, eah one having N
R
degrees of freedom and
ovariane matrix α2i σ
2
g,i IND . As shown in [54℄, as the number NC of
ooperative relays inreases, matrix S
N
C
onverges almost surely to its
meanM
N
C
, ̺N
R
I
N
D
, with ̺ ,
∑
N
C
i=1 αi σ
2
g,i; in this ase, the noise or-
relation matrix (2.30) an be well approximated asR ≈ σ2 (̺N
R
+1) I
N
D
,
whih, aounting for (2.31), leads to the following SINR approximation
SINR
mmse
n ≈
1
{(I
N
S
+ γCHC)−1}nn
− 1 (2.32)
where γ , 1/(σ2 δ), with δ , ̺N
R
+ 1.
Let C(−n) ∈ CND×(NS−1) denote the matrix C with its nth olumn
cn removed. We onsider the eonomy-size singular value deomposition
C(−n) = UnDnV
H
n , where the semi-unitary matrix Un ∈ CND×(NS−1)
and the unitary matrix Vn ∈ C(NS−1)×(NS−1) ontain the left and right
singular vetors, respetively, assoiated with the nonzero singular val-
ues of C(−n), gathered in matrix Dn , diag(dn,0, dn,1, . . . , dn,N
S
−2) ∈
R
(N
S
−1)×(N
S
−1)
. It an be shown [72℄ that the SINR at the output of
the MMSE reeiver an be deomposed into the sum of two statisti-
ally independent RVs as SINR
mmse
n = ζn + SINR
zf
n , where SINR
zf
n ≈
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γ/{(CHC)−1}nn is the approximate SINR at the output of the ZF equal-
izer on the nth spatial stream, whereas ζn , γ c˜Hn [IN
S
−1 + γD
2
n]
−1 c˜n,
with c˜n , UHn cn.
Given H, the approximate SINRzfn is a Gamma RV [73℄ with shape
parameter k = N
D
− N
S
+ 1 and sale parameter θ = γ Σn, with
Σn , 1/(R−1)nn, where R , H˜
H
(Ω ⊗ I
N
D
) H˜ ∈ CNS×NS represents
the ovariane matrix of eah row of C,
H˜ , [diag(σ2h,1, σ
2
h,2, . . . , σ
2
h,N
C
)−1 ⊗ I
N
D
]H (2.33)
is the normalized hannel matrix, with i.i.d. unit-variane ZMCSCG
entries,
Ω , diag(α1 σ2h,1 σ
2
g,1, α2 σ
2
h,2 σ
2
g,2, . . . , αN
C
σ2h,N
C
σ2g,N
C
), (2.34)
and ⊗ denotes Kroneker produt [74℄. From the statistial independene
between SINR
zf
n and ζn, it follows that
Φ
SINR
mmse
n
(−u) = Φζn(−u)Φ
SINR
zf
n
(−u)
≈ Φζn(−u) (1 + u γ Σn)−(ND−NS+1) (2.35)
where we approximated Φ
SINR
zf
n
(−u) with the MGF of a Gamma RV.
At this point, we need to evaluate the MGF of ζn. By writing ζn as a
funtion of the entries of c˜n , [c˜n,0, c˜n,1, . . . , c˜n,N
S
−2]
T
and the singular
values dn,i, and applying the onditional expetation rule, one obtains
the expression of Φζn(−u) reported in (2.36) at the top of this page.
Φζn(−u) = EC(−n)|H
[
EC|HC(−n)
(
e
−uγ
∑
N
S
−2
i=0
|tn,i|
2
1+γd2
n,i
)]
= EC(−n)|H
[
N
S
−2∏
i=0
EC|H,C(−n)
(
e
−
uγ|tn,i|
2
1+γd2
n,i
)]
. (2.36)
In the last-hand of (2.36), we have exploited the statistial inde-
pendene, onditioned on C(−n), among the irular Gaussian RVs c˜n,i,
having mean [72℄ µn,i , dn,i {VHn [R(−n,−n)]−1 rn(−n)}i and variane Σn,
where R(−n,−n) is the ovariane matrix R with its nth row and nth
olumn removed, whereas rn(−n) denotes the nth olumn of R with its
nth removed.
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Given H and C(−n), it turns out that the RV |c˜n,i|2 has a nonentral
Chi-squared distribution [73℄ with MGF
EC|H,C(−n)
[
exp
(
− u γ · |tn,i|
2
1 + γ d2n,i
)]
=
(
1 +
u γ Σn
1 + γ d 2n,i
)−1
exp
(
− |µn,i|
2
Σn +
(1+γ d2n,i)
uγ
)
≤ 1 + γ d
2
n,i
1 + γ d 2n,i + u γ Σn
(2.7)
where the last inequality stems from the fat that exp(−a x) ≤ 1, for
any x ≥ 0 and a > 0.
Substituting (2.7) into (2.36) and realling that C(−n) = UnDnV
H
n ,
after straightforward alulations, one obtains
Φζn(−u) . EC(−n)|H
[
N
S
−2∏
i=0
(
d 2n,i
d 2n,i + uΣn
)]
. EC(−n)|H
[
det(D2n)
det
(
uΣn IN
S
−1 +D
2
n
)]
. EC(−n)|H
{
det
[
Ξ
]
det
[
uΣnR
−1
(−n,−n) +Ξ
]}
. χ(NS−1) · EC(−n)|H
{
det
[
Ξ
]
det
[
I
N
S
−1 + χΞ
]}
(2.8)
whih holds for moderate-to-high values of the SNR, where the last term
omes from Weyl's inequality [74℄, with χ , (uΣn λmax)−1 and λmax
denoting the largest eigenvalue of R(−n,−n), onditioned on H. At this
point, provided that N
S
> 1, approximating the expetation in (2.8) as
in [36℄, one obtains
Φζn(−u) .
(
N
D
N
S
− 1
)
(N
S
− 1)
∫ +∞
0
tNS−2 e−t/χ
(1 + t)ND+1
dt︸ ︷︷ ︸
=(N
S
−2)!U(N
S
−1,N
S
−N
D
−1,1/χ)
.
(
N
D
N
S
− 1
)
(N
S
− 1)!U(N
S
− 1,N
S
−N
D
− 1, 1/χ) (2.9)
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where U(·, ·, ·) is Triomi's (onuent hypergeometri) funtion [73℄. Sub-
stituting (2.9) into (2.35) and using again the approximation for moderate-
to-high SNR values, one has
Φ
SINR
mmse
n
(−u) .
(
N
D
N
S
− 1
)
N
S
− 1
(uγΣn)
N
D
−N
S
+1
×
∫ +∞
0
tNS−2e−t/χ
(1 + t)ND+1
dt . (2.10)
Thus, aounting for the expression of χ, by substituting (2.10) into the
upper bound on Pn(e|H) and averaging with respet to H, the SEP on
the nth spatial stream assumes the form
Pn(e) . b
(
N
D
N
S
− 1
)
N
S
− 1
(u γ)ND−NS+1
× EH
[∫ +∞
0
tNS−2 e−utλmaxΣn
(1 + t)ND+1
Σ−(ND−NS+1)n dt
]
. (2.11)
To alulate (2.11), it an be shown [65℄ that matrixR has approximately
a omplex entral Wishart distribution with
ν0 , NR
(∑
N
C
i=1 αiσ
2
h,iσ
2
g,i
)2
∑
N
C
i=1
(
αiσ2h,iσ
2
g,i
)2 (2.12)
degrees of freedom and ovariane matrix
KR =
∑
N
C
i=1
(
αiσ
2
h,iσ
2
g,i
)2
∑
N
C
i=1 αiσ
2
h,iσ
2
g,i
I
N
S
= ϑ
0
I
N
S
. (2.13)
Therefore, provided that ν0 > ND, it turns out that Σn is a Gamma
RV with shape parameter k0 = ν0 − NS + 1 and sale parameter ϑ0.
In addition, from [71℄ we know that, for (N
S
− 1) and ν0 approahing
innity in suh a way that (N
S
− 1)/ν0 tends to a nite limit ℓ ≥ 0, the
largest eigenvalue of the omplex Wishart matrix R(−n,−n) onverges
almost surely to λ∞ , 2(NS− 1)(1+
√
ℓ)2; thus, in order to simplify the
alulus of the expetation in (2.11), we replae λ
max
with its limiting
(nonrandom) value λ∞. Relying on Fubini-Tonelli theorem to swith
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the order of expetation and integration in the expression of Pn(e), we
obtain the following nal expression of the SEP.
Pn(e) . b
(
N
D
N
S
− 1
)
N
S
− 1
(u γ)ND−NS+1∫ +∞
0
tNS−2
(1 + t)ND+1
EH
[
e−utλ∞Σn Σ−(ND−NS+1)n
]
dt
. b
(
N
D
N
S
− 1
)
N
S
− 1
(u γ ϑ0)ND−NS+1
Γ(ν0 −ND)
Γ(ν0 −NS + 1)∫ +∞
0
tNS−2
(1 + t)ND+1(1 + uλ∞ϑ0t)ν0−ND
dt (2.14)
Evaluation of (2.14) entails a omputational omplexity that is basially
dominated by the alulus of the integral, whih an be aurately evalu-
ated by using numerial tehniques, e.g., Gaussian quadrature methods.
6
Suh a omputational burden is signiantly smaller than the omplex-
ity of a Monte Carlo simulation: indeed, sine Pn(e) might assume ex-
tremely low values in the high-SNR region, espeially for N
C
> 2 (see
Setion 2.4.3), a large number of Monte Carlo runs are required to obtain
aurate SEP estimates.
Some remarks about (2.14) are nally in order. First, we highlight
that Pn(e) turns out to be independent of the symbol index n. Further-
more, it is worth noting that, in the high-SNR regime, the saling fa-
tors αi, ∀i ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,NC}, an be approximated as αi ≈ Pi/(NS σ21,i),
∀i ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,N
C
}, i.e., they beome independent of γ. Consequently,
ϑ0 in (2.14) turns out to be independent of γ and, thus, the SEP an be
expressed as P(e) ≈ Gc γ−D, where D , ND − NS + 1 is the diversity
order of the system, whih does not depend on the number N
C
of relays,
sine no CSI is available, and the oding gain is denoted by
Gc , b
(
N
D
N
S
− 1
)
N
S
− 1
(uϑ0)ND−NS+1
Γ(ν0 −ND)
Γ(ν0 −NS + 1)
×
∫ +∞
0
tNS−2
(1 + t)ND+1(1 + uλ∞ϑ0t)ν0−ND
dt . (2.12)
6
As an example, the Matlab routine quadgk uses Gaussian quadrature by imple-
menting the Gauss-Kronrod method.
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Figure 2.8: ABER vs SNR for dierent values of the number N
C
of relays.
2.4.3 Numerial results
We onsider a network geometry onsisting of a S-D pair spaed by the
distane d
SD
= 1, plus N
C
relaying nodes, whih are randomly and inde-
pendently distributed in a irle of radius r = 0.1, positioned on the line
joining S to D at distane d
SC
= 0.2 from the soure. Soure, destination
and relays are equipped with N
S
= 2, N
D
= 3, and N
R
= 2 antennas,
respetively. The employed modulation is Gray-labeled QPSK (Q = 4).
Both the rst-hop and seond-hop MIMO hannels are generated aord-
ing to assumptions (a3) and (a4) (see the assumptions setion), with
η = 3; in addition, all the relays transmit with the same power Pi = 1,
∀i ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,N
C
} (simulations not reported for brevity show that the
ABER does not vary signiantly if the relays transmit with slightly dif-
ferent powers.) In Fig. 2.8 we plot, for dierent values of N
C
∈ {2, 3, 4},
the average bit-error-rate (ABER) of the MMSE reeiver. In partiular,
we ompare the ABER values when the SEP Pn(e) is alulated from
the bound (2.14) [labeled as MMSE (bound) in the plots℄, with the
exat ones [labeled as MMSE (exat)℄, evaluated by means of a semi-
analytial approah, by averaging Pn(e|H,G) with respet to H and G
over 106 Monte Carlo trials. Both urves are reported as a funtion of
SNR , 1/σ2, ranging from 0 to 20 dB.
It is apparent from Fig. 2.8 that the exat performane of the MIMO
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AF system with MMSE reeption, whih exhibits in this senario a di-
versity order equal to D = N
D
− N
S
+ 1 = 2, is well predited by the
proposed bound (2.14), as the SNR inreases. The oding gain of the
ooperative system rapidly inreases as the number of relays N
C
rises.
Furthermore, the approximation (2.14) beomes more and more aurate
as the number N
C
of ooperating relays grows, whih is in part due to
the fat that the auray of the approximation (2.32) improves.
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2.5 Case 3: Optimized ooperation
The third ase deals with the multiple-relay optimization problem for
a MIMO-OFDM ooperative network employing spatial multiplexing,
soure and relay hannel-dependent preoding, and ZF equalization at
the destination. Unlike [59℄ and [60℄, whih adopt the MMSE riterion,
here we leverage on the approximate yet aurate results of the perfor-
mane analysis arried out in [54℄ and [75℄, to jointly optimize the pre-
oding and relaying matries in a minimum SEP sense, for the two limit
ases of a full instantaneous CSI and statistial-only CSI. Our riteria
lead to ompat losed-form solutions, whih exhibit signiant perfor-
mane advantages over the simple naive AF approah, as orroborated
by Monte Carlo omputer simulations.
In the onsidered senario at hand, designs of the preoding matrix
F0 and forwarding matries {Fi}NCi=1 ritially depend on the available
CSI at the soure and at the relays, respetively. When the soure and
eah relay have full CSI (oherent relay network), optimization of the pre-
oding and forwarding matries an be arried out in aordane with
dierent design objetives [48℄ suh as, e.g., the maximization of the
mutual information between the soure and destination, minimization of
the MSE at the equalizer output, or maximization of the instantaneous
SINR given by (2.18). However, it is widely-reognized that omplete
and reliable CSI in a oherent relay network an be aquired with a
reasonable overhead only in slowly hanging hannels and, additionally,
by reruiting few relays. On the other hand, when the soure and re-
lays have no CSI (nonoherent relay network), the preoding matrix F0
and the forwarding matries {Fi}NCi=1 turn out to be hannel-independent
neessarily. In the following, by evaluating SEP bounds, we develop dif-
ferent designs for the preoding and forwarding matries, aording to
the aforementioned CSI levels provided to the soure and relays. As de-
sign riterion, we rely on the minimization of the arithmeti mean, over
all the N
B
substreams, of the SEP
P
oop,n(e) , Pr (Eoop,n) = EG,H [Pr(Eoop,n |G,H)] (2.13)
that is,
P
oop,a
(e) ,
1
N
B
N
B∑
n=1
P
oop,n(e) (2.14)
and express eah problem in onvex form so that the well-known theory
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of onvex optimization an be used to obtain eient optimal solutions
using, for example, the interior-point method [76℄.
2.5.1 Network model and basi assumptions
The network under study is, again, ompliant with Fig 2.1: in the broad-
asting phase, the soure sends a data paket to the relays, whih si-
multaneously forward it to the destination during the relaying phase.
Moreover, all nodes employ MIMO-OFDM modulation with spatial mul-
tiplexing over M subarriers [32, 77℄.
The wireless hannel between eah pair of antennas is modeled as a
quasi-stati linear nite-impulse response system, whose order does not
exeed the OFDM CP length L
p
. A timing quasi-synhronous MIMO-
OFDM network is assumed, wherein the relays belong to a suiently
small luster and the CP an jointly ompensate for the ombined eets
of the multipath hannel dispersion and the time oset for eah relay.
In addition, instantaneous CSI is known not only at the destination, but
also at the soure and relays (oherent relaying).
Soure proessing
Let s ∈ CNB gather the blok of symbols to be transmitted by the soure
in the kth (k ∈ Z) symbol interval and on the mth OFDM subarrier,
with N
B
≤ N
S
and for m ∈ {0, 1, . . . ,M − 1},7 Again, at the soure
node assumption (a1) (see the assumptions setion) holds. The symbol
blok s is proessed by a preoding matrix F0 ∈ CNS×NB , obtaining thus
s˜ = F0 s ∈ CNS , with tr(FH0 F0) = 1, whih ensures that E[‖s˜‖2] = 1.
The design of F0 will be disussed in the following subsetions. The
soure adopts a multiarrier spatial multiplexing transmitting tehnique:
before being transmitted, the elements of vetors s˜ for dierent subarri-
ers orresponding to the same antenna index are subjet to onventional
OFDM proessing, enompassing M -point IDFT followed by CP inser-
tion.
7
Sine the proessing of the onsidered system is on a symbol-by-symbol basis and
subarrier-independent, for the sake of notation simpliity, we avoid indiating the
funtional dependene on k and m in the following derivations.
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Relay proessing
After disarding the CP and performing M -point DFT, the reeived sig-
nal on eah subarrier of the ith relay, for i ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,N
C
}, is given
by zi = Hi s˜ + wi, where Hi ∈ CNR×NS ollets the mth DFT sam-
ples of the ith rst-hop MIMO hannel, and wi ∈ CNR aounts for
noise at the relay. At the relay nodes assumptions (a2)-(a3) (see the
assumptions setion) are onsidered. The vetor zi ∈ CNR is saled by√
αi and proessed by a forwarding matrix Fi ∈ CNR×NR , hene yield-
ing z˜i ,
√
αi Fi zi ∈ CNR , where αi > 0 is determined by the aver-
age power saling [78℄ onstraint E[‖√αi zi‖2] = NR Pi, thus obtaining
αi = γ Pi/(1 + γ σ
2
h,i), where Pi is the power available at the ith relay
and γ , σ−2 denotes the average SNR per transmitted symbol blok.
The design of Fi will be disussed in the following subsetions. The blok
z˜i, after passing through an OFDM modulator, is forwarded by the ith
relay toward the destination.
Destination proessing
After disarding the CP and performing M -point DFT, the reeived
signal on eah subarrier an be expressed, aording to the general
model of Setion 2.2, as r = Cs + v. For the sake of onveniene, the
main relations are again reported below
C ,
[
N
C∑
i=1
√
αiGiFiHi
]
F0 ∈ CND×NB (2.15)
v ,
N
C∑
i=1
√
αiGiFiwi + d ∈ CND (2.16)
where the matrix Gi ∈ CND×NR ollets the DFT samples of the ith
seond-hop MIMO hannel, d ∈ CND is the noise vetor at the desti-
nation, and assumptions (a4)-(a5)-(a6) (see the assumptions setion)
are onsidered. In order to reover s, the reeived vetor r is subjet to
linear ZF equalization, yielding sˆ = C† r, with (·)† denoting the Moore-
Penrose generalized inverse [79℄, whose entries are nally quantized to
the nearest symbols of the QAM onstellation. Note that the existene
of the ZF equalizer is assured by (a6) (see the assumptions setion).
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2.5.2 Full instantaneous CSI
In this subsetion, we provide an optimized design proedure for the
preoding F0 and the relaying {Fi}NCi=1 matries when a oherent relay
network is onsidered (i.e., both the soure and relays have perfet knowl-
edge of the instantaneous network CSI. To begin with, let En denote the
error event in deteting the nth entry sn of s, and let
G , [G1,G2, . . . ,GN
C
] ∈ CND×NCNR
and
H , [HT1 ,H
T
2 , . . . ,H
T
N
C
]T ∈ CNCNR×NS
gather all the forward and bakward MIMO hannels, respetively. The
SEP onditioned on G and H an be alulated (see, e.g., [36℄) as
P
oop,n(e) , Pr(En|G,H) = 2b
π
∫ π/2
0
exp
(
− u
sin2 ϑ
SINRn
)
dϑ (2.17)
where b , 2(1−Q−1/2) and u , 3/[2(Q − 1)] are modulation-dependent
parameters, whereas SINRn represents the instantaneous (i.e., ondi-
tioned on G and H) SINR at the output of the ZF equalizer, whih
admits [36℄ the following expression:
SINRn =
1{
C†KvvC
†H
}
nn
. (2.18)
In (2.18), taking into aount (a2) and (a4), the equivalent noise o-
variane matrix Kvv , E[vvH |H,G] = E[v vH |G] an be expressed
as
Kvv = σ
2
(
N
C∑
i=1
αiGiFiF
H
i G
H
i + IN
D
)
. (2.19)
In order to simplify the design of both the preoding and relaying ma-
tries, we observe [54℄ that the noise orrelation matrix (2.19) an be
equivalently rewritten as Kvv = σ
2 (S
N
C
+ I
N
D
), where
S
N
C
,
N
C∑
i=1
αiGiFiF
H
i G
H
i =
N
C∑
i=1
αiΘi; Θi , Gi Fi FHi G
H
i
is a sum of omplex entral matrix-variate quadrati forms αiΘi [80℄,
for i ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,N
C
}. Aording to (a5) (see the assumptions setion),
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it an be proven that matrix S
N
C
has mean M
N
C
, E[S
N
C
] = ̺ I
N
D
,
where ̺ ,
∑
N
C
i=1 αi σ
2
g,i > 0 depends on the path losses over all rst and
seond hops through the saling fator αi.
It is shown in [54℄ that, under mild onditions, the matrix S
N
C
on-
verges almost surely to the onstant matrix M
N
C
, as the number N
C
of relays grows. Therefore, assuming that N
C
is suiently large, we
replae S
N
C
in Kvv with MN
C
, obtaining Kvv ≈ σ2 (̺+ 1) IN
D
. Thus,
eq. (2.18) an be approximated as
SINRn ≈ γ
β
SINRn (2.20)
where β , ̺+ 1, whereas ξn , {
(
CHC
)−1}nn depends on the matries
F0 and {Fi}NCi=1 to be optimized through C.
We perform the optimization by minimizing the arithmeti mean of
the SEPs (2.17), dened as
P¯(e) ,
1
N
B
N
B
−1∑
n=0
P
oop,n(e) =
2b
π
N
B
−1∑
n=0
∫ π/2
0
exp
(
− u
sin2 ϑ
SINRn
)
dϑ .
(2.21)
By substituting (2.20), minimization of (2.21) is equivalent to minimiz-
ing, for eah ϑ ∈ (0, π/2), the following objetive funtion:
N
B
−1∑
n=0
exp
(
− u γ
β sin2 ϑ
SINRn
)
. (2.22)
It an be proven that (2.22), as a funtion of ξn, is a onvex inreasing
funtion in the range ξn < uγ/(2β sin
2 ϑ); indeed, the rst and seond
derivatives of (2.22) with respet to ξn are both positive, provided that
ξn < uγ/(2β sin
2 ϑ), whih represents a ondition likely to be satised
in the moderate-to-high SNR region, i.e., when γ ≫ 1.
Thus, by applying the Jensen's inequality and relying on the deni-
tion of ξn, eq. (2.22) an be lower-bounded as follows:
N
B
−1∑
n=0
exp
(
− uγ
β sin2 ϑ
SINRn
)
≥ exp
(
− u γ
β sin2 ϑ
1∑
N
B
−1
n=0 ξn
)
= exp
− uγ/
(
β sin2 ϑ
)
tr
[(
CHC
)−1]
 (2.23)
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where tr[(CHC)−1] =
∑
N
B
−1
n=0 ξn, with tr(·) denoting the matrix trae
operator.
Optimal preoding and relaying matries an be obtained by minimiz-
ing the lower bound (2.23) or, equivalently, the quantity tr[
(
CHC
)−1
].
Ultimately, let
F˜ , diag (c1F1, c2 F2, . . . , cN
C
F
N
C
) ∈ C(NCNR)×(NCNR), (2.24)
where ci ,
√
αi σh,i σg,i,∀ i ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,NC}, and
B , GF˜ ∈ C(ND)×(NCNR), (2.25)
we an formulate the joint design problem as follows
min
F0,B
f0(F0,B) (2.26)
s.to tr(FH0 F0) = 1 (2.27)
tr(BHB) = 1 (2.28)
where f0(F0,B) , tr[
(
FH0H
HBHBHF0
)−1
], eq. (2.27) is the transmit
power onstraint at the soure, while (2.28) represents the power on-
straint at the output of the overall forward hannel G.
Sine it an be readily proven that the objetive funtion f0 in (2.26)
is Shur-onave [81℄, the solution of the problem (2.26), subjet to on-
straints (2.27) and (2.28), is obtained [82℄ by parameterizing F0 and B
in terms of SVD of the overall bakward hannel matrix H = UΛVH,
that is,
F0,opt = V1Σ and Bopt =∆U
H
1 (2.29)
where V1 ∈ CNS×L has as olumns the right eigenvetors of H orre-
sponding to its largest L , min{N
B
, rank(H)} eigenvalues in inreas-
ing order, Σ = [diag{σℓ},OL×(N
B
−L)] ∈ CL×NB , with σℓ ∈ R, for ℓ ∈
{0, 1, . . . , L−1}, U1 ∈ CNCNR×L ollets the left eigenvetors ofH orre-
sponding to its largest L eigenvalues, and ∆ , [diag{δℓ},OT(N
D
−L)×L]
T
∈ CND×L is dened as Σ.
Realling the denitions (2.24) and (2.25) whih provide
B , GF˜ = [c1G1F1 c2G2F2 . . . cN
C
G
N
C
F
N
C
],
and by partitioning B
opt
= [B1,opt B2,opt . . . BN
C
,opt], one has that the
optimal ith relaying matrix, for i ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,N
C
}, is given by Fi,opt =
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[1/(
√
αi σh,i σg,i)]G
†
iBi,opt, provided that Gi is full-row rank, i.e., NR ≥
N
D
and rank(Gi) = ND. As it is apparent from (2.29), the two solutions
F0,opt and Bopt jointly diagonalize the overall dual-hop MIMO hannel
C.
At this point, substituting (2.29) into (2.26)-(2.28), the optimization
problem beomes
min
{zℓ},{wℓ}
L−1∑
ℓ=0
1
zℓwℓ λ
2
ℓ
(2.30)
s.to
L−1∑
ℓ=0
zℓ = 1, zℓ > 0 (2.31)
L−1∑
ℓ=0
wℓ = 1, wℓ > 0 (2.32)
where, for simpliity of notation, we dened zℓ , σ2ℓ and wℓ , δ
2
ℓ . The
optimization problem is onvex, sine the objet funtion is onvex and
the onstraints are linear. Moreover, for symmetry onsiderations, it
turns out that zℓ = wℓ, for ℓ ∈ {0, 1, . . . , L− 1}. Hene, problem (2.30)
admits the following losed-form solution
zℓ = wℓ = (2µ
−1 λ−2ℓ )
1/3 ℓ ∈ {0, 1, . . . , L− 1} (2.33)
where µ must be hosen to satisfy the power onstraint (2.31) or (2.32).
2.5.3 Statistial-only CSI
In this ase, we suppose to be unaware of the istantaneous MIMO han-
nel state and to have only statistial knowledge of all the bakward and
forward hannels. In order to derive an upper bound on the average per-
formane of the onsidered ooperative sheme, relying on the approxi-
mation (2.20), we start by keeping the seond-hop hannel matrixG xed
and evaluate the onditioned SEP by averaging (2.17) over the rst-hop
hannel matrix H, thus yielding P
oop,n(e |G) , EH [Pr(En |G,H)]. To
this aim, we provide the following theorem:
Theorem 2. Let N
C
N
R
≥ N
D
, 1 < N
B
≤ min(N
S
,N
D
), and D ,
N
D
− N
B
+ 1. Assume that {Fi}NCi=0 do not depend on the underlying
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hannel oeients. In the high-SNR region, i.e., for γ ≫ 1, one has
P
oop,n(e |G) / b
(u γ
β
)−D{(FH0 F0)−1}Dnn trNB−1(G˜ F˜ F˜H G˜H)
det(G˜ F˜ F˜
H
G˜
H
)
(2.34)
where G˜ , G [ diag(σ−1
g,1 , σ
−1
g,2 , . . . , σ
−1
g,N
C
)⊗ I
N
R
] ∈ CND×(NCNR), with the
seond-hop matrix G and F˜ already dened.
Proof. See Appendix 2.
Theorem 2 shows the impat of the preoding matrix F0 and the for-
warding matries {Fi}NCi=1 on the system performane in the high-SNR
regime, givenG. It is worth noting that, for high SNR values, the saling
fator αi = γ Pi/(1 + γ σ
2
h,i) an be approximated as αi ≈ Pi/σ2h,i, i.e., it
beomes independent of γ; onsequently, the diversity order of the sys-
tem is equal to D = N
D
−N
B
+1. It is apparent that the diversity order
does not depend on the hoie of the matries {Fi}NCi=0: this result is the
onsequene of the fat that the preoding and forwarding matries are
hannel-independent by assumption.
At this point, aording to (2.13), we an average (2.34) with respet
to the seond-hop hannel matrixG. In this regard, the following Lemma
holds.
Lemma 2. It results that
E
G˜
[
tr
N
B
−1(G˜ F˜ F˜
H
G˜
H
)
det(G˜ F˜ F˜
H
G˜
H
)
]
≤ tr
N
B
−1(F˜ F˜
H
)[∏
N
D
p=1 λp(F˜ F˜
H
)
] ×
E
G˜
[
tr
N
B
−1(G˜ G˜
H
)
λND1 (G˜ G˜
H
)
]
(2.35)
where λ1(G˜ G˜
H
) ≤ λ2(G˜ G˜H) ≤ · · · ≤ λN
D
(G˜G˜
H
) and λ1(F˜ F˜
H
) ≤
λ2(F˜ F˜
H
) ≤ · · · ≤ λ
N
C
N
R
(F˜ F˜
H
) are the ordered eigenvalues of G˜ G˜
H
and F˜ F˜
H
, respetively.
Proof. See Appendix D.
Closed-form evaluation of the ensemble average in (2.35) is umber-
some. An approximated upper bound an be obtained by observing
that tr(G˜ G˜
H
) =
∑
N
D
p=1 λp(G˜ G˜
H
) ≤ N
D
λ
N
D
(G˜ G˜
H
) and using the
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fat [83, 84℄ that, if N
D
/(N
C
N
R
) → χ ∈ (0, 1) for N
C
N
R
,N
D
→ +∞,
then the smallest and largest eigenvalues of (G˜ G˜
H
)/(N
C
N
R
) onverge
almost surely to (1−√χ)2 and (1 +√χ)2, respetively.8 Consequently,
aounting for (2.34) and (2.35), one gets the upper bound
P
oop,n(e) / b
(u γN
C
N
R
β
)−D [√ND (1 +√ ND
N
C
N
R
)]2(N
B
−1)
(
1−
√
N
D
N
C
N
R
)
N
D
× {(FH0 F0)−1}Dnn
tr
N
B
−1(FFH)[∏
N
D
p=1 λp(FF
H)
]
(2.36)
whih approximatively holds for N
C
N
R
,N
D
≫ 1.
One an onlude that the hoie of {Fi}NCi=0 strongly impats on
the oding gain of the system and their design heavily depends on the
available CSI in the network.
One that a bound on the SEP has been derived, by substituting
(2.36) into (2.14) and negleting the multipliative onstant terms, we
observe that the synthesis of the preoding F0 and forwarding {Fi}NCi=1
matries an be arried out by minimizing the funtion
tr
N
B
−1(FFH)[∏
N
D
p=1 λp(FF
H)
] NB∑
n=1
{(FH0 F0)−1}Dnn (2.37)
under suitable onstraints, whose expressions will be given later.
The relation (2.37) suggests that the preoding matrix F0 an be
optimized independently of {Fi}NCi=1. Fousing, as rst step, on the syn-
thesis of the preoding matrix, we hoose F0 as the result of the following
onstrained optimization problem
F0,opt , argmin
F0
N
B∑
n=1
{(FH0 F0)−1}Dnn (2.38)
s.to tr(FH0 F0) = 1 (2.39)
where (2.39) is the transmit power onstraint at the soure.
8
Only real-valued Wishart matries are onsidered in [83℄ and [84℄, but the proofs
an easily be generalized to the omplex ase.
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Sine the diversity order D is greater than or equal to 1, let xn ,
{(FH0 F0)−1}nn, the power funtion xDn is onvex on R++ and, thus, the
funtion
∑
N
B
n=1 x
D
n is Shur-onvex [81℄. It follows [81℄ that the optimal
solution F0,opt of rank NB admits the following diagonalizing struture:
F0,opt = UΣoptV
H
(2.40)
where U ∈ CNS×NB is an arbitrary semiunitary (i.e., UHU = I
N
B
)
matrix, Σ
opt
, diag(σ
opt,1, σopt,2, . . . , σopt,N
B
) ∈ CNB×NB has zero ele-
ments, exept along the main diagonal, whereas V ∈ CNB×NB is an uni-
tary (i.e., VHV = VVH = I
N
B
) rotation matrix suh that (FH0 F0)
−1
has idential diagonal elements [81℄. This rotation an be omputed
using the algorithm of [85, 86℄ or, onveniently, with the DFT matrix
or the Hadamard matrix, when N
B
is a power of two [74℄. At this
point, by introduing the row-wise partition V = [v1,v2, . . . ,vN
B
]H,
with vn = [v1,n, v2,n, . . . , vN
B
,n]
T
, the optimization problem (2.38) in
onvex form an be expressed as
{σ
opt,i} , min
{σi}
N
B∑
n=1
(
N
B∑
i=1
|vi,n|2
σ2i
)D
(2.41)
s.to
N
B∑
i=1
σ2i = 1 (2.42)
whih an be eiently solved using the interior-point method [76℄.
Now, let us onsider the optimization of the forwarding matries
{Fi}NCi=1; relying on (2.37) and aounting for the blok diagonal struture
of F˜, we an rstly observe that
tr
N
B
−1(F˜ F˜
H
)[∏
N
D
p=1 λp(F˜ F˜
H
)
] =
[∑
N
C
i=1 tr(αi σh,i σg,iFiF
H
i )
]
N
B
−1
[∏
N
D
p=1 λp(F˜ F˜
H
)
]
(2.43)
≤ (α
max
σ
h,max σg,max)
N
B
−1
[∑
N
C
i=1 tr(FiF
H
i )
]
N
B
−1
[∏
N
D
p=1 λp(F˜ F˜
H
)
]
≤ (α
max
σ
h,max σg,max)
N
B
−1
(∑
N
C
N
R
m=1 λm
)
N
B
−1
∏
N
D
i=m λm
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where {λm}NCNRm=1 represent the ordered (in inreasing sense) eigenvalues
of matries {Fi FHi }NCi=1. Consequently, the eigenvalues of the forwarding
matries {Fi}NCi=1 an be optimally hosen as the result of the following
onstrained minimization problem:
min
{λm}
f0(λ1, λ2, . . . , λN
C
N
R
) ,
(∑
N
C
N
R
m=1 λm
)
N
B
−1
∏
N
D
m=1 λm
, s.to
N
C
N
R∑
m=1
λm = 1.
(2.44)
It an be easily proven that f0(λ1, λ2, . . . , λN
C
N
R
) is a log-onvex [76℄
funtion on R
N
C
N
R
++ for NB = 1; for NB > 1, after alulating the partial
seond-order derivatives of log[f0(λ1, λ2, . . . , λN
C
N
R
)] with respet to λm,
form = 1, 2, . . . ,N
C
N
R
, by straightforward manipulations, it results that
f0(λ1, λ2, . . . , λN
C
N
R
) is log-onvex on RNCNR++ if (
∑
N
C
N
R
m=1 λm)/λmax >
(N
B
− 1), where λ
max
denotes the maximum eigenvalue of {FiFHi }NCi=1.
Therefore, minimization of the objetive funtion (2.44) is tantamount
to the following onvex problem
{λ
opt,m} , min
{λm}
log

(∑
N
C
N
R
m=1 λm
)
N
B
−1
∏
N
D
m=1 λm
 (2.45)
where λm > 0 obeys
∑
N
C
N
R
m=1 λm = 1, whose solution an be numerially
omputed through the interior-point algorithm. Ultimately, eah optimal
forwarding matrix F
opt,i an be expressed as
F
opt,i =WiΛopt,iQ
H
i (2.46)
where Wi ∈ CNR×NR and Qi ∈ CNR×NR are arbitrary unitary matries,
whereas Λ
opt,i , diag(λ
1/2
opt,(i−1)N
R
+1, . . . , λ
1/2
opt,iN
R
), for i = 1, 2, . . . ,N
C
.
2.5.4 Numerial results
In this subsetion we present Monte Carlo numerial results aimed at as-
sessing the performane of the proposed design proedures. We onsider
a network onguration, enompassing a soure-destination pair spaed
by a distane d
SD
= 1, plus N
C
relaying nodes, whih are randomly and
independently distributed in a irle of radius r = 0.1, positioned on the
line joining the soure to the destination. Soure, destination, and relays
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Figure 2.9: ASEP vs SNR for Naive and F-CSI ases.
are equipped with N
S
= 2, N
D
= 2, and N
R
= 2 antennas, respetively.
The number of symbols-per-blok is N
B
= 2, the number of OFDM
subarriers is M = 32, and the subarrier modulation is Gray-labeled
4-QAM (i.e, Q = 4). Both the rst-hop and seond-hop MIMO hannels
are generated aording to assumptions (a3) and (a4) (see the assump-
tions setion), with σ2
h,i , (dSD/dSRi)
η
and σ2
g,i , (dSD/dRiD)
η
, where
d
SD
, d
SRi
, and d
RiD
are the distane between the soure and the destina-
tion, the soure and the ith relay, and the ith relay and the destination,
respetively, whereas η = 3 is the path-loss exponent. All the relays
transmit with the same power Pi = 1, for i ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,NC}.9 As perfor-
mane measure we report the average SEP (ASEP), obtained through
Monte Carlo simulation. In partiular, we arry out 106 independent
Monte Carlo runs, with eah run employing a dierent onguration of
relays' positions and a dierent set of fading hannels.
In Fig. 2.9 we report the obtained ASEP for the optimized AF pro-
tool, in the ase of full instantaneous CSI (F-CSI), as a funtion of the
SNR γ ranging from −5 to 10 dB. The urves are parameterized with re-
spet to three dierent values of the number of relays, i.e., N
C
∈ {2, 3, 4},
whih are distributed in a irle positioned on the line joining the soure
9
The issue of power optimization, although interesting, is outside the sope of this
ontribution.
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Figure 2.10: ASEP vs SNR for Naive, S-CSI and F-CSI ases (N
C
= 2).
to the destination at distane d
SC
= 0.2 from the soure. The perfor-
mane of the proposed tehnique is ompared with that of the naive
AF approah [40, 54℄, wherein no preoding is employed at the soure
(i.e., F0 = IN
S
) and the relaying matrix Fi at the ith relay terminal sim-
ply forwards a saled version of its reeived signal (i.e., Fi =
√
αi IN
R
).
Results show that tremendous performane gains an be obtained, at
the prie of an inreased amount of a priori information regarding the
forward and bakward hannels. In partiular, from Fig. 2.9 it is evident
that, as the number N
C
of ooperating relays inreases, the optimized
AF solution allows one to apture a remarkable performane improve-
ment not only in terms of oding gain, but also in terms of diversity gain.
On the ontrary, as N
C
grows, the naive AF approah exhibits only a
slight rise in the oding gain, ensuring a diversity order D = N
D
−N
B
+1,
irrespetive of the number of ooperating relays [54℄.
In Fig. 2.10 the ASEP is reported, as a funtion of the SNR (ranging
from −5 to 30 dB), for the naive, Statistial CSI (S-CSI), and F-CSI
ases. Here, N
C
= 2 relays are distributed in a irle positioned on the
line joining the soure to the destination at distane d
SC
= 0.2612 from
the soure. Fig. 2.10 shows that also the performane improvement, with
respet to the naive approah, ahieved in the ase of system optimized
on a S-CSI basis is onsiderable. For an average SEP equal to 10−3,
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in fat, the S-CSI design provides a gain of approximately 10 dB with
respet to the naive one. However, unlike the F-CSI design, the S-CSI
approah provides, with respet to the naive ase, only a performane
improvement in terms of oding gain but not in terms of diversity order
whih, even in this ase, turns out to be equal to N
D
−N
B
+ 1.
It is worth noting that the performane improvements shown in
Fig. 2.9 and Fig. 2.10 ome at a ertain prie. Speially, the F-CSI
design an be onsidered only when full instantaneous CSI is available
both at the soure and the relays nodes. This implies that a huge amount
of overhead, related to the training and feedbak sequenes, has to be
aepted in order to perform the hannel estimation. In this regard,
it is useful to highlight that hannel estimation is performed frequently
and, onsequently, the amount of overhead (per unit time) is diretly
proportional to the hannel time variability. The S-CSI design, instead,
provides performane not omparable to that of the F-CSI design but,
on the other hand, it requires only a statistial knowledge of the involved
hannels (i.e., a path loss estimation has to be arried out), to ahieve a
remarkable improvement with respet to the naive approah.
2.6 Conlusions
In this hapter some results related to the MIMO ooperative multiple-
relay systems have been presented. Firstly, an aurate approximation of
the average SEP in the high-SNR regime has been obtained for a spatially
multiplexed dual-hop MIMO network, with multiple AF nonorthogonal
relays and linear ZF equalization at the destination. Moreover, the per-
formane gain of the ooperative sheme over diret transmission has
been assessed and, with referene to a relaying luster, have been derived
also simple formulas that allow to optimally plae the relays. Then, a
tight approximation for the SEP of a similar system, but in the ase of
MMSE equalization at the destination, has been presented without im-
posing any restrition on the number of relays or their positions. Finally,
a framework to optimize preoding and relaying matries in the refer-
ene system has been disussed. The design was based on approximate
minimization of the average (over all spatial streams) SEP and an be
expressed in losed form. Sine the proposed design requires full CSI
at the soure and the relays, ongoing researh is foused on simplied
optimization proedures, where the amount of required CSI is relaxed.

Chapter 3
Design of ooperative
multiple-relay
ommuniations over
frequeny seletive hannels
orrupted by non-Gaussian
noise
This hapter deals with the synthesis of reeiver tehniques, in oop-
erative multiple-relay systems, aimed at mitigating the impulsive noise,
whih may represent one of the predominant ause of system performane
degradation. At rst, we onsider the ase of a diret ommuniation link
between the soure and destination. In partiular, a SISO OFDM system
employing non-linear blanking preproessing, with the aim of mitigating
the impulsive noise eets, will be onsidered and the design of a new
equalizer will be presented. Speially, it will be shown that, by ex-
ploiting redundany in the OFDM signal that arises from the presene
of virtual arriers (a solution adopted in several multiarrier standards),
it is possible to design frequeny-domain linear FIR equalizers for han-
nels aeted by impulsive noise (IN), whih are able to ompensate for
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the interarrier interferene (ICI) introdued by a blanking nonlinearity.
1
In partiular, a suient ondition ensuring the existene of suh a FIR
ICI-free solution is derived. Moreover, it is shown that, with respet to
onventional ZF reeivers (with or without blanking), a performane gain
an be obtained for SNR values of pratial interest, with an aordable
inrease in omputational omplexity.
Then, a ooperative two-relay OFDM system employing spae-time
blok oding will be presented to show the beneial eets of spae and
time diversity in further mitigating the impulsive noise.
3.1 Introdution
Transeivers based on OFDM have been widely adopted in several wired
and wireless standards, inluding digital subsriber lines [87℄ and power
line ommuniations [88℄, digital audio [89℄ and video broadasting [90℄,
IEEE 802.11 [91℄ and 802.16 [92℄, and 3G/4G long term evolution [93℄.
Suh a suess is mainly due to the apability of OFDM transeivers to
eiently equalize FIR frequeny-seletive hannels [77℄. Indeed, the use
of FFT algorithms to perform DFT and its inverse (IDFT), oupled with
the insertion of a CP, allows one to equalize the FIR hannel by means
of simple CP removal followed by one-tap frequeny-domain equalization
(FEQ), provided that the CP length exeeds hannel dispersion.
In addition to AWGN and various transeiver implementation losses
2
,
potential soures of performane degradation for OFDM systems operat-
ing over linear time-invariant hannels inlude narrowband interferene
(NBI) and IN. Whereas NBI typially aets only a subset of subarriers
and an be rejeted, e.g., by adding suitable onstraints to the onven-
tional ZF solution [94105℄, asynhronous non-Gaussian IN [106109℄,
haraterized by impulses ourring at the DFT input of the reeiver
with random arrivals, short duration, and high power, might orrupt
all the subarriers within an OFDM symbol and, hene, is muh more
diult to ounterat.
3
This fat has reently motivated a vast bulk of
1
The proposed approah an be extended to other memoryless nonlinearities [18℄,
e.g., lipping or ombination of blanking and lipping.
2
Inluding time and arrier frequeny osets between the transmitter and the re-
eiver, analog front-end in-phase/quadrature-phase (I/Q) imbalanes, and insuient
CP length.
3
Another type of non-Gaussian IN onsists of impulses of longer duration that
our periodially in time (so-alled periodi IN) [110℄.
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researh regarding IN haraterization and mitigation in OFDM systems
(see, e.g., [18, 39, 111117℄).
A simple strategy to mitigate IN in OFDM systems onsists of using
at the reeiver, before the DFT, a memoryless nonlinearity preproessor
(e.g., lipping, blanking, or a ombination thereof) [18, 111℄. However,
sine blanking/lipping is a nonlinear sample-by-sample operation in the
time-domain, it distorts the signal onstellation and, even worse, de-
stroys orthogonality among OFDM subarriers, thus resulting into ICI
in the frequeny-domain. To overome suh a problem, iterative anel-
lation tehniques have been proposed in [112, 113℄, whih nevertheless
require ad ho adjustments to avoid slow onvergene. An alternative
approah [116℄ is to introdue time diversity at the transmitter by inter-
leaving multiple OFDM symbols after the IDFT and performing symbol-
by-symbol blanking at the reeiver. In this ase, even though linear FIR
equalization strategies, e.g., ZF or MMSE ones, an be used, hannel
estimation and synhronization must be aquired before deinterleaving.
On the other hand, instead of employing nonlinear preproessing at the
reeiver, it is possible to resort to advaned IN estimation and anel-
lation methods [114, 117℄, whih exploit the sparsity features of noise in
the time-domain. However, also in these ases, the resulting algorithms
are iterative and, when ompared to the onventional OFDM reeiver, a
signiant omputational burden is added.
3.2 Asynhronous Middleton Class A model
In this setion it will be briey desribed the impulsive noise model on-
sidered throughout the entire hapter. Speially, the referene model is
the well-known asynhronous Middleton Class A (MCA) model [106,108℄,
whih will be employed in the numerial performane analysis. A MCA
noise sample an be expressed as a omplex RV x = g+i, where g is zero-
mean irular symmetri omplex Gaussian thermal noise with variane
σ2g , i.e., g ∈ CN (0, σ2g), whereas i models the non-Gaussian impulse noise
with variane σ2i . The probability density funtion of x an be expressed
as
px(z) =
+∞∑
n=0
αn px|n(z|n),
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i.e., as a weighted sum of onditionally-Gaussian probability density
funtions
px|n(z|n) , π−1 σ−2n exp
(−|z|2/σ2n) ; z ∈ C,
where αn , e−λ λn/n! is the probability that n noise pulses simultane-
ously our. For any given n ∈ N, the parameter σ2n represents the on-
ditional variane of x, whih is given by σ2n = σ
2 βn, where σ
2 , σ2g +σ
2
i
is the variane of x, whereas βn , (nλ−1 + Γ)/(1 + Γ), with λ > 0 the
impulsive index and Γ , σ2g/σ
2
i > 0 the Gaussian ratio. The two param-
eters λ and Γ ontrol the degree of impulsiveness of the noise: for λ≪ 1,
the noise beomes more and more impulsive; for λ ≥ 1, the noise tends
to be Gaussian. Similarly, for small values of Γ, the noise beomes more
impulsive, while it tends to be Gaussian for large values of Γ. Typially,
it is assumed that Γ≪ 1 (see, e.g., [112℄).
3.3 Non-ooperative ommuniations over non-
Gaussian hannels
This ontribution deals with the problem of equalizing FIR hannels in
OFDM systems, whih employ at the reeiver a blanking nonlinearity
to mitigate impulsive noise. By exploiting the frequeny redundany
assoiated with the presene of OFDM virtual arriers, it is designed a
frequeny-domain linear FIR equalizer that ompensates for the ICI gen-
erated by nonlinear preproessing. Monte Carlo omputer simulations,
arried out assuming a MCA model for the IN, allows one to assess the
error probability performane of the proposed equalizer.
3.3.1 OFDM system model
We onsider a single-user OFDM system employing M subarriers, M
u
of whih are utilized, whereas the remainingM
v
,M−M
u
> 0 ones are
virtual arriers (VCs). The disrete-time hannel between the transmit-
ter and reeiver is modeled as a ausal FIR lter with impulse response
h(n) (n ∈ Z), whose order Lh does not exeed the CP length Lp, with
h(0), h(Lh) 6= 0. Perfet symbol and arrier-frequeny synhronization
between the transmitter and reeiver is assumed, and hannel state in-
formation is known only at the reeiver via training, but is unknown at
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the transmitter. Let s ∈ CMu be the data blok to be transmitted 4
and satisfying assumption (a1) (see the assumptions in Table ??). Let
I
u
, {q0, q1, . . . , qM
u
−1} ⊂ I , {0, 1, . . . ,M − 1} ollet all the indies
of the used subarriers, the symbol blok s is rst proessed by the full-
olumn rank matrixΘ ∈ RM×Mu, whih inserts the VCs in the arbitrary
positions I
v
, I − I
u
. By onstrution, it results that E[‖Θs‖2] = 1.
Before being transmitted, the entries of Θs ∈ CM are subjet to on-
ventional OFDM proessing, enompassing M -point IDFT followed by
CP insertion. At the reeiver, after disarding the CP, the time-domain
blok an be written [77℄ as
r = HW
idft
Θs+w (3.1)
whereH ∈ CM×M is a irulant matrix, whose rst olumn is represented
by [h(0), . . . , h(Lh), 0, . . . , 0]
T
,W
idft
∈ CM×M is the unitary symmetri
IDFT matrix,
5
and w ∈ CM models the additive noise. With regard
to the additive noise, it is assumed that w , [w0, w1, . . . , wM−1]T is
independent of s and its elements are i.i.d. zero-mean RVs with variane
σ2 , E[|wm|2], modeled e.g. as MCA RVs with parameters Γ and λ.
By resorting to standard eigenstruture onepts [74℄, one has H =
W
idft
HW
dft
in (3.1), where the diagonal entries of
H , diag(H0,H1, . . . ,HM−1) (3.2)
are the values of the transfer funtion H(z) ,
∑Lh
n=0 h(n) z
−n
evaluated
at the subarriers zm , exp[j (2π/M)m], i.e., Hm = H(zm), ∀m ∈ I. It
is assumed, here, that the hannel transfer funtion H(z) has no zero on
the used subarriers, i.e., Hm 6= 0 ∀m ∈ Iu.
3.3.2 ICI analysis of sample-by-sample blanking
To mitigate the adverse eets of IN, a ommon strategy is to use sample-
by-sample blanking preproessing [18, 111℄ in the time-domain, before
the onventional OFDM equalizer (i.e., before DFT and FEQ), aimed at
disarding those samples of r that are most ontaminated by IN.
Let rm be the mth (m ∈ I) sample of r and ξ > 0 denote a suit-
able threshold, the output of the blanking nonlinearity is y˜m = rm
4
Sine all the onsidered proessing is on a symbol-by-symbol basis, for the sake
of notation simpliity, we avoid indiating the funtional dependene on the symbol
interval index.
5
Its inverseW
dft
,W−1
idft
=W∗
idft
is the DFT matrix.
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if |rm| ≤ ξ, y˜m = 0 otherwise. Let B , {m ∈ I : |rm| > ξ} =
{m1,m2, . . . ,m|B|} denote the subset olleting all the indies of the
blanked entries of r; the omplement of B with respet to I is de-
noted by B = {m1,m2, . . . ,m|B|}. The input-output relationship of the
blanking preproessor is y˜ , [y˜0, y˜1, . . . , y˜M−1]T = (IM − B) r, where
B , diag(b0, b1, . . . , bM−1), with bm = 1 for m ∈ B, bm = 0 otherwise.
Taking into aount (3.1) and the eigenstruture ofH, after DFT one
obtains the frequeny-domain blok y ,W
dft
y˜ = CHΘs + v, where
C ,W
dft
(IM − B)Widft ∈ CM×M and v ,Wdft (IM − B)w ∈ CM .
It an be veried that C is a irulant matrix, whose diagonal entries
{C}m,m for eah m ∈ I are equal to {C}m,m = 1 − |B|/M = 1 −
(M − |B|)/M = |B|/M , where |B| and |B| denote the ardinality of B
and B, respetively. Consequently, vetor y an be rewritten as
y =
|B|
M
HΘs︸ ︷︷ ︸
(a)
+
(
C− |B|
M
IM
)
HΘs︸ ︷︷ ︸
(b)
+v . (3.3)
The latter equation shows that the adverse eet of blanking is twofold
[113℄: (i) redution of the signal amplitude by a fator |B|/M ; (ii) in-
trodution of ICI, due to departure of C from a saled identity matrix.
Indeed, if no entry of r is blanked, then |B| = M and C = IM . In Sub-
setion 3.3.3, we show that these undesired eets of the nonlinearity
an be ompensated for by a frequeny-domain linear FIR equalizer.
3.3.3 Frequeny-domain FIR ICI-free equalization
Consider the problem of reovering the transmitted blok s from the
blanking preproessor output y after DFT. To this purpose, we employ
a frequeny-domain linear FIR equalizer, dened by the input-output re-
lationship x = Fy, with F ∈ CMu×M , followed by a minimum-distane
deision devie. The ICI-free ondition leads to the matrix equation
FCHΘ = IM
u
. Suh an equation is onsistent (i.e., it admits at least
one solution) if and only if (i) (CHΘ)−(CHΘ) = IM
u
, with (·)−
denoting the generalized (1)-inverse [79℄. This ondition is fullled
6
if
6
Also the performane of the MMSE equalizer depends on the existene of ICI-
free solutions: if rank(CHΘ) 6= M
u
, the error probability performane urve of the
MMSE equalizer exhibits a oor when σ2 → 0 [118, 119℄.
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CHΘ is full-olumn rank, i.e., rank(CHΘ) = M
u
. Under this as-
sumption, the minimal norm [79℄ solution of FCHΘ = IM
u
is given
by F
ICI-free
= (CHΘ)†.
Suient ondition for the existene of ICI-free solutions
We investigate whether rank(CHΘ) = M
u
is satised, whih is a suf-
ient ondition for the existene of ICI-free solutions. To this aim, we
provide the following Theorem.
Theorem 3 (Existene of ICI-free solutions). The matrix CHΘ is
full-olumn rank i [HΘ,W
dft
Ψ] ∈ CM×(Mu+|B|) is full-olumn rank,
where Ψ , [1m1 ,1m2 , . . . ,1m|B| ] ∈ RM×|B|, with 1m ∈ RM denoting the
(m+ 1)th olumn of IM .
Proof. See App. E.
Some remarks are now in order. First, perfet ICI suppression may
not be ahieved, i.e., CHΘ might not be full-olumn rank, even if
the the hannel transfer funtion H(z) has no zero on the used sub-
arriers [see assumption (a3)℄. This is due to the fat that the blank-
ing preproessor introdues ICI in the frequeny-domain signal. Only
when no entry of r is blanked, assumption (a3) is suient for ensuring
the existene of ICI-free solutions. Seond, the fat that some entries
of r are blanked does not prevent perfet ICI ompensation. This re-
sult stems from the fat that the blanking preproessor operates in the
time-domain (i.e., before the DFT), where eah entry of r is a (noisy)
linear ombination of all the entries of s. Therefore, if the (mi)-th sam-
ple is blanked, i.e., bmi = 1, the vetor s an still be reovered from
the other entries of r. Third, ondition rank(CHΘ) = M
u
amounts
to rank([HΘ,W
dft
Ψ]) = M
u
+ |B|, whih neessarily requires that
M ≥ M
u
+ |B| or, equivalently, M
v
≥ |B|. Thus, the number M
v
of
VCs also represents the maximum number of entries of r that an be
blanked without preventing perfet ICI ompensation.
Finally, Theorem 3 does not allow one to determine the threshold
ξ (or, equivalently, the blanking subset B), whose hoie nevertheless
aets the symbol-error-rate (SER) performane of the reeiver. Sine
losed-form analytial evaluation of SER as a funtion of ξ is a hal-
lenging problem
7
, we explore the impat of ξ on SER performane and
disuss its hoie in Subsetion 3.3.4 by numerial experiments.
7
In priniple, following [18, 111℄, one may hoose ξ so as to maximize the signal-
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Computational omplexity
The omputational omplexity of the F
ICI-free
equalizer is dominated
by alulation of the Moore-Penrose generalized inverse of CHΘ. To
evaluate suh a omplexity, observe that the matrix CHΘ is obtained
from CH = [ζ0, ζ1, . . . , ζM−1] by piking its olumns ζq ∈ CM loated
on the used subarrier positions, i.e., for q ∈ I
u
. It results that ζq =
Hq
∑
m∈B zqm χm, where χm , (1/M)[1, zm , z2m . . . , z(M−1)m]
H ∈ CM .
Let eq , [zqm1 , zqm2 . . . , zqm|B| ]
T ∈ C|B|, one has CHΘ = ΩEH
u
,
with Ω , [χm1 ,χm2 , . . . ,χm|B| ] ∈ C
M×|B|
, E , [eq0 , eq1 , . . . , eqM
u
−1
] ∈
C
|B|×M
u
, and H
u
, diag(Hq0 ,Hq1 , . . . ,HqM
u
−1
). Sine H
u
is non-
singular by virtue of assumption (a3) and ΩE is full-olumn rank by
onstrution, i.e., rank(ΩE) = M
u
, it results [79℄ that F
ICI-free
=
H−1
u
(ΩE)† = M H−1
u
E†ΩH, where we additionally used the fat that
ΩHΩ = (1/M) I|B|. Compared to the onventional OFDM reeiver, the
inrease in omputational omplexity for the proposed ICI-free equalizer
is due to the alulus of E†. It an be veried that E is a polyno-
mial Vandermonde matrix [120℄ with basis polynomials Pj(x) = x
qj
,
for x ∈ C and j ∈ {0, 1, . . . ,M
u
− 1}, and node points ti = zmi , for
j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , |B|}.8 Thus, the matrix E† an be alulated [120℄ by
speial fast or superfast algorithms in O(M2) or O(M log2(M)) oating
point operations, respetively.
3.3.4 Numerial performane analysis
The average SER (ASER) performane of the proposed ICI-free reeiver
(referred to as Blanking + ICI omp.) was assessed by means of Monte
Carlo omputer simulations. As a omparison, we also evaluated the
ASER performane of: (i) the reeiver with blanking nonlinearity fol-
lowed by onventional ZF equalization, i.e., F
zf
= (HΘ)† (referred to
as Blanking); (ii) the onventional OFDM reeiver without any nonlin-
earity preproessing and ZF equalization (referred to as Conventional).
With referene to the proposed equalizer, aording to Theorem 3, only
the M
v
entries of r with largest magnitudes are blanked if |B| > M
v
.
to-interferene-plus-noise ratio (SINR) at the equalizer output, whih is simpler to
evaluate. However, sine the IN is non-Gaussian, SINR maximization is no longer
equivalent to SER minimization.
8
Aording to Theorem 3, one has |B| ≥ M
u
and rank(E) = M
u
.
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Regarding the simulation setup, we onsidered an OFDM system with
M = 32 subarriers and a CP length L
p
= 8. The system employs
M
v
= 8 VCs, all loated at the edges of the OFDM spetrum, and
Gray-labeled 4-QAM signaling for the M
u
= 24 utilized subarriers.9
The hannel impulse response was hosen aording to the hannel model
HiperLAN/2 A (see [121℄ for details). The MCA impulsive noise was gen-
erated by using a modied version of the Matlab toolbox in [122℄. We
onsidered a highly-impulsive noise senario (i.e., λ = 10−3, Γ = 10−1).
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Figure 3.1: ASER vs ξ with SNR equal to 15 dB.
Fig. 3.1 and Fig 3.2 report the performane of the two reeivers with
blanking as a funtion of the threshold ξ, with SNR , 1/σ2 ∈ {15, 25}
dB. Results show that, as expeted, the performane of both reeivers
depends on the value of the blanking threshold. However, the Blank-
ing + ICI omp. reeiver outperforms the Blanking one for all the
onsidered values of ξ, exept for very large values of ξ when the entries
of r are not blanked with high probability and, then, the ICI-free equal-
izer F
ICI-free
boils down to the onventional ZF equalization matrix F
zf
.
The ASER performanes of all the onsidered reeivers are depited in
Fig. 3.3 as a funtion of the SNR. With regard to the reeivers employ-
ing blanking, we hose the value of ξ minimizing the ASER, for eah
SNR value. It an be seen that, ompared to the onventional OFDM
9
We performed simulations using a 16-QAM onstellation, whose ASER urves
are not reported sine they show trends similar to the 4-QAM ase.
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Figure 3.2: ASER vs ξ with SNR equal to 25 dB.
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Figure 3.3: ASER vs SNR with ξ optimally hosen for eah SNR value.
reeiver, employing a blanking preproessing allows one to remarkably
improve performanes, exept for large values of the SNR, for whih
blanking beomes unlikely and, thus, all the three reeivers tend to o-
inide. Remarkably, the Blanking + ICI omp. reeiver outperforms
the Blanking one for SNR values of pratial interest, ranging from 10
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to 20 dB. For instane, for an ASER value of 10−3, the Blanking + ICI
omp. reeiver ensures an SNR gain of about 6 dB with respet to the
Blanking and Conventional ones.
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3.4 Cooperative ommuniations over
non-Gaussian hannels
In this setion we onsider a ooperative OFDM system, employing
spae-time blok oding (STBC). As in the previous setion, the destina-
tion performs a blanking preproessing in order to mitigate the adverse
eets of the impulsive noise. The goal is to show the impat of the
onsidered distributed STBC (DSTBC) tehnique on the performane
of the system under investigation, by omparison with those of the di-
ret ommuniation. To assess the gain obtained, Monte Carlo omputer
simulations have been arried out assuming an MCA model for the IN.
3.4.1 Network model
The onsidered ooperative network refers to the general topology of Se-
tion 2.2 and, therefore, is omposed by a soure-destination pair and a
ertain number of relay nodes indexed by i ∈ I , {1, 2, . . . ,N
C
}, where
N
C
∈ {2, 3}. All the nodes are equipped with a single antenna and
employ OFDM. Relays adopt the DF ooperative approah so that we
assume perfet symbol reovery after the rst hop and desribe, there-
fore, only the proessing arried out in the seond (medium aess -
MAC) phase of the ooperative protool. One the relays have reovered
the length-M
u
OFDM symbols, s1 and s2, transmitted by the soure
within two subsequent symbol intervals, they add to eah symbol M
v
virtual arriers, thus obtaining s˜1 = Θ s1 and s˜2 = Θ s2, where Θ rep-
resents the VCs insertion matrix. These represent the OFDM extended
symbols to be transmitted by the relay nodes, toward the destination,
aording to an Alamouti DSTBC sheme. In the following, we on-
sider both the entralized and deentralized shemes for the Alamouti
DSTBC implemented with N
C
= 2 and N
C
= 3 relay nodes over a num-
ber of time slots equal to T
ode
, whih we refer to as supersymbol interval.
In partiular, we onsider the 2×2 onguration (i.e., the original Alam-
outi ode over two transmit antennas and two transmission time slots),
and the 4 × 3 onguration of the Alamouti ode (i.e., the generalized
Alamouti ode over three transmit antennas and four transmission time
slots). Moreover, sine the proessing will be arried out on a supersym-
bol by supersymbol basis, the following disussion will be related to a
generi time interval of duration T
ode
by omitting, for the sake notation
simpliity, the supersymbol time index.
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Centralized sheme - N
C
= 2
In the entralized ase we assume that all the relays are aware of the
symbol to be transmitted in the urrent time slot.
For N
C
= 2, aording to the original work of Alamouti [123℄, the
onsidered spae-time sheduling is reported in Table 3.1 whose ode
rate is R
ode
= 1 and where T
ode
= 2.
Table 3.1: Spae-time transmission sheduling for N
C
= 2
Relay 1 Relay 2
time slot 1 s˜1 s˜2
time slot 2 −s˜ ∗2 s˜ ∗1
Consequently, the time-domain symbols reeived by the destination, within
the supersymbol interval, assume the following form:
(time slot 1) r1 = G1Widft s˜1 +G2Widft s˜2 +w1
(time slot 2) r2 = G2Widft s˜
∗
1 −G1Widft s˜ ∗2 +w2 (3.4)
Then, aording to the Alamouti ombining sheme, one an write
r˜ =
[
r1
r
∗
2
]
=
[
G1WidftΘ G2WidftΘ
G
∗
2WdftΘ −G∗1W∗
dft
Θ
] [
s1
s2
]
+
[
w1
w
∗
2
]
=
[
W
idft
G1Θ Widft G2Θ
W
dft
G∗2Θ −Wdft G∗1Θ
] [
s1
s2
]
+
[
w1
w
∗
2
]
(3.5)
where Gi ,WdftGiWidft, ∀i ∈ I2 , {1, 2}. At this point, similarly to
the diret link ase previously treated, a blanking non-linear preproess-
ing is performed at the destination. Let I , {0, 1, . . . ,M−1}, rt,m be the
m-th (m ∈ I) sample of r˜ assoiated to the t-th (t ∈ T2 , {1, 2}) time
slot and ξ > 0 denote a suitable threshold, the output of the blanking
nonlinearity, ∀ t ∈ T2 and ∀m ∈ I, is
y˜t,m =
{
rt,m if |rt,m| ≤ ξ
0 otherwise
(3.6)
Let Bt , {m ∈ I : |rt,m| > ξ} = {m1,m2, . . . ,m|Bt|} denote the subset
olleting all the indies of the blanked entries of rt, ∀ t ∈ T2; the om-
plement of Bt with respet to I is denoted by Bt = {m1,m2, . . . ,m|Bt|}.
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The input-output relationship of the blanking preproessor is
y˜ , [y˜1,0, y˜1,1, . . . , y˜1,M−1, y˜2,0, . . . , y˜2,M−1]T = (I2M −B) r˜, (3.7)
where B , blkdiag(B1,B2), B1 , diag(b1,0, b1,1, . . . , b1,M−1), and B2 ,
diag(b2,0, b2,1, . . . , b2,M−1), with bt,m = 1 for m ∈ Bt and bt,m = 0 other-
wise, for t ∈ T2. The output of the blanking non-linearity turns out to
be
y˜ = (I2M −B) r˜ =
[
(I
M
−B1) r1
(I
M
−B2) r∗2
]
(3.8)
whose frequeny-domain version is
y =
[
W
dft
(I
M
−B1) r1
W∗
dft
(I
M
−B2) r∗2
]
=
[
C1 G1Θ C1 G2Θ
C2 G
∗
2Θ −C2 G∗1Θ
] [
s1
s2
]
+
[
v1
v2
]
, Cc2 s+ v. (3.9)
where C1 , Wdft (IM − B1)Widft, C2 , Widft (IM − B2)Wdft, v1 ,
W
dft
(I
M
−B1)w1, and v2 ,Widft (IM −B2)w ∗1 .
Finally, to reover the transmitted blok s, a ZF equalizer, followed
by a minimum distane detetor, an be onsidered if and only if the
equivalent hannel matrix Cc2 is full-olumn rank. Therefore, when
rank(Cc2) = 2Mu, the ZF solution exists and the orresponding equal-
izer an be written as Fc2 = C
†
c2.
Centralized sheme - N
C
= 3
Now, we onsider the ase of N
C
= 3, where R
ode
= 3/4 and T
ode
= 3.
The orresponding spae-time sheduling is reported in Table 3.2
Table 3.2: Spae-time transmission sheduling for N
C
= 3
Relay 1 Relay 2 Relay 3
time slot 1 s˜1 s˜2 s˜3
time slot 2 −s˜ ∗2 s˜ ∗1 0
time slot 3 −s˜ ∗3 0 s˜ ∗1
time slot 4 0 −s˜ ∗3 s˜ ∗2
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and the time-domain symbols reeived by the destination, within the
supersymbol interval, are the following:
(time slot 1) r1 = G1Widft s˜1 +G2Widft s˜2 +G3Widft s˜3 +w1
(time slot 2) r2 = G2Widft s˜
∗
1 −G1Widft s˜ ∗2 +w2
(time slot 3) r3 = G3Widft s˜
∗
1 −G1Widft s˜ ∗3 +w3
(time slot 4) r4 = G3Widft s˜
∗
2 −G2Widft s˜ ∗3 +w4 (3.10)
Moreover, similarly to the ase for N
C
= 2, the ombined reeived blok
is
r˜ =
[
r
T
1 r
H
2 r
H
3 r
H
4
]
T
(3.11)
=

W
idft
G1Θ Widft G2Θ Widft G3Θ
W
dft
G∗2Θ −Wdft G∗1Θ O
W
dft
G∗3Θ O −Wdft G∗1Θ
O W
dft
G∗3Θ −Wdft G∗2Θ

 s1
s2
s3
+

w1
w
∗
2
w
∗
3
w
∗
4

where Gi, ∀i ∈ I3 , {1, 2, 3}, are dened as in the ase NC = 2.
Finally, the frequeny-domain output of the blanking preproessor turns
out to be
y =

C1 G1Θ C1 G2Θ C3 G2Θ
C2 G
∗
2Θ −C2 G∗1Θ O
C3 G
∗
3Θ O −C3 G∗1Θ
O C4 G
∗
3Θ −C4 G∗2Θ

 s1
s2
s3
+

v1
v2
v3
v4

, Cc3 s+ v. (3.12)
where C1 , Wdft (IM − B1)Widft, v1 , Wdft (IM − B1)w1, Ct ,
W
idft
(I
M
−Bt)Wdft, and vt ,Widft (IM−Bt)w ∗t , ∀ t ∈ T3 , {2, 3, 4}.
In this ase, by ensuring that rank(Cc3) = 3Mu, the ZF equalizers an
be designed as Fc3 = C
†
c3.
Deentralized sheme - N
C
= 2
Let us onsider the general ase of a STBC over N
C
relays and T
ode
time slots, and the orresponding generalized Alamouti ode. With the
deentralized sheme, eah relay node transmits a vetor whose generi
t-th entry, ∀ t ∈ T
ode
, {1, 2, . . . , T
ode
}, turns out to be the linear om-
bination of the symbols belonging to the t-th row of the ode. Therefore,
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the i-th relay node, ∀ i ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,N
C
}, hooses its own N
C
random o-
eients, gathered in the vetor ai , [ai,1, ai,2 . . . ai,N
C
]T, in a random
and independent (from the other relay nodes) fashion. This way, unlike
the entralized ase, relays have not to be aware of the symbol to be
transmitted in a spei time slot.
When N
C
= 2, the distributed spae-time sheduling turns out to be
the result of the following proessing ow[
s˜1
s˜2
]
−→ A2 ,
[
s˜1 s˜2
−s˜ ∗2 s˜ ∗1
]
(3.13)
A2 −→ A2
[
ai,1
ai,2
]
=
[
ai,1 s˜1 + ai,2 s˜2
−ai,1 s˜ ∗2 + ai,2 s˜ ∗1
]
,∀ i ∈ I2, (3.14)
where (3.13) indiates the appliation of the 2 × 2 Alamouti DSTBC,
while (3.14) orresponds to the randomization task whih is the key
mehanism to ensure a deentralized behavior. Similarly to the entral-
ized ase for N
C
= 2, the time-domain symbols reeived by the destina-
tion, within the supersymbol interval, are the following:
(time slot 1) r1 = Widft G1,d s˜1 +Widft G2,d s˜2 +w1
(time slot 2) r2 = Widft G2,d s˜
∗
1 −Widft G1,d s˜ ∗2 +w2 (3.15)
where G1,d , (a1,1 G1 + a2,1 G2) and G2,d , (a1,2 G1 + a2,2 G2).
Consequently, the ombined time-domain reeived signal an be written
as
r˜ =
[
r
T
1 r
H
2
]
T
(3.16)
=
[
W
idft
G1,dΘ Widft G2,dΘ
W
dft
G∗2,dΘ −Wdft G∗1,dΘ
] [
s1
s2
]
+
[
w1
w
∗
2
]
,
while the frequeny-domain output of the non-linear blanking preproes-
sor is
y =
[
W
dft
(I
M
−B1) r1
W∗
dft
(I
M
−B2) r∗2
]
=
[
C1 G1,dΘ C1 G2,dΘ
C2 G
∗
2,dΘ −C2 G∗1,dΘ
] [
s1
s2
]
+
[
v1
v2
]
, Cd2 s+ v, (3.17)
with C1, C2, v1, and v2 already dened. In this ase, rank(Cd2) = 2Mu
implies Fd2 = C
†
d2.
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Deentralized sheme - N
C
= 3
When N
C
= 3, the distributed spae-time sheduling turns out to be the
result of the following proessing ow
 s˜1
s˜2
s˜3
 −→ A3 ,

s˜1 s˜2 s˜3
−s˜ ∗2 s˜ ∗1 0
−s˜ ∗3 0 s˜ ∗1
0 −s˜ ∗3 s˜ ∗2
 (3.18)
A3 −→ A3
 ai,1ai,2
ai,3
 =

∑
N
C
j=1 ai,j s˜j
−ai,1 s˜ ∗2 + ai,2 s˜ ∗1
−ai,1 s˜ ∗3 + ai,3 s˜ ∗1
−ai,2 s˜ ∗3 + ai,3 s˜ ∗2
 ,∀ i ∈ I3, (3.19)
where (3.18) indiates the appliation of the 4 × 3 Alamouti DSTBC,
while (3.19) orresponds to the randomization task. Similarly to the
ase for N
C
= 2, the ombined reeived signal an be written as
r˜ =
[
r
T
1 r
H
2 r
H
3 r
H
4
]
T
=

W
idft
G1,dΘ Widft G2,dΘ Widft G3,dΘ
W
dft
G∗2,dΘ −Wdft G∗1,dΘ O
W
dft
G∗3,dΘ O −Wdft G∗1,dΘ
O W
dft
G∗3,dΘ −Wdft G∗2,dΘ

 s1
s2
s3

+
[
w
T
1 w
H
2 w
H
3 w
H
4
]
T
, (3.20)
where Gi,d ,
∑
N
C
j=1 aj,iGj , ∀ i ∈ I3, while the frequeny-domain output
of the non-linear blanking preproessor is
y =

C1 G1,dΘ C1 G2,dΘ C1 G3,dΘ
C2 G
∗
2,dΘ −C2 G∗1,dΘ O
C3 G
∗
3,dΘ O −C3 G∗1,dΘ
O C4 G
∗
3,dΘ −C4 G∗2,dΘ

 s1
s2
s3
+

v1
v2
v3
v4

, Cd3 s+ v, (3.21)
with C1, v1, Ct, and vt, ∀ t ∈ T3, already dened. Finally, in this ase,
rank(Cd3) = 3Mu implies Fd3 = C
†
d3.
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3.4.2 Numerial results
In this setion numerial results, obtained by Monte Carlo omputer
simulations, aimed at showing the eet of joint ooperative transmis-
sion and DSTBC onto IN mitigation in OFDM systems are presented.
We onsider the topology of Fig. 2.1 where eah node is equipped with
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Figure 3.4: ASER vs ξ for SNR∈ {4, 14, 24} dB (N
C
=2 - HI).
a single antenna and the relay nodes, whose number is N
C
∈ {2, 3},
are randomly and independently distributed in a irle entered along
the line joining soure and destination (where d
SD
= 1), at a normalized
distane d
SC
= 0.2612 from the soure. The entries ofGi, whih is statis-
tially independent ofGl, for l 6= i, are i.i.d. ZMCSCG random variables
with variane σ2
g,i , (dSD/dRiD)
η
, whih depends on the average path
loss assoiated to the link between the i-th relay node and destination,
where d
SD
and d
RiD
are the distane between the soure and destina-
tion, and the ith relay and destination, respetively. The OFDM system
employs M = 32 subarriers, M
u
= 24 of whih are loaded while the re-
maining M
v
= 8 represent the so alled virtual arriers. With regard to
the impulsive noise, as in the overall hapter, the MCA noise model has
been onsidered in the simulations. At the destination, a ZF equalizer,
followed by a minimum distane detetor is onsidered in order to reover
the transmitted bloks. The existene of the ZF equalizers is ensured by
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Figure 3.5: ASER vs SNR (N
C
=2 - HI).
ondition M
u
≥ |B| for eah OFDM symbol (see Subse. 3.3.3).
Fig. 3.5 shows the performane, in terms of ASER as a funtion of the
SNR , 1/σ2, for N
C
= 2 and in a highly-impulsive senario (λ = 10−3
and Γ = 10−1), referred to as HI. Performane evaluation has been
arried out for the three onsidered approahes, i.e., diret transmission,
ooperative entralized and ooperative deentralized, employing the re-
spetive optimal (in the minimum ASER sense) blanking thresholds. As
in the previous setion, these optimal values have been numerially deter-
mined by assessing the performane, for eah SNR value, as a funtion of
the threshold (see the partial results in Fig. 3.4). From Fig. 3.5 it results
that the joint employment of ooperation and DSTBC improves remark-
ably the performane with respet to the diret ommuniation, in terms
of both oding gain and diversity order. Speially, the performane of
the diret transmission, whih is haraterized by a diversity order of
1 (see the additional high-SNR trend shown within the box plaed at
the upper-right side of Fig. 3.5), turns out to be overwhelmed approxi-
mately by 10 dB and 22 dB, respetively, from those of the deentralized
and entralized systems whih, in their turn, show a diversity order of
2, typial of the original Alamouti transmit diversity sheme with two
transmit antennas and one reeive antenna.
Fig. 3.6 shows the performane of the three approahes, in terms
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Figure 3.6: ASER vs SNR with and without blanking (N
C
=2 - HI).
of ASER as a funtion of the SNR, in the ase of both onventional
and blanking proessing at the destination. Even in this ase, a highly-
impulsive senario (λ = 10−3 and Γ = 10−1) and N
C
= 2 relay nodes
are onsidered. As already seen in the previous setion with regard to
the diret ase only, we observe that, even when a ooperative approah
is employed, the introdution of a blanking nonlinearity provides a on-
siderable performane improvement, with respet to the onventional
OFDM proessing, exept for very large SNR values. In fat, for high-
SNR inreasing values, blanking beomes inreasingly unlikely until a
SNR value at whih the two reeivers, with and without blanking, pro-
vide the same performane (i.e., no time-domain sample turns out to be
above the optimal blanking threshold). In partiular, the gain provided
by blanking preproessing in both the ooperative ases turns out to be
greater than that observed in the diret ase whose gain, on the other
hand, is spread over a wider SNR range. From Fig. 3.6 it an be seen
also that the diret approah, employing blanking preproessing, turns
out to be outperformed by the DSTBC approah without blanking, both
in the entralized and in the deentralized ases.
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Figure 3.8: ASER vs SNR (N
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Fig. 3.8 shows the performane omparison, in terms of ASER as a
funtion of the SNR , 1/σ2 and for N
C
= 2, between the near-Gaussian
(λ = 10−1 and Γ = 10−1), referred to as NG, and highly-impulsive
senarios. Performane evaluation has been arried out by onsidering
the optimal blanking thresholds (see the partial results for near-Gaussian
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senario in Fig. 3.7). Although the onsiderations made for the highly-
impulsive senario hold also for the near-Gaussian one, Fig. 3.8 suggests
a further observation. Speially, unlike the highly-impulsive ase, in
the near-Gaussian one the nite-SNR diversity order turns out to be ap-
proximately monotonially inreasing as the SNR grows, until it reahes
its asymptoti value for high-SNR values.
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Figure 3.9: ASER vs SNR (N
C
∈ {2, 3} - HI).
Finally, Fig. 3.9 reports the ASER, as a funtion of the SNR, for all
the onsidered shemes and for a highly-impulsive senario. With regard
to the ooperative shemes, simulation results for N
C
= 2 and N
C
= 3 are
shown. From Fig. 3.9 it is apparent that, when N
C
= 3, a remarkable
performane improvement an be obtained, mainly in terms of oding
gain, with respet to both the diret link ase and the ooperative one
with N
C
= 2.
3.5 Conlusions
By exploiting the redundany arising from the insertion of VCs in the
OFDM signal, we have shown that losed-form FIR ICI-free ompensa-
tion in OFDM reeivers, whih employ blanking nonlinearity proessing
to ounterat IN, is still feasible. In this ase, signiant performane
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gains an be obtained with a minor modiation of the onventional ZF
equalizer.
Then, we have onsidered an OFDM system in impulsive noise em-
ploying distributed spae-time blok oding, in order to obtain spae and
time diversity gains. Results of Monte Carlo omputer simulations have
shown that, irrespetive of whether the blanking preproessing is onsid-
ered or not, a remarkable performane improvement, that is inreasing
in the number N
C
of relay nodes, an be ahieved with respet to the
diret transmission.

Chapter 4
Virtual mahine migration in
Software-Dened future
networks
This hapter addresses the potential impat of emerging tehnologies,
like software dened networking (SDN) and network virtualization (NV),
on future network evolution. It is argued that the above mentioned teh-
nologies ould bring a signiant disruption at the edge networks, where
it will be possible to develop distributed louds of virtual resoures run-
ning on standard hardware. This ontribution deals with a key tehnial
hallenge behind this vision: the apability of dynamially moving vir-
tual mahines (VMs), whih run network servies, funtions, and users
appliations, among edge networks aross wide area interonnetions.
Speially, we fous on the problem of live migrating the memory state
of a single VM between two physial mahines, whih are loated at the
edge and are inter-onneted by a wide area network (WAN). With ref-
erene to a pre-opy mehanism, aimed at iteratively transferring the
memory ontent to the destination mahine, we develop a simplied
mathematial model that unveils the dependene of the total migration
time and downtime of the VM memory transfer on the main WAN pa-
rameters, suh as apaity, buering, and propagation delay. Numerial
results obtained by Matlab simulations are presented to demonstrate
the feasibility of live VM migration aross WANs and the diretions of
researh and development ativities.
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4.1 Introdution
Information and ommuniations tehnologies are progressing at an im-
pressive rate: proessing is still following Moore's law, doubling in apa-
bility roughly every 18 months; storage apaity on a given hip is dou-
bling every 12 months, driving a steady inrease in onnetivity demand
for network aess; optial bandwidth is doubling every 9 months, both
by inreasing the apaity of a single-wavelength ber, and by transmit-
ting multiple wavelengths on a single ber. These progresses, and the
down-spiralling of osts, are expeted to have a dramati impat on the
evolution of network arhitetures: future networks (Fig. 4.1) are likely
to beome less hierarhial and based on optial ore infrastrutures
(with a limited number and types of large nodes), whih interonnet
(by optial and/or radio links) dierent loal areas, and are populated,
at the edge (i.e., in a range of few meters around users) with a sheer
number of heterogeneous nodes. The edge, toward whih the proess of
intelligene migration is already in at, will beome the business area
where a new galaxy of eosystems will be reated.
In this senario, the role of software will represent the true hallenge:
indeed, future networks will rely more and more on software, whih will
aelerate the pae of innovation (as it is doing ontinuously in the om-
puting and storage domains). Already today, advanes in resoure virtu-
alization are driving the deployment, on the same physial infrastruture,
of diverse oexisting and isolated virtual networks of resoures, whih al-
lows one to best t, in a dynamial manner, a variety of servie demands,
similarly to having dierent operating systems (e.g., Windows, IoS, and
Linux) on the same laptop. This has multiple advantages: for example,
the rash, or the misuse, of a virtual resoure is onned within a virtual
network (e.g., by applying fault reovery poliies enfored by self-healing
apabilities), having no impat on other virtual networks; it is possible
to implement, in eah virtual network, spei proedures and poliies
(e.g., to optimize the usage of alloated resoures aording to servie
level agreements, SLA); the use of physial resoures an be optimized,
et.
Software dened networking (SDN) [6, 14℄ an be seen as a further
step in the diretion of deoupling hardware from software: in partiu-
lar, in an SDN arhiteture, ontrol and data planes are deoupled, so
that the network infrastruture is abstrated from business appliations.
The SDN paradigm should not be onfused with network virtualization
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Figure 4.1: Edge networks senario.
(NV) [124℄, even if the two onepts ould interset with interesting pos-
sibilities: indeed, NV is the seond most-important trend allowing the
setup of virtual networks by onneting virtual IT and networking re-
soures. The above mentioned tehnologies are expeted to bring about
both programmability and exibility: for example, it will be possible
to build, on the same physial infrastruture, multiple overlay networks
oering dierent servies. On the other hand, this evolution is also de-
termining an inrease in design and management omplexity: future net-
works are likely to exhibit the harateristis of omplex systems, on-
sisting of many diverse and autonomous, but interrelated, software and
hardware omponents. Traditional management and ontrol approahes
will no longer be appliable: networks should be able to self-adapt and
self-ongure themselves (with limited human intervention). These a-
pabilities an be ahieved by introduing autonomis and ognition as a
transformative software tehnology.
NV also enables live migration [125℄, i.e., a whole virtual mahine
(VM) an be moved between dierent physial mahines (PMs) without
disonneting the lient or appliation. Suh a tehnology has already
been proven to be a very eetive tool in loal area networks (LANs),
i.e., when the VMs and the PMs are loated within the same data enter,
to ahieve the goals of server onsolidation, load balaning, and hotspot
mitigation.
In a loud-based edge senario, data enters an be spread over
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wide areas and, thus, the need for migrating VMs over WANs arises.
Compared to LAN appliations, migration of VMs aross WAN links
poses [126, 127℄ three additional hallenges: 1) shared storage systems
and/or storage area networks for VM disks may not always be avail-
able in WAN senarios and, thus, in addition to random-aess memory
(RAM) transfer, disk state migration is required in this ase (storage
migration issue); 2) the bandwidth-delay produt
1
of a WAN is typially
high ompared to buering resoures of the network [128℄, thus adversely
impating on both the total time of the migration and the VM down-
time (high bandwidth-delay issue); 3) maintaining network level (i.e., IP
addresses) reahability after migration is a diult task in a WAN envi-
ronment, sine moving aross dierent networks fores the VM to get a
new IP address and, onsequently, breaks existing network onnetions
(network reonguration issue). To make WAN migration appealing,
the requirements in terms of onsisteny, responsiveness, reliability, and
salability have to be studied thoroughly for loud-based edge networks.
The paper is organized as follows. Setion 4.2 desribes some future
network senarios enabled by the tehnology advanes in proessing, stor-
age, networking, and embedded ommuniations. Setion 4.3 provides
a mathematial modeling of VM live migration aross a WAN, by link-
ing the performane of the RAM migration proess to the main network
parameters. Monte Carlo simulation results, obtained in a Matlab en-
vironment, are presented in Setion 4.4. In Setion 4.5, nal remarks
elaborate about the lesson learnt and the future steps.
4.2 Network senarios
Today, traditional networks are suering an ossiation, whih is re-
ating several limitations for fast and exible deployment, as well as
adaptation of network funtionality, servies, and management poliies.
Launhing new servies is quite omplex and expensive. In order to ope
with the growing dynamism of Information and Communiation Teh-
nology (ICT) markets, it is beoming inreasingly urgent to nd teh-
nologies and solutions solving the above mentioned limitations in future
networks. Moreover, there is the need of reduing operational and apital
expenditures (OpEx and CapEx). OpEx redution an be ahieved by
1
Roughly speaking, the bandwidth-delay produt of a data onnetion is the
round-trip delay times the apaity of the underlying physial link.
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easing human operators (and reduing human mistakes) in managing and
automatially onguring equipment and network funtionality. CapEx
redution an be ahieved by postponing network resoures investments
(e.g., optimized use of available resoures), for example, by exploiting
layer and ross layer onstrained optimizations (e.g., through several
network appliations in harge of load balaning, tra engineering, opti-
mized resoure alloations, et.). Eventually, in ontrast to today, where
ompetition exists only at the appliation level, future network should
open new dimensions of business: inentives, ooperation, and ompeti-
tion will boost the long-term value of the network  like in eosystems,
where evolution selets the winning speies, winning servies will su-
eed, grow, and promote further investments, while losing ideas will fade
away.
One of the most promising senarios is that, in the short-medium
term, SDN and NV priniples will mature to bring a profound innova-
tion at the edge of traditional networks, where, by the way, intelligene
is already migrating. In this senario, tehnology advanes are bringing
into the reality the onrete possibility of using tools and the solutions
adopted in data enters for managing and orhestrating louds of virtual
resoures. This will oering to network operators not only the ability to
dynamially instantiate, ativate, and re-alloate resoures and network
funtions, but even programming them aording to need and poliies.
Nevertheless this senario has several hallenges [126,127℄: one of these,
overed by this paper, is deploying systems and methods apable of seam-
less migration of ensembles of VMs aross WAN onnetions.
4.3 Live migration of virtual mahines aross
WANs
The onsidered senario is omposed of a soure physial mahine (SPM)
and a destination physial mahine (DPM) that an be onneted to eah
other by means of a WAN. We assume that the physial resoures, i.e.,
entral proessing unit (CPU), memory, and input/output (I/O) devies
of both soure and destination are virtualized, so that multiple VMs,
eah of them self-ontained with its own operating system (OS), an
exeute spei appliations on the physial mahine.
Hereinafter, we fous on live migration of a single VM from the
soure to the destination. Live migration of a VM aross a WAN re-
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quires [126, 127℄: (i) network onnetion maintenane; (ii) disk state
migration; (iii) RAM state migration. In this paper, we restrit our at-
tention to RAM state migration, by assuming that: (a1) a protool is
used to separate the VM's identier from its topologial loation, suh
as, the Loator/Identier Separation Protool (LISP) [129℄; (a2) either
a shared storage system for VM disks exists or a distributed repliated
blok devie (DRBD) disk repliation system [126℄ is employed to mi-
grate storage to the destination.
Many migration tehniques use a pre-opy mehanism [125℄ to iter-
atively opy the memory state of a VM from the soure to the destination,
while the OS ontinues to run. The OS of the VM has aess to its own
private, segmented name spae; eah segment known to the OS is slied
into equal-size units, alled pages, to failitate its mapping into the paged
main memory. Let M , {m1,m2, . . . ,mM} be the set of memory pages
haraterizing the OS of the VM, we onsider a single soure-destination
link with apaity
2
of C pages per seond, and a rst-in rst-out (FIFO)
buer of size B pages. Basially, pages are injeted into the transport
buer by the upper layer protool stak at a ertain rate and, then, they
are removed and transmitted by the physial link. In the sequel C−1
is referred to as the servie time, whih is the time needed to transmit
a single page over the link. When the buer is full, any page subse-
quently arriving is dropped (buer overow). After reeiving a page, the
destination is assumed to immediately send bak an aknowledgement
(ACK); suh ACKs are umulative in the sense that they also indiate
the next page expeted by the destination. Page drops due to buer
overow are deteted by either the reeipt of dupliate ACKs or the ex-
piration of a timer. In order not to ompliate the analysis exessively,
we assume that pages annot be randomly lost after being transmitted
over the physial link.
For the sake of simpliity, we assume that all theM pages experiene
the same (deterministi) propagation delay, whih is denoted by τ , and
inludes: (i) the time between the transmission of a page from the soure
and its arrival into the link buer; (ii) the time between the transmission
of the page on the link and its arrival at the destination; (iii) the time
between the arrival of the page at the destination and the arrival of
the orresponding aknowledgement at the soure. Let T , τ + 1/C
2
To simplify the presentation, we will assume that all the relevant network param-
eters are measured in units of pages, instead of bytes.
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denote the propagation delay plus the servie time, whih will be referred
to as round-trip time, and dene the normalized buer size B
norm
,
B/(C T ) = B/(C τ+1). Sine we are onerned with transmission aross
a WAN, we restrit our attention to the ase when B
norm
≤ 1 [128℄, i.e.,
when the buer size B on the link is of the same order of magnitude as, or
smaller than, the bandwidth-delay produt [128℄ between the link apaity
C and the round-trip time T . On the ontrary, in LAN senarios, it
results that B
norm
> 1.
Congestion ontrol algorithm
At the transport layer, the soure-destination onnetion is assumed to
use a ongestion ontrol algorithm, in order to regulate the amount of
pages being injeted into the WAN. To do this, the soure uses a on-
gestion window of size W , whih sets a limit on the maximum number
of pages that an be transmitted over the link before reeiving an ACK.
The value of W is varied dynamially in response to the network onges-
tion: speially, it is inreased whenever a new page is aknowledged
and is dereased whenever a page drop is deteted. The maximum size of
the ongestion window in steady state is given [128℄ byW
max
, B+C T ,
whih is ahieved when the buer is fully oupied and there are C T
pages travelling along the bit pipe. We assume that page drops our at
the window size W = W
max
and, to simplify the analysis, we neglet the
slow start phase [128℄. The onsidered ongestion ontrol algorithm is
an oversimplied version of the TCP-reno [130℄ (Transmission Control
Protool -reno) that an be summarized as follows:
• Initialization: set W = W
max
/2.
• Congestion avoidane phase: when an ACK is reeived, if W <
W
max
, then W = W + 1/[W ], where [W ] denotes the integer part
of W .
• Page dropping: when W = W
max
, a new yle begins with W =
W
max
/2.
The time interval from the end of a ongestion avoidane phase to
the end of the next one is referred to [128℄ as a yle: the evolution of
the algorithm is periodi in the sense that suessive yles are idential.
To evaluate the average page throughput λ of the onnetion, i.e., the
number of pages transmitted per seond, we report the main results of the
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analysis arried out in [128℄ by using a ontinuous-time approximation
of the ongestion ontrol evolution.
Let dW/dt denote the rate of window growth with time, dW/da the
rate of window growth with arriving ACKs, and da/dt the rate at whih
the ACKs are arriving. In our ase, it results that dW/da = 1/W and
da/dt = min{W/T,C}, whih leads to
dW
dt
=
dW
da
da
dt
=

1
T
, W ≤ C T ;
C
W
, otherwise.
(4.1)
Let W (t) denote the value of the ongestion window at time t, with
W (0) = W
max
/2, eq. (4.1) shows that, when W ≤ C T , one has that
W (t) = W
max
/2 + t/T for t ∈ (0, t1), with
t1 , T
(
C T − Wmax
2
)
. (4.2)
The number of pages transmitted during the interval t ∈ (0, t1) is given
by
n1 =
∫ t1
0
W (t)
T
dt =
W
max
2
t1
T
+
t21
2T 2
. (4.3)
When W > C T , it follows from (4.1) that W 2(t) = 2C(t− t1) + (C T )2
for t ∈ (t1, t1 + t2), with
t2 ,
W 2
max
− (C T )2
2C
(4.4)
where at the time t1 + t2 the window size is equal to Wmax and a buer
overow ours. Sine the link is fully utilized during the interval (t1, t1+
t2), the number of pages transmitted is
n2 = C t2 =
W 2
max
− (C T )2
2
. (4.5)
The average page throughput assumes the expression
λ =
n1 + n2
t1 + t2
(4.6)
whih depends of the buer size B, the link apaity C, and the round-
trip time τ : hene, the time needed to transmit a single page is 1/λ on
average.
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Migration algorithm
The main drawbak of live migrating the VM's memory image stems
from the fat that memory pages are ontinuously modied, or dirt-
ied, by the OS, and, hene, there is a high probability that those pages,
whih are frequently updated, may be transferred multiple times during
the migration proess. Sine only the nal version of a page is needed
at the destination, repeated transfers lead to an unneessary waste of
resoures. It has been observed in [125℄ that, in pratie, a ertain (pos-
sibly large) set of pages is seldom or never be modied by the OS, while
the remaining ones are frequently dirtied. In order to aount for this
fat, it is assumed in [131℄ that eah page mi is haraterized by the
probability that it is dirtied at least one time during the transmission
of a single page, for i ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,M}. In Subetion 4, we resort to a
more general probabilisti model of the rewriting events, whih is readily
linked to the WAN parameters.
The migration proess starts with the VM hypervisor marking all
memory page as dirty. Then, the pre-opy algorithm [125℄ iteratively
transfers dirty pages from the soure to the destination until the number
of pages remaining to be transferred is below a ertain threshold M
max
or a maximum number of iterations K
m
is reahed. The hypervisor keeps
trak of those pages that are modied by using a dirty page bitmap, i.e.,
a memory struture where a bit is set for eah dirty page. During live
migration, the bitmap is sanned and, if a page is marked as dirty, it is
transferred to the destination in the subsequent iteration. Let
φ0 : {1, 2, . . . ,M} → {φ(1)0 , φ(2)0 , . . . , φ(M)0 } (4.7)
be an initial page transfer ordering funtion, whih is assumed to be
invertible and its inversion funtion is denoted by φ−10 , whose hoie
depends on the dirty page rate, with φ
(i)
0 ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,M} and φ(i)0 6= φ(j)0
for i 6= j. On the basis of suh an ordering, the pages are arranged in
the new order m
φ
(1)
0
,m
φ
(2)
0
, . . . m
φ
(M)
0
, wherein the position of page mi
turns out to be given by φ−10 (i), for i ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,M}. We assume that
only the pages belonging to M0 , {mφ(1)0 ,mφ(2)0 , . . . ,mφ(M0)0 } are live
migrated, with M0 ≤M , whereas the remaining M −M0 ones belonging
to M0 , {mφ(M0+1)0 ,mφ(M0+2)0 , . . . ,mφ(M)0 } are transferred at the end of
the migration proess when the VM is stopped.
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More preisely, the pre-opy migration proess herein studied works
as follows:
• At the rst iteration (k = 0), all theM0 pages belonging toM0 are
transmitted to the destination in an orderly way (starting phase),
where m
φ
(1)
0
is the rst page to be transferred, thus spanning a
time interval of M0/λ seonds.
• At the kth iteration, for k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , k
end
}, after bitmap sanning,
the pages in the subset Dk , {md(1)
k
,m
d
(2)
k
, . . . ,m
d
(Mk)
k
} ⊆ M0
result to be marked as dirty, with Mk ≤M0,
d
(i)
k ∈ {φ(1)0 , φ(2)0 , . . . , φ(M0)0 },
and d
(i)
k < d
(j)
k for i 6= j, and, hene, if Mk > Mmax, they have
to be retransmitted (push phase), thus spanning a time interval of
Mk/λ seonds; speially, let
φk : {1, 2, . . . ,Mk} → {φ(1)k , φ(2)k , . . . , φ(Mk)k } (4.8)
be a kth page transfer ordering funtion, whih is assumed to be in-
vertible and its inversion funtion is denoted by φ−1k , whose hoie
depends on the dirty page rate, with φ
(i)
k ∈ {d(1)k , d(2)k , . . . , d(Mk)k }
and φ
(i)
k 6= φ(j)k for i 6= j, all the Mk pages belonging to Mk ,
{m
φ
(1)
k
,m
φ
(2)
k
, . . . ,m
φ
(M0)
k
} are live migrated in an orderly way, where
m
φ
(1)
k
is the rst page to be transferred.
• at the last iteration k = k
end
+1, where k
end
= K
m
if Mk > Mmax
for eah k ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,K
m
} or k
end
= k
f
if Mk
f
≤ M
max
with
k
f
∈ {1, 2, . . . ,K
m
−1}, the VM is stopped and, letMk
end
+1 ⊆M0
denote the subset of ardinality Mk
end
+1 ≤M0 olleting the pages
that are marked as dirty at the end of the push phase, the pages in
Mk
end
+1∪M0 are transmitted in an arbitrary order (stop-and-opy
phase), whih spans a time interval of Mk
end
+1/λ + (M −M0)/λ
seonds.
When the omplete memory image has been transferred, the VM is re-
sumed at the destination and the live migration proess is omplete.
The time T
down
required to omplete the stop-and-opy phase is referred
to as downtime, whereas the time T
tot
needed to olletively nish the
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starting, push, and stop-and-opy phases is alled total migration time.
It is readily seen that
T
down
=
Mk
end
+1 + (M −M0)
λ
(4.9)
T
tot
=
M0
λ
+
k
end∑
k=1
Mk
λ
+ T
down
=
M
λ
+
k
end
+1∑
k=1
Mk
λ
. (4.10)
To avoid servie interruption, onsisteny issues, and unpreditable per-
formane, the downtime has to be as small as possible. Moreover, in
many senarios, it is desirable to redue the total migration time in or-
der to free as fast as possible the VM resoures for other use or to avoid
waste of network resoures, suh as bandwidth and power.
4.4 Numerial performane analysis
Herein, we aim at evaluating the average downtime T
down
and the av-
erage total migration time T
tot
by Monte Carlo omputer simulations
arried out in Matlab environment: both T
down
and T
tot
are obtained
by averaging (4.9) and (4.10) over 104 Monte Carlo trials.
As rst step, we have to speify the probabilisti model of the page
rewriting events. For i ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,M}, let Ni(t) denote the random
number of rewriting events (the ount) of page mi at time t, assuming
a zero ount at t = 0. We assume that the sequene of rewritings in
the ounting proess Ni(t) is a Poisson point proess [132℄, i.e., rewriting
events of page mi ours independently of one another, and at a xed
average rate of γi rewritings per seond, and the event of two rewritings at
preisely the same time is impossible, withNi(t) statistially independent
of Nj(t), for i 6= j. We refer to γi as average rewriting rate of page
mi. Under these assumptions, the probability pi(n) that the page mi is
dirtied at least one time during a time interval of duration n/λ, i.e., the
average time needed to transmit n onseutive pages, is given by
pi(n) = 1− e−
γi n
λ . (4.11)
It is worth noting that, if γi ≫ λ/n, then pi ≈ 1, that is, the page mi is
almost surely dirtied during the transmission of n pages; this is just the
ase when live transfer of page mi is wasteful of time, bandwidth, and
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power. On the other hand, when γi ≪ λ/n, it follows that pi ≈ 0 and,
hene, page mi is not dirtied n/λ seonds almost surely.
At the end of the kth iteration of the migration algorithm, for k ∈
{0, 1, . . . ,K
m
}, the probability p(k)i that page mi is dirtied at least one
time is given by
p
(k)
i =

pi
(
Mk − φ−1k (i) + 1
)
, k = Li
pi
MLi − φ−1Li (i) + 1 + k∑
ℓ=Li+1
Mℓ
 , k > Li (4.12)
where Li ∈ {0, 1, . . . , k} is the index of the last iteration in whih the
page mi has been retransmitted. For eah iteration of the migration
algorithm, the entries of the dirty page bitmap are randomly generated
in eah Monte Carlo trial as independent Bernoulli random variables
with suess (i.e., rewriting) probabilities given by (4.12).
For the sake of simpliity, we assume in the following example that
all the M pages are haraterized by the same average rewriting rate,
i.e., γi = γ for eah i ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,M}, and they are migrated in a random
order (we used the randperm funtion of Matlab to ordering the pages at
eah iteration of the migration algorithm). Regarding the parameters of
the migration algorithm, we setM0 =M or,equivalently, M0 = M , and
we used as stop onditions M
max
= M/10 and K
m
= 5. Moreover, we
xed the WAN parameters as follows: C = 31250 pages per seond (i.e.,
the link apaity is 1 Gbps and the size of the pages is 4 kB), B = 5000
pages, and τ = 0.5 seonds, whih lead to λ = 28710 pages per seond
and B
norm
= 0.32.
Fig. 4.2 and Fig. 4.3 report, respetively, the average downtime T
down
and the average total migration time T
tot
as a funtion of the ratio γ/λ
for dierent values of the number of pages M ∈ {10, 50, 100}. Results
show that T
down
and T
tot
rapidly inrease as the ratio γ/λ raises by
(approximatively) saturating to the values M/λ and (K
m
+ 1) (M/λ),
respetively, whih orrespond to the ase in whih all the M pages are
dirtied at the end of eah iteration of the migration algorithm. It an be
argued that, with respet to the ase when all the pages are transmitted
while the VM is stopped (non-live migration), live migration leads to a
signiantly smaller downtime only when the average rewriting rate γ is
a very small fration of the average page throughput λ. For instane,
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Figure 4.2: Average downtime versus γ/λ.
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Figure 4.3: Average total migration time versus γ/λ.
with referene to the ase ofM = 100 pages, when γ is the 2.5% of λ, the
dierene between live and non-live migration is about 1.5 ms in terms of
downtime. Finally, results not reported here for the sake of brevity show
that, as expeted, T
down
and T
tot
are monotonously dereasing funtions
of the WAN parameters B and C, whereas they monotonously inrease
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as a funtion of τ ; however, migration performanes are inuened more
by the link apaity C than by the buer size B and the propagation
delay τ .
4.5 Conlusions
This hapter has argued that, in the short-medium term, SDN and NV
priniples ould bring a profound innovation at the edge of traditional
networks. As a matter of fat, we are already witnessing a migration
of proessing power, storage apability, and embedded ommuniations
towards the edge of the network, i.e. towards the end users. This ombi-
nation of drivers and trends will reate the onditions where the end users
[both residential and small-to-medium enterprises (SMEs) and large en-
terprises (LEs)℄ will drive the network dynamis more and more: the
edge will beome a distributed networking and omputing environment,
a sort of ommodity fabri, apable of oering and providing ICT ser-
vies through a galaxy of eosystems. This vision will require overoming
urrent network ossiations by introduing features for fast and exi-
ble deployment, as well as adaptation of network funtionality, servies
and management poliies: one example of these features is the apa-
bility of orhestrating ensembles of VMs aross multiple edge networks
interonneted by WAN links. In partiular, the ontribution presented
in this hapter has addressed the development of a mathematial model
for performane analysis of live migration of a single VM over a WAN
link. The derived model unveils the dependene of the total migration
time and downtime of the VM memory transfer on the main WAN pa-
rameters, suh as apaity, buering resoures, and propagation delay.
In partiular, the performane of a pre-opy migration algorithm with
page ordering has been onsidered. Simulation results have shown that
live migration aross WANs allows to redue the downtime only when
the average rewriting rate of the pages is a very small fration of the
average page throughput. Future work will be foused on ompleting
the theoretial analysis of the onsidered senario, and validating the
obtained result against real data migration gures; moreover, an inter-
esting development is extending the main methodologies proposed in the
paper to takle the more hallenging senario of migrating multiple VMs
aross WAN links, as well as using the developed framework to improve
migration performane through onstrained optimization approahes.
Conlusions
In this thesis work some results related to tehnologies whih are andi-
date to be part of the fth generation (5G) standard have been presented.
Speially, the treated topis fall in the area of ooperative approahes
as well as in the area of the software dened networking (SDN) and
network funtion virtualization (NFV) paradigms.
With regard to the rst of the two areas, the study of a ooperative
network has been faed in the ase of both Gaussian and non-Gaussian
noise while, with respet to the seond one, the study of the virtual
mahine migration over wide area network (WAN) links has been arried
out from a mathematial point of view.
The disussion related to ooperative systems orrupted by Gaussian
noise has been presented throughout three dierent studies. Speially,
by assuming absene of hannel state information, tight approximations
on the average symbol error probability have been obtained for MIMO
ooperative dual-hop amplify-and-forward multiple-relay systems, in the
ase of both zero foring and minimum mean square error equalization at
the destination node. Moreover, with regard to the zero foring ase, the
performane gain of the ooperative sheme over diret transmission has
been assessed and, under hypothesis of relay luster, the optimal plae-
ment of the relay nodes has been analytially determined. In both the
onsidered ases, results of Monte Carlo omputer simulations showed
a good agreement between the proposed bounds and the related exat
symbol error probabilities with a growing auray when the signal to
noise ratio and the number of ooperating nodes inrease. Finally, by
onsidering the two limit ases of full-instantaneous hannel state infor-
mation (F-CSI) availability and statistial-only hannel state information
(S-CSI) availability, both the soure and relay proessing optimization
has been faed to show the impat of the hannel knowledge level on the
performane of the onsidered system. Although simulation results have
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shown an impressive gain when the soure and relay proessing are opti-
mized on the basis of the full-hannel state information, the S-CSI based
design also provides a remarkable performane improvement whih, even
if not omparable to that of the F-CSI design, it is ahieved at a prie
far lower.
With referene to the ase of systems orrupted by non-Gaussian
noise, the design of a new frequeny-domain equalizer, whih is able
to mitigate the interarrier interferene introdued by non-linear teh-
niques, has been arried out for single-input single-output orthogonal fre-
queny division multiplexing (OFDM) systems employing virtual arriers
and blanking preproessing. Then, the mathematial model for a oop-
erative deode-and-forward OFDM system haraterized by distributed
spae-time blok oding has been presented to show the performane
improvements, with respet to the diret ommuniation, ahieved for
dierent values of ooperating relays and dierent impulsive noise se-
narios.
The last ontribution presented in this thesis work has addressed
the development of a mathematial model for performane analysis, in
terms of downtime and total migration time, of a single virtual mahine
live migration over a WAN link. The presented model has been derived
assuming a pre-opy migration algorithm with page ordering and the
aim of this study has been to unveil the dependene of the performane
metris on the main WAN parameters. Simulation results have shown
that live migration aross WANs allows to redue the downtime only
when the average rewriting rate of the memory pages is a very small
fration of the average page throughput.
Appendi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Appendix A
Proof of Lemma 1
The proof of Lemma 1 relies on a generalization of the Kolmogorov's in-
equality [64℄, whih was originally developed for salar random variables,
to the ase of random matries:
Theorem 4. Let X1,X2, . . . ,Xn be mutually independent random ma-
tries with expetations E(Xk) and varianes
VAR(Xk) , E[‖Xk − E(Xk)‖2], (A.1)
for k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}, and dene
Xk , X1 +X2 + · · · +Xk (A.2)
Ek , E(Xk) = E(X1) + E(X2) + · · ·+ E(Xk) (A.3)
VAR(Xk) , E[‖Xk −Ek‖2]
= VAR(X1) + VAR(X2) + · · ·+ VAR(Xk) . (A.4)
For every t > 0 the probability of the simultaneous realization of the n
inequalities
‖Xk −Ek‖ < t
√
VAR(Xn) , for k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n} (A.5)
is at least 1− t−2.
Proof. The proof is omitted sine it an be obtained by following the
same proedure delineated in [64℄, with minor modiations aounting
only for the matrix nature of the involved random quantities.
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In other words, based on suh a theorem, the probability that at least
one of the inequalities (A.5) does not hold is smaller than or equal to
t−2.
Let us now turn one's attention to the proof of Lemma 1. An equiv-
alent way [64℄ to demonstrate that the matrix sequene {αiGiGHi }NCi=1
obeys the strong law of large numbers is to show that, for every ǫ > 0,
with probability one there our only nitely many of the events
‖S
N
C
−M
N
C
‖
N
C
≥ ǫ . (A.6)
With this goal in mind, let ν ∈ Z and dene the event
Aν ,
{
there exists at least one N
C
∈ (2 ν−1, 2 ν ]
suh that
‖S
N
C
−M
N
C
‖
N
C
≥ ǫ
}
. (A.7)
By virtue of the Borel-Cantelli lemma [64℄, if
+∞∑
ν=1
P (Aν) < +∞ (A.8)
then with probability one only nitely many events Aν our, i.e., for
a given ǫ > 0, there exists a suiently large ν suh that P (Aν) < ǫ.
Therefore, to aomplish the proof of Lemma 1, it sues to prove that
(2.13) implies (A.8). To this aim, we preliminarily observe that
P (Aν) ≤P
({
there exists at least one N
C
∈ (2 ν−1, 2 ν ]
suh that ‖S
N
C
−M
N
C
‖ ≥ ǫ 2 ν−1})
=1− P
 2 ν⋂
k=2 ν−1+1
{‖Sk −Mk‖ < ǫ 2 ν−1}

≤ VAR[S2 ν ]
ǫ2 2 2(ν−1)
= 4
VAR[S2 ν ]
ǫ2 2 2ν
(A.9)
where the seond inequality diretly omes from appliation of Theo-
rem 4.
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At this point, using (A.9) and aounting also for (2.12), we an write
+∞∑
ν=1
P (Aν) ≤ 4NRND
2
ǫ2
+∞∑
ν=1
(
1
4
)ν 2ν∑
i=1
α2i σ
4
g,i
=
4N
R
N
D
2
ǫ2
+∞∑
i=1
α2i σ
4
g,i
+∞∑
ν = 1
2ν ≥ i
(
1
4
)ν
≤ 16NRND
2
3 ǫ2
+∞∑
i=1
α2i σ
4
g,i
i2
(A.10)
where we have used the fat that, if 2ν0 ≥ i > 2ν0−1, then
+∞∑
ν = 1
2ν ≥ i
(
1
4
)ν
=
+∞∑
ν=ν0
(
1
4
)ν
=
(
1
4
)ν0 +∞∑
ν′=0
(
1
4
)ν′
=
1
22ν0
1
1− 14
≤ 4
3 i2
. (A.11)
In onlusion, if (2.13) holds, then from (A.10) the series
∑+∞
ν=1 P (Aν)
onverges.
Appendix B
Proof of Theorem 1
It is shown [72, 133℄ that, onditioned on H, the approximate value of
SINRn in (2.20) is a Gamma random variable with shape parameter
k = N
D
−N
B
+ 1 and sale parameter θ = (γ/β) Σn, where
Σn =
1{[
FH0 H˜
H
(Ω⊗ I
N
R
) H˜F0
]−1}
nn
(B.1)
and the entries of H˜ , [diag(σ−1
h,1, σ
−1
h,2, . . . , σ
−1
h,N
C
)⊗I
N
R
]H ∈ C(NCNR)×NS
are i.i.d. ZMCSCG random variables having unit variane, with Ω ,
diag(α1 σ
2
h,1 σ
2
g,1, α2 σ
2
h,2 σ
2
g,2, . . . , αN
C
σ2
h,N
C
σ2
g,N
C
) ∈ RNC×NC . Thus, re-
membering that for a Gamma random variable Φ(y) = (1 − θ y)−k for
y < θ−1, one has
Φ
SINRn
(
− u
sin2 x
;H
)
≈ 1(
1 + u γβ
Σn
sin2 x
)k
≈ (sin2 x)k
[
u γ
β
Σn
]−k
(B.2)
where the last approximation holds for γ ≫ 1. Substituting (B.2) in
(2.17) and realling the expressions of b and u, one has that P
oop,n(e |H),
onditioned on H, an be approximated as follows
P
oop,n(e |H) ≈ 2Θ(k)
(
1− 1√
Q
) [
3
2(Q− 1)
γ
β
Σn
]−k
(B.3)
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where Θ(v) , (2/π)
∫ π/2
0 (sin
2 x)v dx, with v ∈ R.
Aording to (2.8), eq. (B.3) has to be averaged with respet to H ∈
C
N
C
N
R
×N
S
or, equivalently, H˜. To this end, by partitioning H˜ as
H˜ , [H˜
T
1 , H˜
T
2 , . . . , H˜
T
N
C
]T, (B.4)
with H˜i ∈ CNR×NS for i ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,NC}, one obtains from (B.1) that
FH0 H˜
H
(Ω⊗ I
N
R
) H˜F0 =
N
C∑
i=1
AHi Ai (B.5)
where
Ai ,
√
ωi H˜iF0 ∈ CNR×NB , (B.6)
with ωi , αi σ2
h,i σ
2
g,i being the ith diagonal entries of Ω. It is readily
seen that, for i ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,N
C
}, the matrix AHi Ai has a omplex entral
Wishart distribution [69℄ with N
R
degrees of freedom and ovariane
matrix (ωi/NB) IN
B
, provided that N
R
≥ N
B
. At this point, we an rely
on the following general result:
Lemma 3. Let Xi ∈ CNB×NB be a omplex entral Wishart matrix
with λi ≥ NB degrees of freedom and ovariane matrix Ki, for i ∈
{1, 2, . . . ,N
C
}. The matrix X , ∑NCi=1Xi approximately has a omplex
entral Wishart distribution with
λ ,
tr
(NC∑
i=1
λiKi
)2+ tr2(NC∑
i=1
λiKi
)
N
C∑
i=1
λi
[
tr
(
K2i
)
+ tr2 (Ki)
] (B.7)
degrees of freedom and ovariane matrix
K ,
1
λ
N
C∑
i=1
λiKi . (B.8)
Proof. See [65, Se. 3℄. By using Lemma 3 with Xi = A
H
i Ai,
λi = NR, andKi = (ωi/NB) IN
B
, the matrix in (B.5) approximately has a
omplex entral Wishart distribution with N
R
(
∑
N
C
i=1 ωi)
2/(
∑
N
C
i=1 ω
2
i ) de-
grees of freedom and ovariane matrix N
B
−1(
∑
N
C
i=1 ω
2
i )/(
∑
N
C
i=1 ωi) INB .
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Therefore, provided that N
C
N
R
> N
D
, one has [72, 133℄ that Σn ∼
Gamma(k, θ), with k = N
C
N
R
−N
S
+1 and θ = N
B
−1(
∑
N
C
i=1 ω
2
i )/(
∑
N
C
i=1 ωi),
and, onsequently, 1/Σn is distributed as an inverse Gamma random
variable. Following [36℄, after some alulations, one obtains
EH
[
(Σn)
−D
]
=
(N
C
N
R
−N
D
− 1)!
(N
C
N
R
−N
B
)!

N
S
N
C∑
i=1
ωi
N
C∑
i=1
ω2i

D
, (B.9)
where D = N
D
−N
B
+1. Averaging (B.3) with respet to H, using (B.9),
and realling the expression of ωi, one obtains (2.19).
Appendix C
Proof of Theorem 2
The rst part of the proof onsists of showing that the approximate value
of SINRn given by (2.20) an be expressed as a random quadrati form
[134℄. The matrix C in (2.15) an be rewritten as C = G˜FHF0, where
the entries of H˜ , [diag(σ−1
h,1, σ
−1
h,2, . . . , σ
−1
h,N
C
) ⊗ I
N
R
]H ∈ C(NCNR)×NS
and G˜ , G [diag(σ−1
g,1, σ
−1
g,2, . . . , σ
−1
g,N
C
) ⊗ I
N
R
] ∈ CND×(NCNR) are i.i.d.
ZMCSCG random variables having unit variane, with G and F de-
ned previously, whereas F , diag
(√
ω1F1,
√
ω2F2, . . . ,
√
ω
N
C
F
N
C
) ∈
C
(N
C
N
R
)×(N
C
N
R
)
, with ωi , αi σ2
h,i σ
2
g,i, for i ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,NC}. Let
cn ∈ CND andCn ∈ CND×(NB−1) denote the nth olumn ofC and the ma-
trix obtained by striking cn out of C, respetively, for n ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,NB},
it results (see, e.g., [72, 133℄) that
SINRn =
γ
β
[
cHn cn − cHn Cn
(
CHn Cn
)−1
CHn cn
]
. (C.1)
It an be veried that, onditioned on G˜, the matrix Cn has a iru-
lar symmetri omplex Gaussian distribution with mean O
N
D
×(N
B
−1)
and ovariane matrix (G˜FFH G˜
H
)⊗R∗n, where Rn ∈ C(NB−1)×(NB−1)
is the nonsingular matrix FH0 F0 deprived of its nth olumn and nth
row. Therefore, we an equivalently express Cn as Cn = G˜F H˜redR
1/2
n ,
where the entries of H˜
red
∈ C(NCNR)×(NB−1) are i.i.d. ZMCSCG random
variables having unit variane and R
1/2
n is the (Hermitian) square root
of Rn. Substituting suh an expression of Cn in (C.1), one obtains
SINRn =
γ
β
[
cHn PN (ΞH) cn
]
(C.2)
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where, by dening Ξ , G˜F H˜
red
,
PN (ΞH) , IND −Ξ
(
ΞHΞ
)−1
ΞH ∈ CND×ND (C.3)
is the orthogonal projetor onto N (ΞH); in partiular, it results that:
i) an orthogonal projetor is Hermitian, i.e.,
PH
N (ΞH)
= PN (ΞH); (C.4)
ii) an orthogonal projetor is idempotent, i.e.,
P2
N (ΞH)
= PN (ΞH). (C.5)
Moreover, it an be shown [72, 133℄ that
cn | G˜,Cn ∼ CN (−Cn (R∗n)−1 r∗n, G˜FFH G˜
H
/{(FT0 F∗0)−1}nn), (C.6)
where rn ∈ CNB−1 represents the nth olumn ofRn with its nth entry re-
moved. Hene, we an equivalently express cn as cn = −Cn (R∗n)−1 r∗n+
(G˜Fx)/{(FH0 F0)−1}nn, where the entries of x ∈ CNCNR are i.i.d. ZM-
CSCG random variables having unit variane and we have also observed
that {(FT0 F∗0)−1}nn = {(FH0 F0)−1}nn. Substituting suh an expression
of cn in (C.2) and observing that
CHn PN (ΞH) = R
1/2
n (H˜
H
red
FH G˜
H
)PN (ΞH) = O(N
B
−1)×N
D
, (C.7)
one has
SINRn = δn x
HQx (C.8)
where δn , (γ u)/[β {(FH0 F0)−1}nn] and Q , FH G˜
H
PN (ΞH) G˜F ∈
C
(N
C
N
R
)×(N
C
N
R
)
. Under the assumption that N
C
N
R
≥ N
D
, the matrix
G˜F ∈ CND×(NCNR) is full-row rank with probability one and, onse-
quently, one has rank(Q) = rank(PN (ΞH)) = ND − NB + 1. At this
point, by resorting to the Cherno bound [?℄, the probability in (2.17)
an be upper bounded as Pr(E
oop,n |G,H) ≤ b exp(−uSINRn), thus
following from (2.13) that
P
oop,n(e) ≤ bEG˜,H˜
red
,x [exp(−u SINRn)] (C.9)
= bE
G˜
{
E
H˜
red
| G˜
[
E
x | G˜,H˜
red
[exp(−uSINRn)]
]}
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where we have also used the onditional expetation rule [135℄.
The seond part of the proof lies in evaluating the ensemble averages
in (C.10) with respet to x and H˜
red
, given G˜. First, aounting for
(C.8), it results [136℄ that
E
x | G˜,H˜
red
[exp(−uSINRn)] = det−1 (IN
C
N
R
+ δnQ) . (C.10)
Seond, following [134℄, it an be proven that
E
H˜
red
| G˜
[
det
−1 (I
N
C
N
R
+ δnQ)
] ≈ Υ
N
B
−1 δ
−(N
D
−N
B
+1)
n ×
det
−1(G˜FFH G˜
H
) (C.11)
where the approximation holds for γ ≫ 1,
Υp ,
∑
1≤i1<···<ip≤N
D
[∏p
j=1 λij (G˜FF
H G˜
H
)
]
(
N
D
p
) (C.12)
for p ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,N
D
}, and {λ1(G˜FFH G˜H)}NDj=1, denote the eigenval-
ues of G˜FFH G˜
H
, whih is nonsingular with probability one. The term
at the numerator of Υp is the elementary symmetri polynomial [137℄
of degree p in the N
D
variables λ1(G˜FF
H G˜
H
), λ2(G˜FF
H G˜
H
), . . .,
λ
N
D
(G˜FFH G˜
H
), i.e., the sum of all produts of p out of the numbers
λ1(G˜FF
H G˜
H
), λ2(G˜FF
H G˜
H
), . . ., λ
N
D
(G˜FFH G˜
H
) with the indies
in inreasing order, whereas the binomial oeient
(
N
D
p
)
in the denom-
inator of Υp is the number of terms in the numerator. In this regard, we
apitalize on the following result:
Lemma 4 (Malaurin's inequality). The following hain of inequalities
holds
Υ1 ≥ 2
√
Υ2 ≥ · · · ≥ ND
√
Υ
N
D
(C.13)
with equality if and only if all the λi(G˜FF
H G˜
H
) are equal.
Proof. See [137℄. By virtue of Lemma 4 and, additionally, observing
that Υ1 = tr(G˜FF
H G˜
H
), it is seen that
Υ
N
B
−1 ≤ trNB−1(G˜FFH G˜H) . (C.14)
The bound (2.34) follows by substituting (C.14), (C.11), (C.10) in (C.10)
and, moreover, aounting for the expressions of the onstants b, u, and
δn.
Appendix D
Proof of Lemma 2
First of all, we observe that (see, e.g., [74℄)
tr(G˜FFH G˜
H
) ≤ tr(FFH) tr(G˜ G˜H) . (D.1)
Let us order the eigenvalues of G˜FFH G˜
H
as
λ1(G˜FF
H G˜
H
) ≤ λ2(G˜FFH G˜H) ≤ · · · ≤ λN
D
(G˜FFH G˜
H
), (D.2)
we rely on the following generalization of the Ostrowski's theorem [74℄:
Theorem 5. Let λ1(G˜ G˜
H
) ≤ λ2(G˜ G˜H) ≤ · · · ≤ λN
D
(G˜G˜
H
) and
λ1(FF
H) ≤ λ2(FFH) ≤ · · · ≤ λN
C
N
R
(FFH) be the ordered eigenval-
ues of G˜ G˜
H
and FFH, respetively, with N
C
N
R
≥ N
D
, then
λp(G˜FF
H G˜
H
) = θp ϑp , for p ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,ND} (D.3)
where
λ1(G˜ G˜
H
) ≤ θp ≤ λN
D
(G˜ G˜
H
) (D.4)
and
λp(FF
H) ≤ ϑp ≤ λp+N
C
N
R
−N
D
(FFH). (D.5)
Proof. See [138℄.
As a onsequene of Theorem 5, we get
det(G˜FFH G˜
H
) =
N
D∏
p=1
λp(G˜FF
H G˜
H
) =
ND∏
p=1
θp
ND∏
p=1
ϑp

≥ λND1 (G˜ G˜
H
)
ND∏
p=1
λp(FF
H)
 . (D.6)
Eq. (2.35) readily follows from (D.1) and (D.6)
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Appendix E
Proof of Theorem 3
Sine the matrix W
dft
is nonsingular, it results that
rank(CHΘ) = rank[(IM −B)WidftHΘ]. (E.1)
Moreover, by virtue of assumption (a3), one has rank(HΘ) = M
u
,
whih implies that rank(W
idft
HΘ) = M
u
, sine W
idft
is a nonsingu-
lar matrix. The matrix (IM − B)WidftHΘ ∈ CM×Mu is full-olumn
rank i [79℄ N (IM − B) ∩ R(WidftHΘ) = {0M}. By onstrution,
the mth diagonal entry of IM − B is zero for eah m ∈ B and, thus,
rank(IM − B) = M − |B| = |B|. Realling that mi denotes the ith el-
ement of B, for i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , |B|}, an arbitrary vetor µ ∈ CM belongs
to N (IM − B) i there exists a vetor β ∈ C|B| suh that µ = Ψβ,
with Ψ , [1m1 ,1m2 , . . . ,1m|B| ] ∈ RM×|B|, where 1m ∈ RM is the
(m + 1)th olumn of IM . Hene, an arbitrary vetor µ ∈ N (IM − B)
also belongs to the subspae R(W
idft
HΘ) i there exists a vetor
α ∈ CMu suh that Ψβ = W
idft
HΘα. As a onsequene, ondi-
tion N (IM −B) ∩ R(WidftHΘ) = {0M} holds i the system of equa-
tions HΘα −W
dft
Ψβ = 0M admits the unique solution α = 0M
u
and β = 0|B|. It an be seen [74℄ that this happens i the matrix
[HΘ,W
dft
Ψ] ∈ CM×(Mu+|B|) turns out to be full-olumn rank.
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